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() 1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 SEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING SOARD

4 -----------------x

5 In the Matter of :

6 WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY : Occket Nos.

7 (Point Beach Power Plant : 50-266-OLA and

8 Units 1 and 2) : 50-301-CLA

9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x

10

11 Room 398, Federal Euilding

12 517 East Wisconsin Avenue

13 Milwaukee, Wisconsin

0 14 Thursday, November 18, 1982

15 The hearing in the above-entitled matter

16 convened, pursuant to notice, at 9:02 a.m.

17 BEFORE:

18 PETER B. BLOCH, Chairman

19 Administrative Judge

20

21 JERRY R. KLINE, Member

22 Administrative Judge

23

24 HUGH C. PAXTON, Member

25 Administrative Judge

O
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2 On behalf of Applicant:

I 3 SRUCE W. CHURCHILL, Esq.
l

|
4 DELISSA A. RIDGWAY, Esq.

5 Shaw Pittman Potts & Trowbridge
l

6 1800 M Street, N.W.

7 Suite 900 - North

,
8 Washington, D.C.

|
t 9

10 On behalf of the Regulatory Staff:

11 RICHARD BACHMANN, Esc.

12 MYRON KARMAN, Esc.

13 hashington, D.C.

O 14

15 On behalf of Intervenor,
i

1

16 Wisconsin Environmental Decade, Inc.:
i

17 PETER ANDERSON, Esq.
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20

21

22
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24

25
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() 1 3 E_2_C_f_i_2_I_U 2 1

2 JUDGE SLOCH: The hearing will come to order.

'
3 We do expect that when ma are talking with

4 Staff witnessas that we will ask them to clarify any

5 areas of possible disagreement between the Staff and

6 Applicant witnesses, and to explain the importance of

7 those differences or lack of importance, and so we just

8 would like to urge the Staff witnesses to make sure they

9 are attending to whatever those differences might be.

10 Mr. Churchill approached me as we were

11 beginning to commence the proceedings and suggested that

12 he has the agreement of the parties to discontinue the

13 questioning of Mr. Fletcher and call his oddy current

0 14 interpretation experts. There being no objection, Mr.
|
| 15 Churchill, will you proceed, please.

16 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes, sir. Thank you.

17 I would like to call to the stand Mr. Denton

18 and Mr. McKee, please.

19 Your Honor, you knew Mr. Denton from

20 yesterday. He's already been sworn in. Mr. McKee is an

21 employao of Mr. Denton 's c ompany. Mr. McKse is the man

22 who actually reads and interorets the data from the
|

| 23 Point Beach plant.

24 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. McKee, you undarstand that

j 25 you are testifying before an agency of the United States
|

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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(]) 1 Government, that the matters we are talking about are

2 potentially serious safety and environmental matters,

3 that the testimony you are about to give should be the

4 truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the trutn, and

5 that the failure to live up to that obligation is

6 subject to possible penalty for perjury?

7 MR. McKEE: Yes, I do.

8 JUDGE SLOCH: Please proceed.

9 Whereupon,

10 CLYDE J. DENTON,

11 recalled as a witness by counsel for the Applicant,

12 having previously been duly sworn by the Chairman, was

13 examined and testified as follows:

14 Whereupon,

l 15 EDWARD 0. McKEE,

16 called as a witness by counsel for the Applicant, having

17 first been duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and

18 testified as follows:
l

19 DIRECT EXAMINATION

20 SY MR. CHURCHILL:

21 Q Mr. McKee, would you stata your full name,

22 please.

23 A (WITNESS McKEE) Edward O. McKee.

24 Q And by whom are you employed?
|
I 25 A (WITNESS McKEE) Zetec, Incorporated, Misaque,

O
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() 1 Washington.

2 C And what are your duties there, Mr. McKee?

3 A (WITNESS McKEE) Electronics technician, data

4 analyst, help in the engineering department.

5 0 And could you give us a description of the

6 training and experience that you have had, first of all

7 your educational background and second the experience

8 you've had relative to the interpretation of eddy

9 current data?

10 A (WITNESS McKEE) Four years military

11 electronics, two years electronics toch school, and

12 about 22 years in the electronics and nondestructive

13 testing field.t

14 Q And how long have you been inierpreting eddy

15 current data?
I

i 16 A (WITNESS McKEE) About 11 or 12 years.

i
'

17 Q What is your relationship or your role in the

18 Point Seach eddy current inspection program?

19 A (WITNESS McKEE) I have done all the data from

20 the first inspection except for two times, both plants.
|
'

21 C Mr. Denton, yesterday when you were uo on the

22 stand we introduced Applicant's Exhibit 2, and what I

| 23 sould like to ask you to do - you have been invited

24 here by the Board, both of you gentlemen have been

25 invited here by the Board, to explain how eddy current

/~T
U
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I
i

() 1 data is interproted, particularly the eddy current data
1

2 from Point Beach.
|,

'3 And if you sould, would you just run through

4 Applicant's Exhibit 2 and exclain to the Board just how

5 eddy current interpretation is cone with respect to

6 those examples.

7 A (WITNESS DENTON) If I could say over what I

8 said yesteroay by way of review, I'll start and go-

9 through this. The first, page 1, first the oddy current

10 equivalent that we use today has the capability of using
:

11 four testers simultaneously sharing the probe. Each of

12 those have two channels. We have to have both a

13 horizontal and a vertical channel. So in fact this

; 14 equipment has eight outputs.
t

15 And I'm emphasizing this now because as we go

16 through the exhibit, we have chosen to put on strip
.

17 chart in one case two channels and later we have changed
i

18 one of the channels to a difference piece of

i 19 information. All of the data collected on any of our

20 inspections is always recorded in its raw form on an

21 aight-channel magnetic tace, so that we always have the

22 option of putting on strip chart any combination of
|

| 23 information that we want.

24 Also, since this is a multi-parameter piece of

25 equicment, which means we can manipulate the data, by'

|

|
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() 1 having it all in its cas form on magnetic tape ce can

2 choose to manipulate it later however we want.

3 JUDGE BLCCH: You mean primarily that you may

4 add different channels together?

5 WITNESS DENTGN Yes. We can subtract the

6 effects of tube supports or copper. We can also

7 subtract the effects of things on the I.D. of the tuba

8 by judicious selection of frequencies when we do the

9 original inspection.

10 We have basically two ways of looking at the

11 data. The top picture shows three of the channals --

12 two of the channels presented simultaneously, I 'm s orry ,

13 and the combination of those two channels. So these are

14 than lissajous patterns of the main test frequency, in

15 this case 400 kilohertz, the subtractor frequency, which

16 is 100 kilohertz. It is picked lower, which allows us

17 to subtract signals caused by things on the outside of

18 the tube. And then the lower lissajous pattern is a

19 result of adding the two top ones together.

20 Then the strip chart shows on channel one, the

21 left channel, the vertical component of the mix.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: Just to be clecr, in some places

23 tha chart on the left looks lik. a single line. Is that

24 because the lines in fact are falling exactly on top of

25 one anotner?

O
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() 1 WITNESS DENTON: I'm screy, I don 't understand

2 the question. On channel one of the strip chart

3 recorder or are we talking the photograph of the

4 lissajous?

5 JUCGE BLOCH: I thought you just said there
1

6 were two channels on the left side of this.

7 WITNESS DENTON: No, I'm sorry. The vertical,

8 the channel one, there is only a single pin, so on

9 channel one there's the vertical information from the

10 mix, which is the lower lissajous pattern. And the

11 second channel is the vertical of the 400 kilohertz,

12 chich is the upper left lissajous pattern.
'

13 So this is a typical strip chart arrangement.

14 If there is a decrease in electrical conductivity in the'

15 tube wall caused by a defect, there will be a vertical

16 component to the signal. So we can easily screen strip

17 charts to look for indications that we would then have

18 to go to the mag tape and bring up on the oscilloscope.

19 JUDGE SLOCH: And that is the order in which
(

20 you proceed. You stort with the strip chart and then

21 when you find some possiele problem you then go to the

22 --

23 WITNESS DENTON: It depends on the plant. If

24 we have a plant that has exhibited small volume flaws or

25 numbers of flaws, quite often we have the strip chart on

)

:
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() I the table in front of us and the oscilloscope in front

2 of us ano se actually look at all of the mag tape along

3 with the strip chart.

4 It is necessary to have the strip chart
,

5 because it's the only real way to get the vertical

6 elevation of the faults.

7 JUDGE BLOCH: So sometimes you're looking at

8 the data simultaneously?

9 WITNESS DENTON: That is a fact, yes.

10 The other thing I need to point out about the

11 lissajous pattern, I want to go just briefly through the

|
12 basic eddy current phenomenon again. We pick a

13 frequency which is high enough when we are setting up to

14 detect flaws, that we have phase delay through the tube

15 wall, so that flaws on the outside of the tube occur

16 later in time than flaws on the inside of the tube. And
i

17 as a flaw on the outside of the tube progresses toward

18 the inside of the tube, the indication of that flaw

19 rotates in a counterclockwise direction.

20 The other information contained -- there's

21 actually three pieces of information in any one of these

22 lissajous signals. One is the phase angle, which is

23 related to the depth of the flaw and its origin, either

24 I.O. or 0.0. Second is the amplitude of the signal,

25 which is related to ths volume of the flaw. And third

O
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(]) 1 is the loop opening of the lissajous, which is a little

2 more ambiguous but nevertheless contains irformation.

3 So those three items are always considered when we are

4 interpreting data.

5 If I may proceed, then, to page 2. Nu have --

6 the strip chart in this case is connected the same as

7 the first strip chart. Let me explain. At the top of

8 each page we have some title, like " Lab Standard" or

9 whatever, and then next thing says "2V/D." That is

10 merely telling us that these pictures were all taken

11 with the oscilloscone set on 2 volts per division.

12 Thore's nothing mysterious about the number.

13 So we have then in the left side, we have a

14 lissajous pattern of the tube support on the outside of,

|

15 the tube as the probe is pulled through it, at 400

16 kilohertz on the left, 100 kilohertz on the right. Now,

17 those two signals look approximately the same at

18 different phase angles, but in fact in order to have

l 19 those two signals be the same size the amplification or

'

20 the gain of the 100 kilohertz has been decreased,
,

i

| 21 because at the lower frequency the tube support signal
!

| 22 would be much larger.

23 If you were going to do a mix on the outside

24 of the tube, that is a necessary relationship. You have

25 to have the gain on the subtractor channel lower than

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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() I tha gain on the testar channel. Then through some

2 electronic manipulation those two signals are made to

3 look as much alike as possible and out through a

4 comparator and subtracted one from the other.

5 Se the resultant, which is the spot down

6 below, is shat we call the residue of the tube suoport

7 signal. Then if you look down on the strip chart, you

8 see the same information displayed with ths vertical

9 information separated out and the horizontal is not
.

10 presented. -

11 So in the left channel you see the vertical

12 component of the residual of the tube support right.

13 Where the line is orawn, that little indication is what

14 is left of the tube supoort signal. On the right
i

15 channel, you see the vertical component of the tube

16 support before the subtraction from the 400 kilohertz.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: These are lab standards; they

18 are not from the actual generator?

19 WITNESS DENTON: That's true. It is just a

20 tube with a carbon steel ring around it.

I 21 Then on the right chann el -- I 'm sorry. On

22 the right side of the page you see exactly the same

23 thing, and I'm sure it is probably also the same tube

24 support ring. You just don 't remove the probe from

25 insico it, which then simulates being inside the tube

()
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t

() 1 sheet. In other words, you enter d the carbon steel but

2 you did not leave it, so you see only one lobe of the

3 signal.

4 Let me back up a minute. A}l of this data is
5 taken from a differential probe. That means we have two

6 coils in the boboin that are placed, actually separated

7 from each other by approximately a sixteenth of an

8 inch. So this data is t'aken ahore you are comparing one

9 section of the tube with respect to the next section of

10 the tube, and as you cull the probe down tnrough the

11 tube, then as you enter a flaw one coil sees it, then

12 the other coil sees it.
|

13 So all of these lissajous patterns are|

14 actually duplicates of the signal. If you see the

15 signal, you notice if you have a symmetrical flaw -- we

16 can use the tube support for an example. You see that|

17 the downward lobs is one coil coming in and then it goes

18 back. Both coils are in it and then you see the other

19 mirror-image lobe as the probe leaves it.

20 So now I can go back to the explanation of the

21 next picture, because we never left it. We only have

22 one looe. i

JUCGE BLOCH: Are you going to explain at some23

| 24 point whether there is any significance to deviations
;

25 from central line?l , s

,
-

O
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({) 1 WITNESS DENTON: We are rapidly approaching

2 that, yes. In this case there is no significance to

| 3 that, but we'll explain thet in a minute.

4 Okay, so now we have page 3. We have an

5 actual tube. There 's no de f ect indication in this tube.

6 It has been picked as a tube sheet area and above the,

7 tube sheet area without a flaw.

! 8 So you have to picture the strip chart as

9 running toward the fl1or as it comes out of the machine

10 and the probe is coming from up in the tube down toward

11 the tube end. We always record data on the retraction

12 of se orobe, not on the insertion. So that if you look

13 at the bottom of the page you 'll see where it says "the

-

14 first support."

15 So the probe is just coming through the first

16 support plate, which is roughly 40-some inches above the

17 top of tne tube sheet. Then as the strip chart runs in

18 time, you see the signals that occur as the probe comes

19 down. Then you see the entrance to the tube sheet is

20 marked on the strip chart.

21 Then the next big excursion which you see,

22 which isn't marked, is the entrance into the tube roll.

23 The bottom of the tube, the lower portion of the tube,

24 is rolled into the tube sheet. So you have an expansion'

25 of the inside diametar of the tube.

O
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() 1 JUDGE BLOCH: I cannot tell where that is on

2 the chart. At the very top --

3 WITNESS OENTCN: It's the first very large one

4 as you go to the top of the strip chart. Then you are

5 in the tube roll area, and that next small signal in the

6 middle is the overlap from the tube roll and the next

7 large signal is the end of the tube.

8 JUDGE ELOCH: Now, in the middle of the graoh

9 on the right there is noise, some of which seems to

10 approach the amplitude of the signal marked 20 percent

11 on page 1. Is there something I'm missing?

12 WITNESS DENTON: No, there isn 't. As a matter

13 of fact, the nice thing, you see, about mixing the
,

14 signal out is that when you look at the channel on the,

15 left after we have subtracted those things on the
i

16 axterior of tne tube, that those signals are gone or

17 drastically changea their shape.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: So the key strip is the left

19 strip?

20 WITNESS DENTCN: In this case, yes.

|

. 21 JUDGE BLOCH: And what is it you really are
1
l 22 subtracting out?

23 WITNESS DENTON: In this case, when it's

24 above, all those indications above the tube sheet are

25 most likely the sludge layer. It is variations in the

(

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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(} 1 density. It is a variation in the density of the

l
2 magnetite in the sludge layer.

,

I
3 JUD3E SLCCH: Ano if it were a real defect? ;

4 L 55 DENTCN: It would appear on the left

5 channel as well.

6 If there are no questions on page 3, we will

7 progress to page 4. This is going to slow us down a

8 little bit as we're starting to get more interesting

9 here. '

10 The left side of the page, we have now a tube,

11 a recording of a tube which in fact was leaking water.

12 It takes a little more time to go through this, so we'll

13 start down at the bottom of the page on the strip chart

14 again. We have the same tube support signal, so we

15 always try to test to a known point. In this case the

18 inspection goes above the riamber one support and then

17 down through the area, through the tube sheet.

18 You see, all the noise on the right-hand

19 channel is not on the left-hanc channel until you get

20 down to the tube sheet area or into the tube sheet

21 area. So what we have is a case of, most likely,

22 magnetite on the tube i t s e.l f , on the straight length of

23 the tube.

24 Then we enter the tube sheet and the first

25 signal we come to indicates -- whoever laid this chart

O
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1

() 1 out indicates that this is the leaking area in this

2 tune, and you see some nico photographs up above. From

3 these phase angles, this signal looks to be, I don't

4 know offhand, but let's say 30 percent through the

5 wall.
,

6 Th,is is not an uncommon occurrence if you have

7 a crack situation. If it is a stress-type crack it is

8 not unusual for that to relieve the stress and still

9 have some metal contact on the inner diameter of the

10 tube that allows current to flow through it. So it is

11 not unusual to have a leak that does not read a

12 40-cegree phase angle and 100 percent of the way through

13 the tube.

14 JUDGE BLOCH: So it's also not unusual to have

15 a 100 percent through-wall defect that appears on the

16 eddy current testing to be 80 percent?

17 WITNESS DENTON: That is correct, that is not

18 an unusual occurrence. However, in this case if you

19 come on down through the graons, the reeson I was

20 exclaining the entry to the tube roll so well is that in

21 this case you notice there's a big indication above the

22 entry to the tube roll, which in fact is a much bigger

23 signal indication than the one that has been marked on

24 the strip chart.

25 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, I have a picture,

O
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() 1 a scope picture of that larger indication. Would you

2 like for me to distribute this to the Board?

3 WITNESS DENTON: If you would, please.

4 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, this is a single

5 sheet darked " Point Beach No. 1, WEP, November 1991."

6 It is a picture of a tube identified as R-2T-C-49, four

7 inches ATE, meaning above the tube sheet, above the tube

8 and, ATE.

9 I would like to have this marked Applicant's

10 Exhibit 3.

11 JUDGE 3 LOCH: It shall be so marked.

12 (The document referred to,

13 was marked Applicant 's

14 Exhibit No. 3 for

15 identification.)
,
,

l

16 WITNESS DENTON: Okay. Now, so the only other

17 thing to discuss I think is, in the tube sheet area you

18 notice that both channels reliably present the same

19 information, and it indicates that once you get in the

20 area of 13 inches above the tube end and down it has in

| 21 fact a detarieration of the tube wall in the full length
|

22 of the tubs, between where the leaker is indicated and

23 who - the most likely leak really is. The indication is

24 full length in that tube.
|

| 25 Now, when you are doing a differential coil

|

|
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() I test, which we are, then what happens in this case is

2 you are really comparing differences in defective

3 sections of the tube wall, and so you don't really come

4 up with phase angles. You merely come up with a bunch

5 of garbege in signals.

6 In this case when se actually entered these

7 two particular flawed acers, their volume mes

'

8 significantly larger than the background deterioration

9 of the tube wall, that very nice signals were in fact

10 pulled out of it. And in fact, the picture that we have

11 just handed out is as close to a classic eddy current

12 signal as you could ask for.

13 So again, thinking about volumes, you notice'

14 on the strip . chart, in both cases the strip chart is

15 actually saturated by this large signal.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Churchill, could we somehow

17 take this as evidence?

18 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, given the
|

i

19 background and the explanation, I would move that this

20 be received into evidence.

21 JUDGE 3 LOCH: Any objection?

22 (No response.)

23 JUDGE SLOCH: Mr. Reporter, please binc it

24 in to tne transcript.
,

25 (The document referred

|
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I
!

i
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!

2 identification as 1

i
'

3 Applican t 's Exhibit No.

4 3, was received in

, 5 evidence and bound into
i

'
6 the transcript at this

'

7 point.)

1

S

i
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|
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O|
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() 1 WITNESS 05NTON: Okay. If there Pre no more

2 questione, we'll move to the right sida of the chart and

3 we will have an axample of the volume effects of flaws.

4 In this case, first you notice that we're coming down to

S the strip chart in much the same manner. The tube sheet

6 entrance is a normal-looking entrance, and then at 20

7 inches above the tube end you'll see the small

8 indication on the strip chart, and you will look up at

9 the test channel at 400 kilchartz and you'll sae a

10 signal which is not that easily identified.

11 Now, this is obviously a very small volume

12 indication. The problem with this kind of indication is

j
. 13 that it is close to impossible to put a realistic phase

14 angle on this, because we're talking about a signal to

15 noise ratio in this case which is about one. If you

! 16 look at the strip chart, there are some general signals

; 17 in that area that are almost the same as the one we are

18 trying to identify.
1

19 So it is the obligation of the data

20 interoreter to try to assess that in the most severe

21 mode that he can justify, which is measura the angle

22 which would make it appear to be the largest flaw. The

23 problem with this type of flaw is, it is always

24 auestionable. There's always a signal to noise ratio

25 limitation, and the cuestion is, should we put a number

| ()
|

|
|
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1

(]) 1 on this or should wa not. Is it just noise or is it

2 really a flaw?

3 In this case the interpreter, which I beliave

4 was Mr. McKee, chose to put a number on this that said

5 39 percent of the wey through the wall. Thrt doesn't

6 mean in any stretch of the imagination that this flew is

7 really 89 percent of the way through the tube wall.

8 JUD3E BLOCH: Mr. McKee, when you do put that

9 nu.aber on, we just had an explanation that it's rather

10 arbitrary. What do you know about what the minimum size

11 of that flaw may be anc what the maximum size of that

12 flaw may be?

13 WITNESS McKEE3 To answer the second, probably

14 the maximum may be 89 percent. S'ut hav.ing a signal to

15 noise ratio of about one to one, the minimum size I

16 cannot tell you.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Now, you say the maximum is

18 probably 89 percent. What is that based on?

19 WITNESS McKEE: If you look in the center of

20 that thing at the top o* the page, you have that

21 vertical line going uo and down. That is what !

| 22 measured to get the 89 percent.

23 JUDGE SLOCH: I know, but we just had an

24 explanation, 'for example, that when you measured an 80

25 percent through-wall defect it may actually be a leaker

O
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() 1 and it goes all the way through. The indication is a

2 maximum of 39 percent, but do you know what would happen

3 if it were destructively evaluated in a laboratory? Is

4 it possible that it would be a through-wall leak?

5 WITNESS McKEE: No, not in this particular

6 tube.

7 JUCGE SLOCH: Is that because you have had

8 some of your specimens examined in a laboratory?

9 WITNESS McKEE: Yes, I have had some of mine

10 called. But in the beginning when so go to a site they

11 run usually a hydrostatic test on the secondary side of

12 the steam generator, and the tubes will leak water

,
- 13 usually with a hydro.

14 JUDGE BLOCH: If it is through-wall?

15 WITNESS McKEE: If it is through-wall.

16 JUDGE SLOCH: Okay. Now, we had one situation

i

17 in the safety evaluation report for Point Seach in which

18 there was a through-wall leak in the cold leg of a

19 tube.

20 (Pause.)

21 JUDGE BLCCH: Off the record.

l
22 (Discussion off the record.)

23 JUCGE BLOCH The passage which I would like

24 to esk the witness about occurs on page 6 of the safety

25 evaluation report. I'll read from the beginning of the

|
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() 1 caragraph. If you don't know the answer to the

2 question, please just say you don't know. I'm not

3 trying to treo you into something here.

4 "A tube from which explosive plugs had been

5 removed previously from tuba inlet and outlet and which

6 was suosecuently sleeved on the hot leg side during the

7 demonstration crogram in the fall of 1981 recently

8 developed a small leak on the non-sleeved cold leg

9 side. The source of the leak could not ba identified

10 with eddy current testing."

11 Now, in your experience with eddy current

12 testing is there some reason why an actual through-wall

13 leak might not be detected by the eddy current test,'

| 14 either one of you?
1

15 Actually, I'd prefer that the consultation be

16 out loud instead of in orivate.

17 WITNESS DENTON3 Actually, I was just going to

i 18 answer the question.
I

i 19 JUDGE SLOCH: Fine.
I

20 WITNESS DENTON: Once you have been drilling

21 on explosive clugs or any kind of plug, with the

22 potential of damaging the tube wall, we're not

23 sensitive, for instance, to circumferential cracks with

24 our standard inspection, because the cracks flow around

25 the tube wall. And if you have a tight circumferential
|

O
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() 1 situation, currents merely flow on both sides of it.

2 Now, I rm not suggesting that this was e

3 circumferential crack. The question was, are there

4 known cases where we can miss a fault.

5 JUDGE SLGCH: That is one possibility, a

6 circumferential creck which didn't deviate at all from

7 being circumferential you could not detect because of

8 the nature of the test.

9 WITNESS DENTGN: Typically, we wouldn't expect

10 that kind of a situation in that area of the tube, but

11 when they have been in there drilling who knows what

12 happens to th e tube wall.

13 JUDGE BLOCH: Are there other possible reasons

14 you couldn't detect an actual crack with a test?

15 WITNESS DENTON: The other would be in the

16 volumetric sense. It just plain didn't have enough

17 volume in the flaw area to be detected, or -- I haven't

18 seen the data and so I'll defer to Ted as soon as I say

,
19 this -- it is possible that due to the drilling

i

20 operations, the noise levels, the signal-noise level in

21 that area was increased to the point where the flam

22 valuo sould have to be quite large.

23 JUCG5 3LCCH: Basically it wasn't a very

24 smoo th I.D.

|
| 25 WITNESS DENTCN: I don't know, but maybe Ted
i
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() 1 does.

2 WITNESS McKEE: Okay. The area above where

3 the explosive plug deformed the parent tube, there were

4 no indications. Now, that aree, which is the lowsr

5 accroximate six inches where the plug was drilled out,

6 you've got the expansion, the deformation by the

7 explosive plug, and the drilling operation. And that

8 area almost becomes impossible to inspect.

9 JUDGE SLGCH: Then logically you had no

10 adecuate baseline to compare it to, either?

11 WITNESS McKEE: That's true.

12 JUDGE SLOCH: So that is sort of a very

13 special case.

9 14 WITNESS McKEE3 A very special case.

15 JUDGE BLCCH: The only case where you would

16 expect not to be able to get a through-wall crack as an

17 ino cation at all would be a circumferential crack other

18 than in these kind of messed up tubes where there has

19 been something special done to them recently? Is there

20 s o.m e other situation where you might expect to miss a

21 crack?

22 WITNESS McKEE: Not usually when they leak

23 water, no.

| 24 JUDGE SLOCH: Okay. Could you continue with

25 the story.

O
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,

() 1 WITNESS DENTCN: Okay. I think that concludes

2 page 4 if no questions on that.

3 Gkzy. This is a similar situation to the last

4 data wa talked about, except that this time the

5 indication is above the tube sheet rather than within

6 the tube sheet. So again, we have a very small volume

7 indication and a very poor signal to noise ratio, and

8 this time the conservative reading by measuring the

9 phase angle turns out to be 38 percent. I don't see

10 anything else that 's particularly significant about this

11 data.

12 So se go to page 6 now, the first of the

13 sleeve information. I point out now that due to the

14 increased thickness of the' tube wall it is not necessary

15 to do a signal subtraction to get rid of a tube sheet

16 entry. So nos the strio chart recorder is showing both

17 components of the test frecuency which, because of the

18 thinner wall of the sleeve, is now 650 kilohertz as

19 opposed to 400 kilohertz.

,

20 And now the strip chart has the vertical

21 component on the left channel and the horizontal

22 component of that same signal on the right chennel.

23 Theoretically, if you took the time, if you adoed those

24 two channels back together, you could approxi. mate

25 reconstructing the lissajous that is on tha

O
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() 1 oscilloscope.
!

2 So this strip chart on the left side, then,

| 3 depicts the data from the straight portion of the

4 sleeve. You can ses there's a small indication of ths

5 tuce sneet entry on the left channel, on the vertical

6 channel. And now, remsmbering that we out probe motion

7 -- in the original setup, we set zero time horizontally,

8 which then is the probe motion signal. Then now we are

9 showing the horizontal channel, and so the variation in

10 the right-hand channel of the strip chart is now mostly

'
11 the motion of the probe or minor I.3. variations as you

12 go through the tube.

13 And as you see, none of those signale have a

14 vertical component in the left-hand channel. Okay, so

15 one of these is a baseline, the left one is a baseline

16 in November, and then we have the same tube in October

17 I'm sorry , November of '81 and October of '82.--

!

18 Unfortunately, there's been a drastic change

19 in the gain that was used when the sleeve was done, and
r

I
i 20 so now you see some noise levels in the strio chart in

21 the right-hand channel that were not in the strip chart

22 on the left. And if you look at all of the other

23 information that's going on at the time, it is obvious

24 that the gain is being run much higher. So there still

25 is no indication in this recording of a flaw. We are
,

!

O
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(') 1 just seeing some background noise from the sleeve.

2 JUDGE SLCCH: Background noise from what?

3 WITNESS DENTON: From the sleeve, most

4 likely.

5 JUCGE BLCCH: Where is there the change in the

6 gain?

7 WITNESS DENTCN Do you know why th er e 's a

8 change in the gain?

9 WITNESS McKEE: I do not. The first was e 610

10 probe, the second was a 625. The baseline was done with

11 a 610 sized probe, the second one was done with a 625

12 probe. The response from the 625 is a little greater

l 13 than the 610 rssoonse because of the fill factor of the0
14 probe. So you actually get a larger response.

,

l

15 JUDGE SLCCH: Obviously, it's a little easier
<

i

| 16 to compare a baseline to a new reading when they havs

17 exactly the same gain. What are you doing in your head
|

| 18 to decide that the difference is only gain, rather than

|
1g some change in indications?

I
'

20 WITNESS McKEE: You look et the magnetic tape

21 recorder and watch the display on the scopa to see

22 exactly what is going on while you get this noise on the

23 strip chart.

24 JUDGE BLCCH: Gkay. So in order to decide

25 this is only a change in gain, you are using the

h
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() 1 oscilloscope and not the strip chart.

2 WITNESS Mc<!E: That 's right . The analyzetion

3 of any indication is done off the oscilloscope, not off

4 the strip chart. Only the elevation is usuelly received

5 off of the strip chart.

6 JUC3E BLOCH: I guess in the future this will

7 nos become the baseline if you're going to look at the

a strip chart?

9 WITNESS McKEE: Every inspection is a baseline

10 for the next one in line. The preceding inspection is

11 always the baseline for the next one in ti.me.

12 JUDGE SLOCH: So you never look back four

13 inspections to see?

14 WITNESS McKEE: Oh, for sure, for sure.

15 JUDGE BLOCH: So you do look at the whole

18 series of inspections?

17 WITNESS McKEE: If all of a sudden you become

18 or have defect-type indication, then you review the

19 previous history to find out where it occurred or when

20 it occurred.

21 JUDGE ELOCH: Wouldn't it be easiest to look

22 at the earliest baseline and the most recent to be able

23 to detect dif f erences, rather than looking at the most

b
(,/ 24 recent readings?

25 WITNESS McKEE: N o s. it is not.
,
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() 1 JUOGE BLOCH: Why isn 't it? It sould seem

2 that the largest differences would occur over a longer

3 period of time.,

4 WITNESS McKEE: Well, the any we do it is, we

5 look at the most recent previous and we just go back.

6 It is the way I particularly do things?

7 JUDGE BLOCH: Is my problem a real one?

8 WITNESS DENTON: It is really more pertinent,

9 I believe, if there has been a change since the last

10 Inspection. We have it depends. If you have a small--

11 volume indication and now we are in the graphs and the

12 question is, it's here now, was it there last time.

13 Let's say you look back. If it was there last time,

14 then you look back to the time before to see, was it

15 there, then to the time before, until you get back to

18 the entire history of the tube if you're chasing this

17 thing down.

18 Unfortunately, we're not always consistent

19 within ourselves, and when you are trying to say, yes, I

20 see that little change in the graph pattern, I should

21 have seen that last tims, of course that isn't true.

22 You may have seen it last time, you may not have seen it

23 last time. So we may trace this thing back historically

24 to in fact see if there's a change taking place in this

25 tuoe.

O
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Q 1 JUDGE BLOCH: And the thing that starts you

2 making the search is probably whet, the stric chart or

3 ths oscilloscope?

' 4 WITNESS DENTON: I think in this case it could

5 de either one.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: So if there has been a

7 noticeable change, let 's say in an 11-month period,

8 which is what we're talking about here, in either the

'

9 oscilloscope or the strip chart, you would check the

10 historical records back further?

11 WITNESS DENTON: Yes, you would.

12

13

0 ,4

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24'

25

O
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(]) 1 JUDGE BLDCH: With tha siseve tuce you cannot

2 ;o back any further?

3 WITNESS DENTON: If we sleeve them all, it

4 sould save us a lot of work, yes.

'5 JUDGE BLOCH: That was a side benefit we

6 hadn't thought about.

7 WITNESS DENTCN: Now we come to pcge seven,

8 which is a sleeva which has an indication in it as you

9 come up through the line now thet you are all--

10 qualified data interpreters, you see.

11 The unfortunate thing about Polaroid pictures

12 is you don't know which direction the spot is going at

13 any one time, so you if you look at the strip chart you

14 see that two -- the first indication the two pins go

15 toward each other, which in the way the electronics work

16 means the signal went down and to the right first, and

17 then up and to the left, which is the same direction as

18 a flaw.

19 This indication was judged by Mr. McKee to be

20 a sermeability spot, oossibly magnitite on the surface

21 of the tube or the sleeve, I'm sorry, on the inner

22 surface of the sleeve. The retson for this kind of

23 judgment, se have to go nos back to some basic eddy

24 current thing.

25 If you are in a freestanding tube and the

O
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1 probe is being pulled toward the flaw, the field around{}
2 a coil is around the coil so that you have current in

3 front of the probe coil as well as under the probe Joil

4 and behind the probe coil, so that the current that is

5 flowing in the tube wall pescoding the probe coil is

6 flowing later in time for the same rosson it is flowir;

7 later in time on the outside of the tube wall.

8 So as the probe approaches the flaw, the first

9 current that is interrupted is interrupted later in

10 time, and later in time is counter-clockwise. That is

11 shy if you look at a characteric flaw as the standard on

12 page one, the first movement of the spot is in a

13 counter-clockwise direction and then going down. As the

14 probe =pproaches being under the flaw, the signal comes

15 to c an ter in time.

16 And then, when the second coil starts to see

17 it, it makes tnis dramatic straight line change and then

18 you see the second coil leave it, and then you have the

19 same effect lagging the probe as you do leading the

20 probe. So the characteristic approach into a flaw in a

21 freestanding piece of tubing is the first currant

22 interrupted is late in time and you get this

23 characteristic loop shace.

24 Now, when you have a permeability variation,
( j

25 that is influencing the magnetic field, and the magnetic

ALDERSCN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() I field is soon in time. However, permeability in itself

2 has a base angle of its own. So what happens, if you

3 have permeability, you don't typically get the loop

4 opening that you do when you have a fimw. So in this

5 case this picture is not that great.

6 But the dot limit leaves center, first goes to

7 the right without a looo opening, then goes not over

8 itself but the opposite direction and forms a lins that

! 9 goes to t h re upper lobe and then back to the center.
|

| 10 This is characteristic of the permeability variation.

11 JUDGE SLOCH: What kind of a thing on the

12 sleeve is necessary to cause this kind of a reading?

13 What is your best speculation on what is doing this?

14 WITNESS DENTON: Well, the best speculation

15 would be a spot of magnatite on the inside of the tube.
,

16 JUDGE SLOCH3 A pretty big spot?

17 WITNESS DENTON: A mil or two, a mil deep. It

I 18 doesn't have to be large because we are very sensitive

19 to permeability changes.

20 JUDGE BLOCH3 And what you are relying on is

21 the differenes in the direction of the phase reading?

22 WITNESS DENTON: It is the way the signal

23 itself is formed. It is also short in time, as opposed

24 to a flaw.
|

| 25 JUDGE SLOCH: And is this a frequent oroblem

O
|

|
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[]} 1 that you had to be sola to discern -- the diffarence

2 between a spot of magnatite and a flaw?

3 WITNESS DENTON: Depending on tha clant, it

4 could hapoon frecuently.

5 JUDGE SLCCH: Is it frequent at Point Secch?

6 WITNESS MC KEE3 No, it is not. There ars

7 very few permaability indications at all at Point

8 Seach.

9 JUDGE BLCCH: Is this the kind of reading that

10 would make you more comfortable if there were visual

11 inspection of that particular area of the tube to see if

12 in fact there was a soot of megnatite there?

13 WITNESS MC KEE: Hindsight is a very nice

14 thing because we have already gone in and done some

15 other work in this tube.

16 JUCGE BLOCH: Was there a spot of magnatite?

17 WITNESS MC KEE: It is not determined yet.

18 JUCGE SLOCH: What is the data that you've got

19 from which you are going to determine it?

20 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, I should clarify

21 that neither Mr. McKee nor Mr. Denton makes any

22 decisions about what actual tests are done. What they

23 do is they take the results, so Mr. McKee doesn't know

24 what might be done in the future. ! can tell you what |

25 has been done is that after this was discovered,

O
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(]) 1 subsequent probes, subsequent addy current tests were

2 made with different probes and under different
:
'

3 frecuencias.O
I 4 JUDGE BLCCH: That they should know about so
|

5 that we get to read those again, wouldn't they?

6 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes. That they know has been

7 done.

8 JUDGE SLCCH: Well, why don't we ask them that

( 9 has been done?

10 MR. CHURCHILL: I'm sorry. I thought you were

11 asking t h eta what was going to be done.

12 JUOGE 3 LOCH: Well, let 's just ask them what

| 13 has been done so far.
|

|
- 14 WITNESS MC KEE: What has been done is we went

15 in and used three more diffsrent probes before any

16 machanical work was done on this indication. The

17 results from that still indicated a permeability spot on

18 the ID of the tube. They sent in and brushed the tuba.

19 The spot has not changed.

20 Then we also used two different probes after

|

| 21 that. We went in and honed the tube. The spot still

22 has not changed.

23 JUCGE SLCCH: Wouldn't that contradict your

.

'

| 24 original hypothesis that it is a spot of magnatite, in
1

25 your opinion?

O
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1 WITNESS MC KEE It should have reduced it
)

-

2 some, if the spot was truly just on the surfaca of the

3 tube -- the ID surface of the tube.

O 4 JUDGE BLOCH: But that is where you thought it

5 zes from the test, right? You thought it urs on the ID.

6 WITNESS MC KEE: It is on the ID of the tube.

7 That is no question at all.

8 JUDGE SLOCH: Did the honing that was done

9 cover the area in which you believed there was a spot of

10 magnatite?

11 WITNESS MC KEE: I was not involved in the

12 honing process. I had the results after the honing

13 process.

14 JUDGE BLOCH: Can you tell from the eddy

15 current test and changes in the indications where the

16 honing took place?
,

17 WITNESS MC KEE: No, I cannot.

18 WITNESS DENTON: I have been led to believe

19 that this honing that took place, we are talking about

20 the removal of half a thousandth.

21 JUDGE SLOCH: How much?

22 WITNESS DENTON: Half a thousandth of an~ inch

23 or something.

24 JUDGE BLCCH: So you would not be sensitive to

25 that degree?

O
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() 1 WITNESS DENTON: So if there was a minor

2 indentation in the tube, there could easily still be

3 magnatite trapped in that crea. It sould nave been
,

i
'

4 really nice if it would have just brushed down and gone

5 away, but it did not.

6 JUOGE SLCCH: Is there a laboratory

'

7 verification of the difference between phase angiss that

8 allows you to differentiate betwesa magnatite spots and

9 flaws?

10 WITNESS DENTON: This signal has been

11 recreated in the lab by someone putting a tape with some

12 megnatite on it inside of a tube, yes.

13 JUOGE BLOCH: That is helpful. What you

14 really need to know is that you can't get the signal

15 from a flaw.

16 WITNESS DENTON: I understand that. If you

17 are asking me is thers any configuration of a flaw which

18 could cause this, my answer would be I am certain I can

19 make a flaw do anything I want to to this lissajous

20 pattern with a little thought.

| 21 JUOGE BLOCH: Mr. Churchill, have you further

|
22 questions of your witnesses?

23 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes. One or two might clarify

24 it.

25 SY MR. CHURCHILL: (Resuming)

O
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1

,

4

{) 1 C Mr. Denton, are you aware of whether or not

2 this sleeve sa were looking at was in a de' factive tube

3 or in an inta:t tube? +

O 1
,

! 4 JUDGE SLOCH: I'm sorry. A defective tube or4

.

5 a what?

| 6 MR. CHURCHILL: Cr intact tube. As you

7 recall, during the demonstration program there was six

| 8 sleeves put on good tubes and six slee,ves put on

9 defective tubes, and I,am.asking whether this is one of

10 the defective tubes or one of the good tubes.

11 WITNESS DENTON: It's in one of the good

12 tubes.

13 BY MR. CHURCH!LL: (Resuming)
,

14 Q And do you know whether eddy current tests

15 were made of the tube itself?

16 A (WITNESS DENTON) Yes, and there is no flaw

17 indication in the parent tube.

18 Q So to the best of your knowledge, that even if
i

gg this were a flaw which has not yet been determined thati

20 it is, but even if it were, we don't have a situation

21 where there is a leak or a breach of the crimary

22 pressure boundart. '

23 A (W/T4}! ,3NTON) That is not an eddy current

i 24 decision, really, but ! vouch for the fact that the tube

25 under the sleeve is still sound.

O
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1 JUDGE SLOCH: When you say'it was an
[}

2 uncefective tube, as I understand the term "undefective

3 tuoe", that means there was no indication of at least a

O
4 40 percent through-wall deficiency. Were there

5 indications of lesser defects than 40 corcent?

8 WITNESS CENTCN: There were no detectable

7 defections in the tube.

8 BY MR. CHURCHILL: (Resuming)

9 Q Mr. Denton, while we have you on the stand, I

10 would like to place a hypothetical cuestion to you. I

11 would like you to assume that the results of inspections

12 .of a particular tube showed that during the first

13 inspection you had no detectable defect, that there was
,

l () 14 a second inspection six months later and no detectable

| 15 defect was called out, and a third inspection six months

16 after that and there was a 90 percent indicetion called

17 out.

18 At the time the 90 percent indication was

19 called out, I think Mr. McKee testified that he would

20 then go back and look at previous inspections. And let

21 us assume the interpreter went back and l o o k e <,.' a t the

22 six months' previous inspection and found the same

23 indication that he found in the most recent one, and you
,

( 24 went back before and you found nothing. So the history

25 is as follows.

()
|
'
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1 At the first inspection you have ne detectable
[}

2 defect. The second inspection you have the same 90

3 percent indication, except that the first time around it

4 wa sn 't called out, and at the third inspection six

5 months after that you have the 90 percent indication

6 which was in fact identified at that time.

7 Okay. The reason I am setting up this

8 particular hypothetical is this is the type of

9 information that gets reported in LERs. Now it doesn't

10 matter whether or not you are familiar with LERs. This

11 is my hypothetical and what I would like to ask you,

12 sir, is from this information -- the information I have
,

I

13 given you -- can you discern anything or come to any

14 judgment about the rata of progression of the defect

15 that has been discovered?

| 16 A (WITNESS DENTON) That is quite a long

l 17 hypothetical question.

18 JUDGE SLOCH: Do you understand the

19 hypothetical question?

20 WITNESS DENTCN: I think I do, and if my

21 answer doesn't follow what it does, please stoo me and

| 22 redirect ma.

23 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, I think it is so long I

24 think it would be better if you first stated your

i 25 understanding of the Question and then answer it.

|

|
|
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1 WITNESS DENTON: As I uncerstand it, we have a

2 these-inspection situation, that on inspection number

3 one it is reported as no detectable defects, situation

k-
4 number two, no detectable defects. Situation number

5 three, we are now reporting as defect. Then, in

6 backtracking, we find that in fact the signal me now see

7 existed in inspection number two and not in inspection

8 number one.

9 So we have in fact a recorded nistory of some

10 change in the tube wall.

11 JUDGE SLOCH: And in retrospect, looking back,

12 the signals indicate zero flaw, 90 percent flaw, 90

13 percent flaw.

0 14 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes, sir. Well, sir, the

15 firs t one doesn't indicate zero flaw. It indicates no

16 signal.

17 WITNESS DENTON: Okay. Now I have to hedge my

18 answer slightly, because it then determines -- it is

it is decendent on the volume ofgg dependent somewhat --

20 this indication we are talking about. If se have a

|

| 21 situation such as we discussed earlier, where the flaw

| 22 volume is so small that this phase angle is not reliable
1

23 due to signal-to-noisa ratio, then we have a situation

24 where se might be indicating, just from a report, that

25 we have had an increase from no detectable to 90

|

O
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. I percent.

2 It has been discussec earlier in this session

j 3 that a detectable limit for some types of flaws are in

4 the 30 to 40 percent range. So if you just read the

5 piece of peper, you would pesbebly say well, you have

6 grown from 30 or 40 percent to 90 percent, but you have

7 to hedge that by actually finding out what kind of

8 signal are we saying this is.

9 If we have an indication such as this

10 supplement, I would guarantee you if that was not

11 detectable in inspection one, you could say that in fact

12 we had that growth in that period of time between

13 inspection one and three.

8 14 JUDGE SLOCH: Off the record.

15 (A discussion was held off the record.)

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Back on the record.

17 Let the record show the witness was referring
,

l 18 to Applicant's Exhibit 3.
1

19 WITNESS DENTON: So that is one extreme of
:

20 being a large volume indication. If you go to page

21 four, on the righthand side of the page, and look at

22 this indication, my own opinion would be that this kind

23 sf a change can hapoon if you go from 30 percent of the

24 tuce wall to 40 percent of the tube wall. I have no

| 25 idea.

i

1
,
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|

() 1 You cannot talk about corrosion rates or

2 ceterioration rates based on signals that havs only

3 one-to-one signal-to-noise ratios.

4 MR. CHURCHILL: Now -- I'm sorry. Do you have

5 a question?

6 JUDGE SLOCH: If in time period tsc -- in the

7 hypothetical are the time periods one year apart?

8 MR. CHURCHILL: They are six months acart.

9 JUDGE SLCCH: Six months apart. Ckay, time

10 period two, if there is a 90 percent flaw and we accent

11 the hypothetical that the maximum degradation possible

12 during six months is 10 percent, would that indicate

13 that given the volume flaw that you have that there was

14 an 80 percent defect present during the previous reading

15 that you were unable to detect because it was a small

16 volume defect?

17 WITNESS DENTON: I 'm sorry. Can I ask you to

18 ask that question over?

19 JUDGE SLOCH: We had some testimony that with

20 the non-thermally-treated Inconel tubes, the maximum

21 degradation was approximately 20 percent in a year. We

22 are talking about two readings that are six months

23 apart, so the maximum degradation, as I understand the

24 inference from thet, is 10 percent.

25 You find in period two that there is a 90

0
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() 1 percent flaw. Neu I infer backwards that there must

2 have been at least en 80 percent flaw of the same volume

3 present in this previous six-month time period in order

4 for there to be a 90 cercent fics in period two. Yet

5 four previcus readings show no indication of a flaw.

6 Does that mean that you were unable to detect

7 an 80 percent through-wall flaw of that volume defect?

8 WITNESS DENTON: That might mean that, or it

9 might mean that it is not now 90 percent, one or the

10 other. It could be either way.

11 JUDGE BLCCH: How would you estimate the error

12 range around the 90 percent estimation? How do you

13 know -- what evidence to you have that would indicate,

14 when you indicate a 90 percent flaw, what the maximum or

15 minimum amount of flaw would be when you say it is 90

16 percent?

17 WITNESS DENTON; Well, you can speculate on

18 what that error band might be, but you hava to be

jg specific to any one condition. You cannot make a

20 general statement.

21 In this case, it is difficult to do from what
|

| 22 I have in front of me because I sort of need to play the

23 tape and see what kind of noise is happening after the

24 instant this signal forms. From the strip chLrt, you

25 can see that in fact tnere are signal changes going on

|
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1 in the same area. Sometimes, if you are able to look at{}
2 what the background noise is doing and speculate on how

3 much that might vary the phase angle, it is not very

4 precise.

5 In the case that this aopears to be around the

6 one-to-one signal-to-noise ratio, then if you go through

7 the angle change mathematically, which I have not done,

8 but I would say this is reported at 89 percent. You

9 can't go plus more than 11 percent. There is a nice

10 limit on that. Going minus could go down to the

11 detectability threshold.

12 This thing may be just at the threshold of

13 detectability and real depth and yet look like it is 39
|

14 by angle just because of the interference of the noise

15 on the phase angle.

'

JUDGE BLCCH: Your answer is in terms of16

l-

17 trying to think of physical principles of the test and'

18 how they show up on your oscilloscope.

19 WITNESS DENTON: Yes.
i

20 JUDGE SLCCH: Is there any empirical evidence

21 from which to place error bounds on blind box readings?

22 In other cords, have different volume defects been

| 23 e x am in e d in laboratory settings to find out the degree

24 of correspondence between eddy current test

25 interpretation results and the actual volumes present?

O
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[}
1 WITNESS CENTCN: Well, in fact, it is more

2 casic than that. The textbook says, thou shall not put

3 values on signal to noise ratios less than three to

4 one. It is a standard -- it is an industry standard
,

5 that a three to one ratio is necessary to identify

6 accurately. This is not just in oddy current, it is a

7 truism in the world, whether you are reading radiogrzphs

8 or doing ultrasonic inspections. Tha book says you need

9 a three to one signal to noisa ratio.

10 JUGGE SLOCH: Then if your perpose is to avoid

11 making a falso positive reading, that is a good

12 principle, but if you are most concerned about a falso

13 negative reading, is that also a good principle?

14 WITNESS DENTON: Well, it's a fact of life,
|

15 whether it satisfies what we would like to do or not. I

16 mean, we are bounded by the laws of physics and not by

17 what we would like to be able to do. So we are doing

18 what it is oossible to do, and we are pushing what is

19 practical when we put a value of 89 percent on the

20 signal that has a onafto one ratio.

21 This is conservatism beyond reason, almost.

22 JUDGE SLOCH: I guess I don't understand the

23 direction of the conservatism. You are saying that you

24 are interpreting this 90 percent because in your opinion

25 that is the most it could possibly be.

O
|
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1 WITNESS DENTON: And the alternate to that{}
2 sould be to say this does not have a three to one signal

3 to noise ratio and it doss not have a detectable or

O
4 identifiable defect.

5 JUDGE ELCCH: Are there times you would do

6 that? Instead of giving a conservative interpretetion

7 of the readings, you would return it back as no defect

8 because there is no three to one ratio?

9 WITNESS DENTON: Yes, or twc to one, or one to

10 one, or some other number. It quite often gets involved

11 in the clarity with which we think we can see something

12 haopening. This happened to have a very nice, straight

13 up and down indication that Mr. .McKee said, well, okay,

14 I can see this straight up and down portion. I am

15 obligated to put a ntnber on that.
i

i 16 JUOGE BLOCH: But he could have said and also

17 been within curve standards and no defect.

18 WITNESS DENTON: That is a fact.

19 JUDGE BLCCH: As a matter of practice, will be

20 always at Point Beach indicate both of these facts at

21 this point? That is, that the largest size flaw this

22 could be is 90 percant, but it d oe s n 't meet code

23 standards, so it might be zero flaw, or would he just

24 sometimes not report it back to Wisconsin Electric Dower

25 at all?

O
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1 WITNESS DENTON: Well, es a matter of fact, in
)

2 hypothetical inspection number two, we had a case where

| 3 he either cidn't see it or he chose not to report it.

4 JUDGE SLOCH: Which was it?

5 WITNESS DENTON: I will later mention the

6 second one and say the to another -- tubes and it--

7 might not remember.

8 JUCGE BLOCH: Is this hypothetical real?

g MR. CHURCHILL: No, it is not real. It is

10 totally imaginary, sir. He may not remember what he did.

l 11 (General laughter.)

12 JUDGE SLOCH: In that case, I take it there

13 are LER instances that approach this imaginary
i
1 14 situation, though they may not ba that extreme. Could

15 you call out one so we could ask about a real one?

16 MR. CHURCHILL: I don't know. I didn't really

17 look at one when I did this, but I could look.

18 (Pause.)

19 JUDGE BLCCH1 We will take a five-minute

20 break. L e t 's make it a ten-minute break. Five minutes

21 is impossible.

22 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

23 JUDGE SLOCH: The hearing will clease come to

! 24 order.v
25 MR. CHURCHILL Your Honor, I am looking at an

O
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1 LER for Unit 1. The cover letter is dated November 13,(}
2 1991, and I am looking at Page 3 of that LER.

3 You realize I may be violating the 48-hour

4 rule here. I am doing it under duress.

5 JUDGE BLCCH: I think it is the panel which is

6 viol at in g the 48-hour rule.

7 MR. CHURCHILL: I will proceed when you so

8 indicate, Mr. Chairman.

O JUDGE SLOCH: We are ready.

10 MR. CHURCHILL: On page 3 of this document,

11 there is a chart, and the tube indications are in the

12 lefthand column, and I am looking at about the tenth one

i
'

13 dosn. It is indicated R08C64 What that means actually

)
14 is Row 8, Column 64. That is how the tube is

_

15 identified. In October of 1981, there was a 77 oercent

16 indication 12 inches above the tube end. This means it

17 was within the tube sheet. The next column over for the

18 orevious inspection of July, 1981, an NC is indicated,

| gg meaning no change.
l

.O What this means is that originally in 1981 no"

21 . detectable defect was called out.

22 MR. ANDERSON: Could we have the witness

23 testify to this, please?

24 MR. CHURCHILL: I think this is an explanation

25 of the LER. The witness has no familiarity with the
!

I )
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1 LER's. I am expleining to the chairman what the L E R 's

2 mean.

3 MR. ANDERSON: I think I would object to

x 4 having testimony from counsel table. I think the

5 witness is capable of answering. Why don't we ask the

6 _ witness?

7 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Anderson, I am looking at

8 the chart, or I would call it a table, that Mr.

9 Churchill is describing, and I see that all he is doing

10 is taking the codes that are indicated on the table and

11 reading what the codes mean at the bottom of the table.

12 I don't understand why we have to worry about whether he

13 does that or whether the witness does that.

14 MR. CHURCHILL: You could call it a part of a

15 little refinement of my hypothetical cuestion to the

16 witness.

17 MR. ANDERSON: Why don't we proceed on it, and

18 I will see if he gets more egregious, Mr. Chairman.

19 MR. CHURCHILL: I will try to hold down the

20 egregious factor.

21 and then, of course, over in December, '80,

22 there was an NOC, meaning no detectable defect. The

23 only point I would like to explain how the LER's work,

24 Your Honor, is that in July, '91, that would have been

25 called and was called an N00, and by calling it an NC

O
|
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1 now, that means we have changed it.

2 Gkey. That is the example I have selected

3 that is analogous to my hypothetical.

#
4 JUDGE SLOCH: The question is in this

a ticular instance, are you people familiar enough with

8 this particular instance to oe able to tell us .9ere

7 about it?

8 WITNESS MC KEE: This indicates it was done a

9 year ago. I have seen I don't know how many signals

10 since then, and to be perfectly honest, that I can

11 recall, this particular tube fully, no, I cannot do

12 that. I can go with the numbers that are on the page.

13 JUDGE BLOCH: Then I take it the volume of

| 14 these defects is not indicated at all on the table that
|
| 15 we are looking at. Is that correct?
l

16 WITNESS MC KEE: That is correct.

17 WITNESS DENTON: We would like to presume,

t

18 since its status changed from the 1981 tapes, that this

19 in fact is the case of a very small volume flew, but it

20 is only a presumption.

21 JUDGE KLINE: The original question in the

22 hypothetical is, can you determine the rate of

23 degradation from that, from those numbers. Can you?

) 24 WITNESS DENTON: Well, I can't because I have'

| ,/

25 no knowledge of the actual flaw volume.

O
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1 JUDGE BLCCH: Is there eny chance that there

2 are any other of the specific tubes on this chset or

3 table which for some odd reason you do recall in detail,

4 possibly the one that is 90 percent?

5 WITNESS DENTON: That says N00, 90 cercent.

6 WITNESS MC KEE: No, I cannot remember if any

7 of these are perfect.
.

8 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, it might be

9 helpful, and again I remind the board that thess

10 witnesses have nothing to do with the LER's. It is just

11 a piece of paper they are seeing now for the first

12 t i.m e . On Dage 4 of this LER, the paragraph at the

13 bottom, I believe that does characterize these are small

14 volume defects.

15 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, let me ask, are the

16 reports that you made to Wisconsin Electric Power on the

17 eddy current tests, do you include information that

18 could be used to construct the table that appears on

19 Page 3 that we have just been talking about?

20 WITNESS MC KEE: :or the indications that

21 exnibit greater than 40 percent, there is a photograph

22 taken. This photograoh is then used as I go back through

23 previous tapes to compare that signal with.

24 JUDGE 3 LOCH: But do you in fact do a table

25 for Wisconsin Elactric Power which does this kind of

O
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1 comparison between current indications and previous |
( l

2 indications?

| 3 WITNESS CENTON: rirst we do it for I
|

|
'

4 Westin2 house.

5 WITNESS MC KEE: Yes, we do it for

| 6 destinghouse, shich is tnen presented to the utility.
:

7 JUDGE SLOCH: And when you do a table, does

8 that include a listing of the volume of the defects or

9 the suspecteo volume of the defects?
,

t 10 WITNESS MC KEE: No, it does not.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: Perhaps, Mr. Churchill, you can

'
12 explain through a witness how you get the conclusion

13 about the volume of the defect that appears at the I

| 14 bottom of that following page. The data apparently

15 doesn't come from the people who read the oddy current

18 tests.

17 (Pause.)

18 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, I am told that

19 what happened as a practical matter was that there are

20 conversations between Mr. McKee and Wisconsin Electric

21 people at the site where they have generally been

22 characterizeo as very small volume defects. It is tnis

23 information that he has obtained orally that we used to

24 characterize this and draw the conclusion in the LER.

25 JUO3E SLCCH: Mr. McKee, is that correct?
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1 WITNESS MC KEE: Would you repeat it, clease?f3O
2 JUDGE SLOCH: Let's ask a different question.

3 Do you recall discussions between yourssif and

(~d?> \
s 4 Westinghouse about the size of particular defects?

5 MR. CHURCHILL: Excuse me, Your Honor. This
1

I was told it was with Wisconsin Electric people6 was --

i

| 7 at the site.

| 8 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Do you recall any

9 telephone conversations with Wisconsin Electric Power
|

I 10 people about the size of particular defects, the volume

11 of particular defects that have occurred?

12 WITNESS MC KEE: One on one per defect, I

13 don't recall saying small volume, large volume. I may

14 have indicated this one is a small volume at the time,

| 15 but today I can't, if I have done that, say for sure

16 that I have done that.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Do you recall ever looking at a

18 group of data on defects and asking you what the largest

19 volume of those defects was?
,

20 WITNESS MC KEE: No, I can 't really remember

21 that either.

22 JUDGE BLCCH: Can you give volumes?

23 WITNESS MC KEE: I can give volumes and

24 voltage readings that ar3 cisplayed, yes. The voltage

25 lissajous, the voltage of the cattern disslayed on the

O
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1 screen, I can give that number, which is represented to-

2 a volume of a defect.

3 JUCGE BLCCH: I see. .So you can translate

O. 4 that into a physical dimension of a defect?
,

5 WITNESS MC KEE: No, I cannot.

6 JUDGE SLOCH: If you can clarify this further

7 for me, Mr. Churchill, I would appreciate it. I don't

8 tnink I can do any better.

9 MR. CHURCHILL: Perhaps I can ask Mr. Denton

10 to clarify that.

11 WITNESS DENTCN I want to make just one point

12 that Mr. McKee did say a moment ago that I think is

13 overlooked, that for any indication which is 40 percent

14 or larger, he takes Polaroid pictures of the lissajous

15 pattern, and that information is submitted along with

18 his interpretation of that, so that in fact there are

17 presented to everyone involved photographs that do

18 indicate the volume of the flaws that is being called.

tg JUDGE BLOCH: But on an NC entry on this tabla

20 which inoicates that the previous time you didn't find a

21 defect, thers soulo be no picture to look back to.

22 WITNESS DENTON: That's correct, but the

23 magnetic tape is there, and a new picture can ce

l 24 generated from last year's tapes.

25 JUCGE SLOCH: Would that generally be done?

O
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1 'a I T N E S S MC K55; Normally if it exceeds the

2 plugging limit, I teks a picture of the present

3 inspection of that particular tube, and if a review is

4 indicated or requested, I take that picture, take the

5 magnetic tape from the previous indication, compare that

6 picture to what is presentad on the oscilloscoce screen,

7 and make the decision looking at the picture in hand,

8 the picture that is on the oscilloscope, and ascertain

9 whether it is a no change, small change, no detectable

10 defect.

11 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, the toch spec

12 limitations are written only in terms of the amount of

13 penetration. There are no parameters on volume, and so

\j 14 these things are not recorded, and I think the

15 discussion -- it is clear that the discussion of volume

16 comes in.because, as we recall, the volume has to do

17 with the amplitude of the signal, and the very small

18 volume signals are the ones that are most likely to be

19 lost in the grass or the noise.

20 So there generally has been no reason to

21 record or to report to Wisconsin Electric data on the

22 volumes, although looking at the strip chart I gather
2

23 from what I am hearing when you have indications that ;

24 are very small below a signal to noise ratio of thrise

25 the conclusion generally is that these are very small

O
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1 JUDGE SLCCH: I want to ask another question

2 about the ability to detect lesks. We had one tube

3 which was a very special case, one sleeve, because there
/-)
"' 4 had been a plug removed. You worked with Wisconsin

5 Electric Power Company. Have you worked with other

6 leakers in which your review of eddy current data was

7 unable to show the location of the through call defect

8 ceusing the leak?

9 WITNESS MC KEE: I don't recall any, but that

10 has boon over many years.

11 JUDGE SLCCH: Do you know of other situations

12 from your professional contacts or your knowladge of the
,

|

| 13 literature in which leaks have occurred at other plants

14 but have not been detectable with eddy current testing?

15 That is for either gentleman.

16 WITNESS DENTON: I am afraid we are not the

17 best historians in the world, and most likely a

18 Westinghouse man could answer that question more

19 intelligently. Certainly there have been other esses

20 where there have been leaking tubes where we have not

21 been able to identify the source of the leak, I know for

22 sure. I am not prepared to sit down and start

23 tabulating the list of these events. Usually we easily

24 find the flaw, but there are exceptions.

25 JUDGE SLCCH: Do you know now from your

O
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1 knowledge of the literatura and from your discussions

2 with professionals, do you know of other instances of

3 three other leaks where they were not detected were

''' 4 circumferential flaws?

5 WITNESS DENTON* No. There are other cases,

6 of course. Ouita often this leads to some modification

7 in the testing program, some addition to the testing.

8 There have been cases, just for instance from a minor

9 axial crack originating right at the end of the tub e ,

10 you know, where the. e are several cases. We found there

11 was leaking where we didn't identify a flaw.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: So it is an improving

'13 technology, and when these instances are found, work is

14 begun to try to improve the technology further.

15 WITNESS DENTON: That is true, yes. It seems
t

16 to be a never-ending job.'

! 17 JUDGE BLOCH: Are there any of these instances

18 shich ought to particularly concern the board in that

19 they are potentially serious problems of

20 non-detectability?
|

| 21 WITNESS DENTON: Not to my knowledge.

| 22 JUDGE SLCCH: That is true for you, sir? You .

1

1
'

23 weren't familiar in the first place with these instences

24 that we are talking about. Is that correct?

| 25 WITNESS MC KEE: That is correct.

O
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1 JUO3E 3LCCH: Don't answer the question now.

2 Mr. Churchill?

3 BY MR. CHURCHILL: (Resuming)73
/ 4 Q Mr. Denton, you testified earlier that if you

5 had a circumferential defect ar on the outside of the

6 tube that the crobe would go by without seeing it. I

7 presume you were talking about a perfectly symmataical,

8 aven one in laboratory conditions.

9 A (WITNESS DENTCt4) That is certainly true. It

10 is more a theoretical answer than a practical answer.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: So far as you know, that has

12 never happened quite that way in an operating steam

13 generator? '

i 14 WITNESS DENTCN: As far as I know. That is a

15 tough answer, because if there was the perfect

16 hypothetical circumferential flaw, we wouldn't know it

17 was there, so it would be a question. It has to be

18 leaking water, and we have to know that the water is
|

1

| 19 coming from soot X, and then we can't see it before the
1

| 20 cnswer is merningful.

21 JUCGE SLCCH: Ana the reason for that is that
|

| 22 the usual procedure is to plug such lenkers but not to
|

23 remove them and find out what the flaw is.

24 WITNESS DENTCN: I wouldn't say that is the

25 general procedure. It has been cone both ways over

O
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1 time.,

2 JUD35 BLOCH: So far as you know, these

,
3 removed tubes haven't shown these perfect

|
,

4 circumferential flaws.

5 W!TNESS DENTON: That is true. I put it that

6 it's not one of our major concerns that we lay awake

7 sorrying nights about the perfect circumferential flaw

8 that we won't see.

9 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, I have no other

10 questions.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: Judge Paxton?

12 BOARD EXAMINATION

13 SY JUDGE PAXTON:

14 Q Mr. Denton, there have been some references to

15 pancake probes, pancake coil orobes, and what would the

16 orientation of tne pancake be? I presume they were the
l

i 17 bobbin type probes. The axis of the coil is on the axis

18 of the tube that is being investigated.

19 A (WITNESS DENTON) Yes.

20 C Is tne same thing true with the pancake?

21 A (WITNESS DENTON) Let me just take a secono.

22 You know, the simple way to look at this is, eddy

23 currents tend to flow in the same general patterns as

24 the wires that generate them. So if you teke a bobbin

25 probe, which is our standard inspection, and you mind

O
i
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1 the coil around the bobbin and you out it in the tube,O,

2 then the current flows around the tube wall.

| 3 If you wind the wirs in the pancake shape,
|

\#
4 which is like taking the end of your finger and winding

5 a flat coil, and you out that against the tube call,

6 then the current flows in a circular pattern, the spot,

7 so now you do not have 100 percent coverage of the tube

8 mall. So then it is necessary to do one of two things.

9 Either you are only going to examine one spot for a

10 particular location or you must mechanically scan this

11 one spot over the tube wall, or you must have multiple

12 pancake coils, because you are now only looking at an

13 area, say, one-eightn of an inch in diameter, for

/v~)
-

14 instance.

15 C Is the axis of the tube on the plane of the

18 pancake? Ce does the axis of the pancake cross over the

17 axis of the tube?

18 A (WITNESS DENT 0fD Sasically you have a hole

19 and the pancake is against the tube side, inside, so you

20 have current flowing in a circular pattern, and the

21 advantage of tnis is that this detectability then is

22 non-directional. The current is flowing in a circle, so

23 no matter uhich way tne flaw goes, as you pull the coil

24 it will interrupt the current the same way whether it is

25 axial circumfarential leak.

O
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1 C I think you are saying the plane of the

2 pancake is parallel to the axis of the tubs.

3 A (WITNESS OENTON) Yes, sir, the currant isfg

(/) 4 flowing in a spot, a circular part of the tube.

5 Q That answered my question. Thank you.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Anderson?

7 CROSS EXAMINATION

8 SY MR. ANDERSON:

9 Q Some points of your testimony went too quick

10 for me to take notes. I would appreciate that, Mr.

11 Denton.

12 A (WITNESS DENTON) Of course, in the northwest

! 13 we talk rapidly.

14 Q I am from the northeast.

15 You indicated there were three things you

! 16 looked for with the data you would collect. The first
|

17 was depth, the second was volume. What was the thira?

. 18 A (WITNESS DENTON) The third which we really
|

19 only pay attention to in the case of questioncble

20 interpretability is the shape of the loop openings that
1

21 are formed.

22 Q And looking at Applicant's Exhibit 2, what

|

| 23 kind of data do you look at to accuire information about

24 depth?

25 A (WITNESS DENTON) The phase angle.

|
.

O
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1 Q Would you point to where that is shesn?
O,

2 A (WITNESS DENTON) Let me take the easy one on

i
3 Page 1 of the one standing straight up so the straight

(''' 4 transition line -- this is, of course, an ideal flaw. It

5 is symmetrical. It is manufactured to giva this nice

6 picture. You see the transition between the two lobes.

7 That is the angle that we would measure.

8 JUDGE SLOCH: Let the record show that the
,

1

9 witness is pointing to the top part of Page 1 of Exhibit

10 2, the part which is black background and whits

i 11 foreground.

|
12 BY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

| 13 Q And is that phase angle a reading you can take

14 that is exactly calibrated or is it a judgment call?

15 A (WITNESS DENTON) The angle is an exact

16 reading. We have an electronic protractor that we
|

17 measure it with. And it is plus or minus one degree.

18 Q Okay, and the volume would be shown how?

19 Referring to Applicant's Exhibit 2.

20 A (WITNESS DENTON) If we stay with that

21 carticular flaw for simplicity, we would merely talk

22 about that in volts peak to peak.

23 Q Are we looking at the strip chart er the

24 oscilloscope?

25 A (WITNESS DENTON) The oscilloscope. 1

' () i

i

I

|
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() 1 C Anc when you say peak to peak, would you show

2 me what you mean by peak to peak?

) 3 A (WITNESS DENTON) It is from the extreme upper

4 excursion to the extreme lower excursion.

5 Q That is from here to here?

6 A (WITNESS DENTON) If I stay with the same

! 7 flaw, it is from this point to this point (indicating).

8 Q I see.

9 JUDGE SLCCH: Off the record.

10 (Whereupon, a discussion was held off the

11 record.)

12 JUDGE BLOCH: Sack on the record.

13 WITNESS DENTON: Okay. We are referring to

14 the lissajous pattern in the upper left portion of Page

15 1, and we are referring to the signal which -- whose

16 major dimension is in the vertical direction, and we are

17 measuring the phase angle from the straight portion, the

18 transition of the straight portion of that signal, and

19 we would measure, if we were discussing volume, we would
|
|

20 measure the peak to peak voltage of that signal. j

21 JUDGE SLOCH: The straight portion? ! see one

22 line that saems to be fairly straight. It is in the

23 vertical axis?

( 24 WITNESS DENTON: Yes, essentially vertical.

25 JUDGE SLOCH: And you are going to measure

O
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(]) 1 from the top of that to the bottom?a

2 WITNESS 3ENTON: For a voltage reading, yes.

3 JUDGE BLCbH: For voltage reading, and that

4 deoends on the calibration of the oscillosc~ ope for the

5 voltage.

6 WITNESS DENTON: And that calibration is

7 traceable to the Bureau of Standards.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay, so that is not something

9 you do each time you start up the instrument. That is a

10 standard calibration that is built into the instrument.

11 WITNESS DENTON:. That has to be certified

12 overy six months, 'raceable to the Bureau of Standards.

13 BY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

i 14 Q And the third thing you said was the shape of

15 the loop. Would you explain what you meant by the shape

16 of the loop?

17 A (WITNESS DENTON) I would like to de-emchasize

18 that a little bit in the sense that it is not something

19 that is normally done. It is done when there is some

20 Question of the characteristics of the particular flaw.

21 It een be ambiguous. For instance, if you have a small

22 diameter drill hole that will fit between the two coils,

23 then you can have the normal loop forming, but instard

24 of having the straight line, it can try to come back on

25 the same curve, because it is fitting between the coils,

O

.
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() 1 and then the opposite sould be true whan the next coil

2 goes over.

) 3 On the other hand, if you have a long : rack,

4 it could tand to de thct, because now both coils are

5 inside the crack rt the same time, and so you don 't Fave

6 the effect of one laaving as one enters. So there are

7 some ambiguities. Excuse me. There tre some ecses

8 where yo, could be misled from this information.

9 Q So the shape of the loop is a clue to the

10 extent of a small --

11 A (WITNESS DENTON) It is just e clue, because

12 it has tc do with the initial interruption of the

13 leading currents on the probe as well as the interaction

( 14 between the tso coils as you pass the flaw, so if you

15 have a large circumferential indication with axial

16 length, so it is a question always of, do you hevs

17 enough sensitivity way out in front of the coil to get

16 an excursion at all, and if you do, then thet will

gg interrupt currents that are quite late in time and give

20 a large loop opening.
!

21 Q Ooes this relate in your previous answer --

22 someone made reference, you or Mr. McKee, to e 610 orobe

23 or a 625 probe. Would that define the distance between

| 24 the coils?

25 A (WITNESS DENTON) No, that is the outside

()'

|
|
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(]} 1 diameter of the probe coil.

2 Q Why do you uso different diameter probe

3 coils?

4 A (WITNESS DENTON) Usually it is a mechanical

5 consideration of what you can get in the hole.

6 C I s *;h a t because of restrictions that night

7 occur?

8 A (WITNESS DENTON) No, just the inside diameter

9 of the tube to begin with.

10 C And which will you be using for sleeving?

11 A (WITNESS MC KEE) The standerd is either e 625

12 MSS or a 650 MSS.

13 0 And which did you use before in Point Beach# 14 before the sleeving?

15 A (WITNESS MC KEE) Before the sleeving? A 720 '

16 spring flex.

17 Q Now, looking at the bottom of Page 1 of

18 A p p lic a n t 's Exhibit 2, the A strip chart is the left

19 one, I understand you said, of tha A and B, is the

20 subtraction of a multifrecuency result?
|

| 21 A (WITNESS DENTON) Yss.

22 C And when you look at the deviation from the

23 center vertical line, does that deviation give you a

24 clue as to depth or volume?

25 A (WITNESS DENTON) Let me be sure I know uhat

O
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() 1 you are asking me now. If we start at the bottom one,

2 where it says 100 percent, ars you talking about that

3 signal excursion?

4 Q Let's talk about that for a start.

5 A (WITNESS DENTON) The same that happens when

6 you do one of these kind of strip charts when both

7 channels are vartical. The only thing you have is some

8 reading of amolitude. You have no way to get a phase

9 angle from this chart. So all we use this chart to do

10 is say we have to look at the lissajous pattern on ths

11 oscilloscope, so this reading of 100 percent is not

12 taken from the strip chart. It is taken from the

(~g 13 lissajous and written on the strip chart in this case.
,

(/.

14 Q So the strip chart is just to make sure that,

,

15 you go to the oscilloscope.

16 A (WITNESS DENTON) That is true. There is no

17 way to interprat the death from this set of channels on

18 a strip chart.

19 JUDGE SLOCH. Mr. Anderson, there is a

20 question I have on this uhich came up earlier. There

21 are deviations from the conter line on this oscilloscope

22 chart. You know that for example at the bottom on the

23 left side. strip we start some three small units from the

24 center line. Then there is an excursion up to the

25 center line exactly and then further up or a little bit

O
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() 1 off the conter line. What causes those differences?

2 WITNESS DENTCN: The first one is very easy to

) 3 explain, because they have a little button on this thing

4 that says null, and someone pushed it, and it went to

5 center.

6 JUGGE SLOCH: So before you start using the
,

7 strip chart properly, you have got to push the button?

8 WITNESS DENTON: Well, in this case he.is

9 being pretty picky because three minors off of zero is

10 close but one gets into the habit of pushing the button

11 shether it needs to be pushed, and so it was pushed.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: Why did you go off null as you

13 approached the top of the chart in between the

14 indications? Or is that just noise?
i

15 WITNESS DENTON: Well, this is a differential

16 probe, and so really we are looking comparing one piece

17 of that tubing to the other piece of the tubing. I

18 really cannot answer the question. That is a very

19 negligible amount of drift, whether the electronics

20 moved that much or tnere is some difference in the ID of

21 the tube. I just -- I aon 't know.

22 JUCGE SLOCH: Are you at all familiar with the

23 experiments baing done on detecting IGA by measuring

24 drift?

| 25 WITNESS DENTON: I really have a problem with
|

|
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() I the word " drift" because in the electronics business

2 " drift" means to me that the electronics are going some

) 3 place uncontrolled by what you are doing to it. I would

4 like to talk about a shift in the data somehow other

5 then a drift.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: Do you have knowledge of the

7 developmental mork on detecting IGA 7

8 WITNESS OENTCN: That is a limited knowledge,

9 I will have to admit. I have had some conversations in

10 this session, but I ai not expert in wnat is being done

11 at Westinghouse at this moment, no. But if you are

12 talking about using the baseline position as an

13 indication of deterioration in the tube wall, you would

14 not be doing it with the dif f ererttial coil. You would

15 ,b e doing it with an absolute coil, and this data would

16 look entirely different.

17 JUCGE BLOCH: Is that what they are doing?

18 Are they using an absolute coil?

19 WITNcSS DENTON: I am sure they would have to

20 be using an absolute coil, yes.

| 21 BY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)
1

22 C Mr. McKee, I gather your reputation is on the

23 front line when it comes to eddy current tests.

24 A (WITNESS MC KEE) That's true.

25 Q And I was listening to the testimony earlier,
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() 1 and you were talking about the oroblem of the signal to

2 noise ratios that occurs at various times requiring some

) 3 speculation es to what reading to givo, and based upon

4 that and your understanding or your work, would you

5 state, would you agree or disagree that the

8 interpretation of the data involves some degree of art

7 as well as science?

8 A (WITNESS MC KEE) What do you mean by art?

9 Q Judgment calls that you can't have a clear,

10 specific, scientific derivation for, where you are

11 meking judgment callt that don't have a specific

12 scientific basis.

13 A (WITNESS MC KEE) Repeat the last part.# 14 0 It will be judgment calls that don't have in

15 overy particular aspect a specific scientific basis that

18 you could explain to an evaluator.

17 A (WITNESS MC KEE) You are on a learning curve

18 overy time you do a job. The experience that you

19 receive in the field and the amount of indications that

20 you see with eddy current signals, there is some

21 exoerience that you have received put into every call or

22 any judgment that you have to make on any signal that

23 you see.

f

(_/ 24 C What I am trying to get at is, there are some

25 kinds of things an evaluator will do, or thers simply is

O
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() I a cookbook which says that the deviation on the

2 oscilloscope is three degrees, make this conclusion.

3 'a h a t I am trying to get at is the kind of work that you

4 are doing in some significant part do e sn 't involve the

5 kind of specific scientific reading based upon a cleer

6 instruction in a cookbook. Is that correct?

7 A (WITNESS MC KEE) Yes, there are indications
,

8 where it is not a typical cookbook indication.

' 9 Q And so I would assume from that then one

10 evaluator such as yourself might reach a different

11 conclusion than another evaluator from the same strip.

12 A (WITNESS MC KEE) From the strip chart
i

13 recording?

14 Q From all the magnetic tape information that

15 you have.

16 A (WITNESS MC KEE) Yes.

17 Q And if the tube has the high signal to noise

18 ratio, there might be a substantial variation between

19 evaluators, if you know?

20 A (WITNESS DENTON) I presume you mean a low

21 signal to noise ratio.

22 Q Yes, I'm sorry.

23 A (WITNESS MC KEE) Yes, there can be deviation

24 between analysts. That is correct.

25 Q How many different tubes do you review a day?

O
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1 A (WITNESS MC KEE) I have no idea.()'

2 Q Well, let's talk in terms of ball park, 200,
'

3 1,000?

4 A (WITNESS MC KEE) I am sorry, I don't know.

5 Whatever is brought to me, I look at on a dry. If I get

6 tired, I quit.

7 Q How many did you review Friday, last Friday,

8 if you remember?

9 A (WITNESS MC KEE) I don't remember.

10 G Would you know on a given dcy, might it be as

11 much as 100 tubes?

12 A (WITNESS MC KEE) Ch, yes.

13 Q Might it be as much as 500 tubes?

# 14 A (WITNESS MC KEE) It could be.

15 G Now, you say if you get tired, you cuit.

16 Would you explain why?

A (WITNESS MC KEE) My eyes get tired.
17

Q So as you spend more time reading th" 4e tubes,
18

19
your sharpness and ability to make accurate evaluations

falls off?20

A (WITNESS MC KEE) That is when I take a stop.
21

JUCGE BLOCH: May I ask the panel if there are
22

23 any data from which you can infer the reliability of

24
different operators reading the same strip charts? Have

25
there been studies of that sort comaaring interoperrtor

O
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() 1 reliability?
9

2 WITNESS DENTON: Internal to our comoany we

3 have now a system that each of the lead interpreters on

4 any one job, and many times we have more than one

5 interpreter on a given job at the same time, they are

6 required to bring back to our shop a tape shich

7 represents what they have been doing, a cooy of all the

8 data that they have submitted, and we in fact have some

9 internal review of what we are doing.

'

10 The plan is to pursue that more aggressively

11 than we have been. We are now, like I say, we are

12 reviewing one tape and some data, and trying to

13 coordinate the data interpreters.

14 JUDGE BLOCH: You do checks internally, but wo

15 are talking about a scientific study to see whether

16 different operators read the same data the same way.

17 You are not talking about that kind of a thing.

18 WITNESS DENTON: It will in fact encompass

gg that, because we will have a copy of a tape that this

20 particular operator has read, and we will have his

21 answers.

22 JUDGE SLCCH: And you will have another

23 operator doing the same tape, and then you will do a

s 24 statistical measure of the degree of concurrence?

25 WITNESS DENTCN: I am not sure that we are
|

()
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(} 1 into statisti:s, but we might be into discussions.

2 JUDGE 3 LOCH: It is a training and improvement

3 device for your own interncl procedures.

4 WITNESS CENTON: Yes.

5 SY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

6 Q Could we look at, and either one of you who

7 knots the right answer, I am not sure who the best

8 person to ask it is, at Page 4 of Applicant's Exhibit

9 2. Am I correct I am looking at the strip chart on--

i

10 the lefthand side of the page, and I am trying to recall

11 back to your testimony. Are the first ten subdivisions
|

| 12 down from the top indicative of the tube roll? Is that

13 what the statement was earlier?# 14 A (WITNESS DENTCN) As a matter of fact, that is

i 15 not true. It is about the first five or six divisions

16 down.

17 0 You are talking about the smallest of these as

18 being subdivisions.

A (WITNESS DENTON) Yes, minor divisions. That19
i

20 indication, you see, ten divisions down, roughly, is in

21 feet the indication that we just passed the new picture

22 out today.

23 0 That is the leak?

)j 24 A (WITNESS CENTON) That is the one me presume

25 is leaking. Wall, we presume it is the leak.

O
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I

() 1 C Anc looking at the strip chart and referring

2 back to the signal to noise ratio, how do you make a

) 3 determination of what the signal to noise ratio is?

4 A (WITNESS DENTCN) Well, from this stric chart,

5 I really can't tell the signal to noise ratio of tha

6 large indication because it is saturated on the strip

7 chart.

8 C Let's assume for the moment it was not

9 saturated, it didn't go off scale.

10 A (WITNESS DENTON) Okay. Well, in this case wo

11 only have the vertical channel, but if we just talk

12 signal to noise on the vertical, which is, I think, snat
.

13 would address your question, it would be as simole as

14 measuring the peak to peak amplitude in the area of that

15 flaw background on both sides, say, and then taking the

16 ratio of that from the peak to peak of the flaw.

17 In this case, the signals that we're seeing

18 above that, which is lower on the chart, those

19 indications are not really noise, they are also caused

20 by deterioration of the tube wall.

21 Q I was going to get to that. Would you list

22 the things that cause noise insofar as you are aware of

23 what they could be?

|

| 24 A (WITNESS DENTCN) Well, we have two
.

25 cossibilities. It is either those things which can be

|
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() 1 on the outside of the tube wall or those things which

2 can be on the inside of the tube wall.

) 3 Q And what would those things consist of?

4 A (WITNESS OdNTON) Well, I am doing this.

5 Q Okay.

6 A (WITNESS DENTON) So on the inside of the tube

7 wall you can have variations of the internal dimension,

8 and you can have those things which can play out of the

9 primary coolant part which may contain some magnetite or

l 10 unatever. On the outside of the tube, you have been in

11 several discussions about earlier in this session about
:

12 those things that might be on the outside of the tube,

13 such as magnetite, copper. These are noise generating

14 sources as well.
,

15 Typically, you wouldn't expect to have noise

16 generated from within a sound tube wall. They are

17 either things on the outside of the tube or on the

18 inside of the tube.

19 Q Would sludge that does not contain magnetite

20 or copper also cause noise in the outside wall?

21

22

23

24

25 ;

O
|
|
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() 1 A (WITNESS DENTON) Most of the noise we would

2 have from sludge would either be from elemental copper

|

) 3 or magnatite. The oxides basically are insuletors and

4 we are measuring conductivity or permeability, so all of

5 those things that either conduct or have permerbility

6 greater than one will show uo on this.

7 C And if the copper is such an extent on the

8 outside of the tube, would it change the signal-to-noise

9 ratio?

10 A (WITNESS DENTON) Well, when we have cooper on

11 the outside of the tube, we do a mixing of two

12 frequencies and we subtract the copper signal quite as

13 we do the carbon steel tube support. So when you do

14 that, you always have some residue signal left from the

15 mix.

16 So we have pictures, you know, in this

17 submission shows the residue from the carbon steel tube

18 support. I can 't answer your question exactly because
,

!
19 it depencs -- then the residuo depends upon the

20 variation that occurs in the thickness of the copper in

21 the tubing.
t

22 Since we record all of the data in a raw form,

23 it is possible to set up a mix to eliminate copper and

24 look at the data and then change the mix slightly and
t

|

25 then look at the data and then change the mix slightly

O
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I
i

() 1 and look at the data, and then actually shift the crea

2 in which the residue is more or less. ;

1

'

(v)
3 Q Do I understand your answer coresctly? Tha l

' .h

4 first stap is to maka a preliminary identification that;

!

5 copper exists, which leads to a decision to do this

6 . mixing process.

7 A (WITNESS DENTON) Selieve me, that is quite

8 easy to notice when copper exists.

9 Q Could you show us how?

10 A (WITNESS DENTCN) Well, you just hava a large

11 signal. I don't have an example in the pictures.

12 Q Would it, by analogy, be referred to by an

13 off-scal. jump on the strip chart?
/
J 14 A (WITNESS DENTON) It could be, yes.

15 0 What else could it be shoun by?

16 A (WITNESS DENTON) Well, I mean you see that

17 kind of a signal. The difference is when you have a

18 flaw in the tube wall, you are decreasing the

19 conductivity in the tube well, and the way we strobe

|
20 attack a signal that means the signal goes down first.

21 Wnen you put copper on the outside of the tube, you have

22 increased conductivity and so the signal goes up first,

23 so there is no real problem identifying the fact that

24 there is some copper on the outside of the tube.

25 JUDGE BLCCH: That is the same problem we were

}
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() 1 talking about with the magnatite on the insioe of the

2 sleeve, w as n 't it? That was the inside as coposed to

) 3 the outside. It went up first.

4 WITNESS GENTON: No, it went down first.
,

5 JUDGi 5 LOCH: And on the outside of the tube

6 it goes up first?

7 WITNESS DENTON: Well, you are talking two

8 different things. In one case we are discussing

'

9 magnatite. In the other case we are discussing copper.

10 They are not the same. There is a complete difference

: s

11 in the phasing of those two things.

12 SY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

13 Q And once you make this determination by

14 off-scale reading or whatever, you then engage in this

15 mixing process, which reduces the noise. Is that

16 correct?

17 A (WITNESS DENT 0tO It reduces the signal from'

18 the copper, yes.

19 Q Now you mentioned before there are occasions

20 when the signal-to-noise ratio is one-to-one or close to

21 one-to-one. Are thess cases where there is a lot of

22 coppar which you anticipate causes that kind of low

23 signal ratio?

24 A (WITNESS DENTON) Well, usually that's

25 attributed -- two things can happen. Either the noise i

O
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(') 1 level has gone up, or the signal amplitude has gone cown

2 and that is the ratio we are discussin;.

3 ; Let me back up a second. The one-to-one rztio

4 that you were finding, the close to one-to-one ratios

5 you were finding in your previous testimony is efter the

6 mixing was done. Is that correct -- or before the

7 mixing was done?

8 A (WITNESS DENTON) It looks like both.

9 C And with that understood, could you now state

10 what was the reason of the mixing not succeeded in

increasing the signal-to-noise ratio to11 bringing down --

12 above the three-to-one textbook stancard?

13 A (WITNESS DENTON) Well, as a matter of fact,#1

14 in the case we are discussing - .are we discussing this

15 case in this example now in the handout?
t

!

16 Q No, no. I was just talking in general.'

17 A (WITNESS CENTON) In general? Well, there are

18 multiple sources of noise. In the case we are looking

19 at, there is some other deterioration of the tube well

20 in the area of this flaw, and that in itself is a noise,

|

21 even though it is a legitimate signal. It neverthelsss

22 has a change going on which interferes with the angle of

23 the spot that's being interpreted.

let\./ 24 Q Well, I thought we were talking about --

25 me go back to the basic definition that " signal" meant a

O
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() 1 signal from a flaw and " noise" meant a signal from

"

2 something like magnatite, copper, or variations in the

) 3 tuce well. Are we using different definitions?

4 A (WITNESS DENT 3N) Well, you are correct. That

5 sould be the normal definition of " noise", yes. In this

6 specific instance -- incident, I'm sorry -- since the

7 output of the mix, as you were pointing out, has still

8 some signal in it, then it doesn't seem that that is

9 being caused by magnatite or copper.

10 Q Let's hold that aside for a second in this

11 particular instance and get back to it in a moment.

12 This is in general terms. If you are seeing,

13 after mixing, signal-to-noise ratios that are not at the

14 three-to-one standard, what kind of conclusions does

15 that imply for you?

16 A (WITNESS DENTON) Okay. We have left, after

17 mixing, the residue of whatever it is we are trying to

18 mix out. So that has some value. And if your signal
|

| jg amplitude is of that same range of amplitudes, then we
1

20 have poor signal-to-noise ratio.

21 Q Ooes that mean an awful lot of conductive

22 impurities?

23 A (WITNESS DENTON) Not necessarily.

h
24 C Could that be one of the explanations?

25 A (WITNESS DENTON) It could be, yes.

}
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() 1 Q What else could be an explanation?

2 A (W!TNESS DENTON) There may be enough

) 3 variation in the signals coming from what se're trying

4 to mix out. It is not practical to have the perfect mix

5 as the probe goes through the tube.

6 Q Is that a veriation in the tube wall

7 thickness?

8 A (WITNESS DENTON) No. It is prooably a

9 variation in the thing that is causing the signal that

10 we are trying to mix out. In other words, a difference

11 in the constituency of the magnatide in the case of

12 sludge, a difference in the thickness of the copper.

13 Q So pure copper is easy, but if it's mixed and# 14 all jumbled up it is more difficult?

15 A (WITNESS DENTCN) You have a lot of residue.

16 You can mix it all out, but the residue still

17 increases.

18 Q Mr. McKee, do you have any information about

39 your opinion as to what kind of impurities have been on

20 the outer diameters of the tubes at Point Beach?

21 A (WITNESS MC KEE) I have not seen a chemical

22 analysis of what is on the outside at Point Beach.

23 C I don't mean a chemical analysis. I mean from

24 your reading of the eddy current tests. Does that give

| 25 you any clue, any feeling in your mind?
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(} 1 A (WITNESS MC KEE) Only that there is some

2 copper there. I have no idea as to its consistencies.

/"T 3 C I don't know if you answered this one. Whet

4 proportion of time does a signal-to-noise ratio in tes

5 tubes inspected at Point Eeech not equal tre

6 three-to-one standard, if you have any feel for that?

7 A (WITNESS MC KEE) I don't have any feel for

8 it.

9 Q Is it substantial?

10 A (WITNESS MC KEE) I don't have any feel for

11 tnat.

12 C You don't have a feel for it.

13 Do you have any feel, Mr. McKee, for the este

# 14 of degradation of the tubes at Point Beach that are

15 suffering the worst rate of degradation? Sy "morst" I

16 mean taks the five percent of tubes at Point Seach that

17 are degrading at the faster rate. Do you have any

18 feeling for what rate that would be?

19 A (WITNESS MC KEE) No, I do not.

20 Q Let me ask --

21 JUDGE BLOCH: Lot me follow up on that.

22 On large volume defects, can you tell from

23 eddy current tasting the rate of deterioration of those

#
24 tubes?

25 WITNESS MC KEE: Can I qualify that a little

O
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() 1 bit? If I have a previous inspection which shows

2 absolutely notning and today on ar. inspection I may have

/~

b) 3 a greater than plugging criteria, I do not know at

4 inspection time when that started. All I can assume is

5 that, okay, the previous one was zaro, non-detectable or

6 shatever. Then I Fave to take whatever the operating

7 time was and assign the whole time to the growth to what

8 I've got. But that may be very false.

9 JUDGE BLCCH: If you go from 30, which means

10 it was detectable, to 50, does that mean there was a 20

11 percent rete of corrosion between those two readings?

12 WITNESS MC XEE; If it's a textbook type

13 indication with no other influencing, it could be
f' ,

l 14 assumea that it went 20 percent. There is also a volume

15 chan;e with this.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Because that assumes no error

17 cand either. Throughout the 30 or the 50 I assume there

18 must be error bandsn around them. But you don't know

19 chat they are.

20 WITNESS MC KEE: Mr. Denton may possibly give

21 the error bends.

22 JUDGE SLCCH: Mr. Denton, how would you treat

23 a reading of 30 followed by a reading of 507 What does

24 that tell you about growth rates?

25 WITNESS DENTCN: First you have to understand

O
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(} 1 se don't concern ourselves with growth rates. We would

2 merely report in the one case if we had a legitimate --

3 you know, if we had a 30 percent indication we reported

4 30. Some numbers of months later we see it again. We

5 report it at 50.

6 JUDGE BLCCH: Okay. Then within the

'
7 limitations of the technology of eddy current testing,

8 is there anything you can tell us about a change from 30

9 to 50?

10 WITNESS DENTON: I'd say then we would say it

11 is increased by 20 percent through the wall and tscn wo

12 have error bands.

13 JUDGE SLOCH: I wanted to talk about the error

| 14 bands.
|

15 WITNESS DENTON: Well, unfortunately that is

16 not a straight answer either because anything in oddy

| 17 current testing or most things in addy current testing

18 are not linear functions, so at the 50 percent level wo

19 would talk about clus or minus seven percent. At the 30

20 percent level we are going to talk about plus or minus

21 13 percent. I don't remember the numbers exactly.

22 JUDGE SLOCH: Generally, the smaller the

23 measurable defect, the larger the percentage of tube

24 mall is en error band.
|

25 WITNESS DENTON: That is correct.

| (:)
|

|

|
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() 1 JUD3E 3 LOCH: Now when you say " error band",

2 is that a concept of standard deviation ws are talking

) 3 about? We are talking what percentage?

4 WITNESS DENTON: This is all standard

5 deviation.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: So soproximately two-thirds of

7 the readings, two-thiros of the time you would expect it

8 to be within that particular --

9 WITNE.SS DENTON: I'm sorry. It's two signals.

10 JUDGE SLOCH: Two signals.

11 WITNESS DENTON: Eut it's only reproduceable

12 because when you start talking real world flaws or even

13 manufactured flaws, you can deliberately manufacture'

14 flaws that are completely wrong -- I mean, give wrong

15 answers.

16 I like to use the example of if you take a

17 5,000th-diameter drill bit and you drill completely

18 through the wall, this would not be enough volume to be

39 ostected in a normal inspection. So now I have the case

| 20 of a non-detected 100 percent flaw. If you come in on

21 top of that with a large diameter orill and you drill

22 down 50 percent of the way through the wall, now you are

23 going to report a 53 percent flaw, which is still in

24 fact a 100 parcent flaw.

25 So we have to talk about -- J e 'r e talking

| C:)
!
!
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1 about reproducambility in two signals when I am using

2 these numbers. This wr.s done years ago in a perticular

3 plant where we lived there for three months and we had

4 the ocportunity to run the same calibration standard

5 many, many times with different operators and different

8 equipment, but always the same standard.

7 JUCGE BLOCH: The ouestion we ware asking

8 before, your basic answer is yes, you can infer very

9 roughly the do;radation rate when the reading goes from

to 30 percent to 50 percent, but it is very rough and is

11 subject to a lot of error.

12 WITNESS CENTON3 Yes.

13 SY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

O 14 Q In the portion of your answer to Judge Bloch

15 in which you indicated you could fool the eddy current

18 testing and you deliberately tried to with a certain

17 kind of flaw, am I correct in inferring from that answer

18 that the evaluator is trained to detect the typical kind

gg of flaws that you have seen up to that point in time and

20 a new configuration or flas might not flow from the

21 bounds of that being picked uo?

22 A (WITNESS DENTON) Well, all we can do as data

23 interpreters is assume the best situation, which would

24 mean the flaw is reasonably symmetrical, whether it is

! 25 or is not. Wa can't start doin g Kentucky windage and
l

O
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() 1 say well, that one looks like we can all it this, and

2 this one over here looks like maybe we should call it-

3 that. So we measure the most severe phase angle of the

4 signal that we have, whether that be right or wrong.

5 That is what we do.

6 JUDGE SLOCH: Sir, have you svar been

7 criticized by Westinghouse for reporting a flaw that

8 they felt should not have been reported?

9 WITNESS DENTON: No, I have not.

10 JUDGE BLCCH: Have you ever been criticized by

11 Westinghouse for not reporting a flaw that they felt

12 should have?

13 WITNESS DENTON: Westinghouse has exercised

14 their option of reporting a flaw which we have not

15 r e o,o r t e d from the same data. We don 't accept criticism

16 very lightly.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: When you say they reported a

18 flaw from certain of your cata, does that mean they do a

19 quality assurance check on your data indirectly?

20 WITNESS CENTON: I sould say that is true, but

21 I don't know that it's true in every case.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: Are you referring solely to

23 situations where you have gone back historically, that

24 is, where you reported a certain flaw now and then they

25 ;o back and look at your old data and they say you
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1 should heve found the flaw then?

2 WITNESS DENTON: I would prefer te defer that

3 to Mr. Fletcher when he gets back on the stend, if we

O 4 could.

5 SY MR. ANDERSCN (Resuming)

6 Q Mr. McKee, let's assume a defect in axial

7 length of 150 mils. At what percent through-wall defect

; 8 in the tube sheet would you feel 100 percent confident

9 at being able to pick that up through the addy current.

10 test?

11 A (WITNESS DENTON) It's never 100 percent.

12 Let's not get trapped.

13 A (WITNESS MC KEE) Well, I'm not perf ect. The

14 system isn't perfect.

15 C Ckay. What point of through-wall defect would

16 you feel 95 percent sure of pickang it up?

17 A (WITNESS MC KEE) 150 mils long?

18 G Yeah.

19 A (WITNESS DENTON) This is a crack?

20 A (WITNESS MC KEE) What kind of a defect?

21 A (WITNESS DENTON) Let's start with what kind

22 of a crack because flaws are three-dimensional. Let's

23 start with somathing about the crack.

24 Q For the record, to be clear, we are talking

25 about a 150 mil exial extent stress corrosion crack.

.
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() 1 A (WITNESS MC KEE) With some openin;7

2 Q It 's a crack. It has to ba.

) 3 A (WITNESS MC KEE) Probably 40 percent.

4 Q So you hcve a 95 corcent confidence of picking

5 up 40 percent or more through-wall defect of that type?

6 A (WITNESS MC KEE) Yes, 95 percent of the

7 time.

8 C And what percent of the time will you pick up

9 20 percent through-wall defect of that kind of a defect,

10 if you hava --

11 A (WITNESS MC KEE) This is also a crack you ere

12 speaking of?

13 C Yes.

14 A (WITNESS MC KEE) Probably never.

15 Q And let's turn to the question of

16 intergranular attack and ask the same question.

17 Assuming 150 mil extent of the intergranular attack,

18 too, at what percent of through-wall defect would you
|
| ig feel comfortable 95 oarcent of the time of pick in g it

l

20 up?

21 A (WITNESS DENTON) I 'm going to let Mr. McKes

22 answer that, but I first want to say one thing about
1

1
-

23 intergranular versus transgrenular or express or

24 whatever. From our standooint, if the secaration is

25 such that the electrons cannot switch veillance bands,

O
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{} 1 then in fact it is cracked. We don't care how this

2 occurred, whetner it is intergranular, transgranular

3 stress or not stressed.

4 If you had given us a situation -- I don't

5 mant to get into a situation of can we detact

6 intergranular corrosion. So from our standpoint, if in

7 fact it is cracked, however it occurred, that the

8 electrons cannot change veillance bands, then the answer

9 to the question you asked is the same as the previous

10 question.

11 Q The previous defintion was used by a previous

12 witness. You don't havo to adopt it. It was, if I

l 13 recall correctly, that intergranular attack assumed no

14 separation of grain boundaries.

15 A (WITNESS DENTON) That is a metallurgical

16 answer. I am talking from our standpoint. If in fact

17 the construction of the tube call is such that the

f 18 electronics can still switch veillance bands, it still

gg is a conductor. If they don 't switch veillance bands,

20 it's a crack.

21 C What percentage of the time would that be?

22 A (WITNESS DENTON) We don't know that.

23 JUDGE SLOCH. Well, let me ask. What you are

24 saying is there are some things that a metallurgist

25 might call IGA that you wouldn't even oefine as a

O
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.

1 crack. Is that correct?}
2 WITNESS DENTON: If the electrons change'

3 veillance bands, it conducts, we don't ese it.

4 JUDGE BLOC.1: Are you saying yea don't know

5 whether IGA is sometimes defined as existing.mhare tha
,

6 electrons cannot change veillance bands?

7 WITNESS DENTCN: I would expect in some casos

8 there are what might be called IGA that the electrons

9 are still jumoing, yes.

10 JUDGE SLOCH:' So som's IGAs are, for eday

11 current purposes, not c r'a c k s ? ,-

*

12 WITNESS DENTON: That I believe is true. But
,

13 then no, matter what the dimension is, the arswer is

14 going to be we don't detect it. It is still a

15 conductor. If it is not a conductor, then the

16 dimensions are the same as the previous question.

17 SY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

18 Q Okay, that ansagred my question -- not that

19 it's good, but it answers it.

).

20 Mr. McKea, have you had any experience doing
l

21 the San Onofre plant's -- any tests since they have had |

'

22 full sleeving?

23 A (WITNESS MC XEE) No, I have not.

24 Q Are you going to be cstting any current test

|
25 results from your knowledge afttr the sleeve tests at

i

|

O
|
|
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t 1 Point Beach?

2 A (WITNESS MC KEE) I don't knos that either.

3 Q Are you being given at this point in time, or

O 4 have you been told that you would be given, special

5 training to evaluate tubes with slaaves?

6 A (WITNESS MC AEE) The eddy current testing of

7 the straight length of the sleeve testing is the same

8 test as the parent tube.
,

9 Q So the ansser is you are getting special
,

i

10 training?*

11 A (WITNESS MC KEE) Not for the straight part of

12 the tube, no.

13 Q Now is it correct to state in the area of the

14 tube part of the tube sheet, where it is today heavily

15 packed eith impurities, it is difficult to get a

16 readable signal?

17 A (WITNESS MC KEE) What are you talking

18 about the sleave or the mother tube?--

19 Q The unsleeved Point Beach in the sheet tube

20 cravice where it 's p acked with impurities , is it hard to

21 3et a readable signal?

22 A (WITNESS MC KEE) Not with the electronic

23 mixing we are doing.

24 Q Sut you did say that you are gettin; some

25 portion of the time signals which are not in the

O
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|
1 three-to-one textbook standard after mixing, did you

}
2 not, or old Mr. --

r~s 3 A (WITNESS WC KEE) If there is not enough
|

4 volume gone, sure, your signal-to-noise ratio goes

5 down.

6 Q Eut the signal-to-noise ratio is a function of

7 two things. It is a function of the extent of the flaw,

8 and it is a function of the extent of the conductivs

9 impurities or variation in tubes, is it not?

10 A (WITNESS DENTCN) Well, yes, that's a

11 definition of signal-to-noise ratio.

12 Q Would you a;ree that if a mother tube and

- 13 sleeve tube is corroded through the wall and it 's open

( /
(,/ 14 and there are impurities in the bulk water that get into

15 the annulus and it packs hard with impurities, that are

16 conductive, would that tend to make a difficult

17 signal-to-noise ratio?

18 A (WITNESS DENTCN) Could I ask you to say that

19 over again?

20 C Sure. If we assume in a sleeved tube in Point

21 Eeach that the mother tube has a through-wall oefect and

22 it's open to th, secondary side, and if we assumed,

23 secondly, that the annulus between the sleeve and the

24 tube has concentration effects and accumulated

25 hard-packed conductive imourities, mould you agree,

O
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1 under those two assumotioas, that the readability will

2 5e impaired becausa -- would you agree that the

3 readability would be impaired?

4 MR. CHURCHILL: I'd like to object. We are

5 assuming facts not in evidence here. !f he wrnts to

6 label this as a nypothetical question, I will witharaw

7 my objection.

8 MR. ANDERSON: I thought I said assume. It's

9 a hypothetical.

10 JUDGE SLOCH: It's a hypothetical ouestion.

i 11 WITNESS DENTON: I would assums in those

12 particular situations we'd be right back to the same

13 situation we have in the parent tube today. That is, we

(l 14 would have an effective mix that could eliminate the

15 majority of that interference signal and would have some

16 residuo signal left to contend with.

17 BY t1 R . ANDERSON: (Resuming)

18 Q Sut you do have a situation within the carent

19 tube today, pre-sleeving, where you have a hard time

20 making an evaluation of the tape because of the low

21 signal-to-noise ratio, do you not?

22 A (WITNESS DENTON) And again it is normally

23 with mixing, due to the fact that there is a very small

24 loss of volume in the indication we'are working with.
1

,
25 Q Anc the area of the tube right now, in the

I
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1 pes-sleeved Point Beach, where you are having that

O
2 surface-to-noise ratio, would you have that in the tube

3 sheet?,_

'
! 4 A (WITNESS DENTON) In the case we are looking

5 at right now, yes.

6 Q So you would agree the tube sheet type

7 environment in the annulus, between the sleeve and tha

8 tube, you might expect to see, under the assumptions I

9 gave you before about the open parent tube, the same

10 kind of difficulty you are seeing todry with the sleeve
:

1

11 in the crevice. Is that correct?

12 MR. CHURCHILL: Objection. We did not this--

| 13 has not been testified that this is a difficult or an

/~( j)
'

14 unusual event. I think Mr. Anderson is trying to assume

15 that we had difficulty in oddy current testing with the

18 tuoe sheet. We have explained what that situation is,

17 but it has not been described as difficult.
,

|
'

18 JUGGE SLCCH: I would like to try a question

19 or ta0 and then, if you would like to rephrase it, I may

20 be able to help.

21 Mr. Denton, is there some loss of the ability

22 to detect flaws within the tube sheet area because of

23 conductive impurities that are present on the outside of

24 the tube, the mother tube?

25 WITNESS DENTON: Only that which is caused by
|

l

O
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1 the residue of the mix.
. (
l 2 JUDGE SLOCH: You use the mixin; to reduce the

3 loss of sensitivity, but there is some loss of

4 sensitivity anyway?

5 WITNESS DENTON: Not -- well, ! prefer -- yes,

6 yes. In essence, the answer is yes to that because

7 there is some residuo signal which is then intermixed

8 with the signal that you are trying to interprat, yes.

9 JUDGE BLOCH: I have the feeling you think the

10 loss is very small. Is that correct?

11 WITNESS DENTON: I have that feeling, yes.

12 JUDGE BLCCH: What does that mean in terms of
!

13 your ability to detect defects? What does it do to the

,/ 14 ability to detect a 40 oorcent through-wall defect that

15 you could detect if it wasn't in that area? Does it

16 change the probability that you could find it?

17 WITNESS DENTON: I cen't put numbers through

18 it. Maybe if you are in the area of a residue for mix,

tg maybe just change the dimension you could find. Maybe

20 instead of 35 percent it is now 40 percent. It is not a

21 large problem.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: It is not a very large oroblem?

| 23 It is some effect, but you're just not sure?

24 WITNESS DENTCN: The problem I have in

25 quantifying, if we keep talking in one dimension

1

O

|
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1 :;u a n ti f i c a t io n . de are really involved with a

2 three-dimensional flam.

O <

5
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1 JUC3E SLOCH: Whatever these problems are now

2 in the tube sheet crevice, I take it, would be similar

3 if a similar deposit of conductive impurities wors found

4 in the annulus between sleeve ano tube. Is tFat correct

5 or incorrect? -

6 WITNESS DENTON: Well, it is basically correct

7 with the exception of whatever cart of the residuo comes

8 from the carbon steel would be out, because it is

9 further away.

10 JUC35 SLOCH: Gkay, so the problems now would

11 be limited to the conductive impurities and the carbon

12 steel tube sheet is no longer a problem.

13 WITNESS DENTON: It is not one of the

14 contributors to the residue of the mix.

15 JUDGE SLOCH: Would there be some

16 contributors, though, from possiole irregularities in

17 the sleeve itself? That is, excuse me, in the mother

18 tube?

gg WITNESS DENTON: I would anticipate that that

20 would mix up with the same mix that we are using for the

i 21 outside of th) tube, since it is also further away.

22 JUDGE SLCCH: Mr. Anderson?

23 BY MR. ANDERSON: (9esuming)

) 24 Q Noc, if I recall a previous answer you made,

25 you indicateo tha industry standard for signal to noise

O
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1 ratio is three to one?

O
2 A (WITNESS DENTON) That is the textbook thing,

3 yes.,,

Jss 4 Q And /ou also indicated that there are

5 instances at Point Beech -- I am talking about

6 pre-sleeving point Eeach, where you are having, after

7 mixing signal to noise ratios of one to one or close to

8 one to one?

9 A (WITNESS DENTON) Well, yes.

10 Q Now, in that instance where thPt is the case,

11 is there a significant or an insignificant impairment of

12 your detectability of the defects that we were talking

13 about before?;

14 A (WITNESS DENTON) Well, there is an

15 impairment, of course.

16 Q Is it significant?

17 A (WITNESS DENTON) Well, you could easily

18 presume that since I am talking about this one to one,

19 that there may be another one that is one half to one,

20 and we don't see it and don 't talk about it. This is a

21 volumetric examination. If you decrease the volume of

22 the flaw to some point you do not detect it at all, as I

23 have the earlier example of the drill hole.

24 Q Let's go back, if I may, Mr. Denton, to 150
~j

25 mil axial extent defect, and if I recall correctly, if
|
!

O
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1 it was a stress corrosion crack defect, the testimony

2 was that at 40 percent or more you feel 95 cercent

3 confident that the defect would be picked up. Is that

4 correct?

5 A (WITNESS DENT 3N) It is in that range of

1
6 sensitivities, yes.

|

7 C Now, let's assume --

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Anderson, just a second. I

9 think a lot of your questioning frankly has been quite

10 effective, and has brought out information that is

11 helpful to the board. I have a feeling you are getting

12 redundant at this point, that you are going over the

13 same field that you have gone over already.

f 14 MR. ANDERSON: I just went to clarify the

! 15 question you had.

18 JUDGE SLOCH: Ckay, so long as you are

17 convinced that you've got something new you are going

18 after, please pursue it, but I hope you won't be

19 pursuing things th9t you really are just not organized

20 on, that you haven't thought through.

21 MR. ANDERSON: I am cartain of it.

22 SY MA. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

23 Q Now, if we are talking about that same

24 circumstance where you feel the tube can be read at 95

25 percent confidence for 40 percent defect, if we have

O
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1 moved to a tuba which has a si;nal to noiss ratio in

O
2 that area of one to one, would you feel equally or less

3 confident that it woald be picked up, and now much less

D} 4 if so?

5 A (WITNESS CENTON) Well, again, I cannot

8 dimension that, because you just dimensionad it. If it

7 has a signal to noise ratio of one to one, my confidence

8 level obviously is not 95 percent.

9 Q To still get a 95 percent confidence, would

to you go for a 50 percent defect before you core that

11 confident?

12 A (WITNESS DENTON) Are you leaving the signal

13 to noise ratio at one to one?

14 Q I am.

15 A (WITNESS DENTON) Well, then the confidence

{ 16 doesn't change.
;

17 C Well, you are not going to be able to read it

18 at 40 percent with the same confidence.

| ig A (WITNESS DENTON) If you keep the signal to

20 noise ratio constant, the answer is tha same whether you

21 ;et 100 percent or 10 percent.

22 C I an sorry. The thing you are comparing it to

|
23 is the first I assume it was the first time you gave--

24 your r. s e c r e Mr. McKee gave your answer, I sesume you
uj

25 had a tube which didn't have a disturbin gly low signal

|

O
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1 to noise ratio, let's say it was two to ons.

2 A (WITNESS DENTON) Okay.

3 Q Now, we are moving to one which is one to one.

( 4 A (WITNESS DENTCN) And the answer obviously is,

5 it destroys our confidence.-

6 Q Ano how much up the extent of tha through wall

7 defect do you have to go before you can still get 95

8 percent confidence if it is one to one?

9 A (WITNESS DENTON) Okay, wait a minute. You

10 left the signal to noise ratio at one to one.

11 Q Right.

12 A (WITNESS DENTON) Then the confidence doesn't

13 change.

f 14 C No, comparison A is a tube with a signal to

15 noise ratio of three to one.

16 A (WITNESS DENTON) Yes.

17 Q 150 mils axial extent, 40 percent defect.

18 Your testimony, I understood it, correct me if I am

19 wrong, is 40 percent through wall you would feel 90

20 .oercent sure.

21 A (WITNESS DENTON) In a three to one signal to

22 noise ratio.

23 Q Now, moving to comparison E, it has a one to

24 ona signal to noise ratio. What through wall defect

i 25 sould you feel 95 percent sure of picking up?
I

O
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1 A (WITNESS DENTON) Are'you leaving the noise

2 constant? If you are taking the noise up every time you

3 take the flaw up and then the ratio is always one to

| 4 ons, my answer is, the confidence level is the same.

5 Q Let me think about that and come back to it.

6 JUCGE SLOCH: I have a feeling the testimony

7 is very clear.

8 BY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

9 C Mr. McKee, you don't use the pancake probe

10 which was described in answer to Judge Paxton's cuestion

i 11 at Point Beach now, do you?

12 A (WITNESS MC KEE) No, we don't.

13 Q What are the problems with using a pancake

14 probe, if you know?

15 A (WITNESS MC KEE) Excessive radiation received

; 16 by everbody involved with the inspection. It is a

17 special case, one of a kind situation.

18 JUDGE SLOCH: The excessive raciation comes

19 from the fact that it takes longer to use the instrument?

20 WITNESS MC KEE: There are just many

21 mechanical problems that go wrong. It just becomes a

22 real, real problem.

23 SY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

O
24 Q Are you aware of a metallurgical examination()/x

25 done on the tube at Point Beach at the end of 1979 by

)

,
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1 aestinghouse?

2 A (WITNESS MC KEE) No, I am not.

3 0 Would you stato what procedure you use after

(e 4 you review the tapes? Do you give tne results in the

5 written report to Westinghouse?

6 A (WITNESS MC KEE) Yes.

7 Q And the written results you give to them, does

8 that list tne tube by row and column number and the

9 percent cefect and location of the defect that you have

10 evaluated?

| 11 A (WITNESS MC KEE) Yes.
|

12 MR. ANDERSON: Has the board been provided

13 with a copy of all the 1981-82 LER's?

14 (Pause.)

15 JUOGE SLOCH: Off the record.
|

16 (Whereupon, a discussion was held off the

17 record.)

18 JUOGE BLOCH: On the record.
|

| ig While we were off the record, we ascertained

20 from the apolicant that there is no objection to the use

21 of LER's for cross examination purposes. Staff has no

22 objection?

23 MR. SACHMANN: At least as far as the

24 applicant's witnesses are concerned, no objection.
.

al'o stipulate that the25 MR. ANDERSON: Can ce s

O
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,

1 licensee did not report the results differently than
O

2 they were reported to it by Westinghouse? Can we

3 stipulate to that?

( 4 MR. CHURCHILL: What?

5 JUDGE SLOCH: Mr. Anderson, I don't think I

6 understood what you just said, but please use them for

7 cross examination purposes.

8 MR. ANDERSON: For the record, I am referring

9 to the LER dated April 16, 1982.

10 JUDGE SLOCH: For the record, let's mark them

11 as an exhibit.

12 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, I have no

13 objection to marking them as exhibits, but having them

! 14 admitted is another cuestion.
|

15 JUDGE BLOCH: These are to be marked for

16 identification purposes only. They are not to be

17 admitted into evidence. Mr. Anderson, they will be

18 referred to as Intervenor's Exhibit Number 2.

19 (The document referred to

20 was markee for

21 icentification as

22 Intervenor's Exhibit,

!

23 Number 2.)

24 JUDGE BLOCH: Off the record.

25 (Whereupon, a discussion was held off the

O
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Wisconsin Electncmeacwmr
231 WEST MICHIGAN, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201

Q April 16, 1982

s

Mr. J. G. Esppler, Regional Administrator
Office of Inspection and Enforcement,

Region III
U. S. NUCLEAR REGUIATORY COMMISSION

~ 799 Roosevelt Road -

Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137 -

.

Dear Mr. Keppler:

DOCKET 50-266
LICENSEE E N 2-007/01T-0
POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT 1

.

|

| Enclosed is Licensee Event Report 82-007/01T-0

O (a 14-day follow-up report) with an attachment which provides

a description of an event reportable in accordance with

Technical Specification 15.6.9.2.A.3, " Abnormal degradation

discovered in fuel cladding, reactor coolant pressure boundary,
s

or primary containment."

Very truly yours,

!

Assistan Vice President

C. W. Fay

Enclosure

copies to NRC Resident Inspector .

Mr. Peter Anderson - WED

Blind copies to Messrs. C. S. McNeer
R. H. Gorske/A. W. Finke
Sol Burstein
D. K. Porter '
G. A. Reed
Gerald Charnoff
INPO Records Center

,
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ATTACHMENT TO LICENSEE EVENT REPORT 82-007/OlT-0 -

Wisconsin Electric Power Company
| Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 1
'

Docket 50-266
i

() On 03/25/82 Unit 1 was shut down for a scheduled steam'

generator eddy current inspection. The 2000 psid primary-to-
secondary hydrostatic test condition was established during cool-
down of the unit. An 800 psid secondary-to-primary leakage check
was performed on both steam generators on 03/29/82. The 800 psid -

secondary-to-primary leakage check was performed visually with
the aid of remote video equipment. The visual inspection was
initially performed at 0100 hours on 03/29/82. Due to steam
generator humidity conditions, an additional verification inspection
was performed at 0900 hours on the same day. The secondary side
was held at pressure throughout this interval. The specific conditionc
identified during the leakage checks are noted below.

"A" STEAM GENERATOR
HOT LEG

Original
Inspection Verification

R24C37 Explosive Plug 21 Drops / Min. 16 Drops / Min.
R21C49 Explosive Plug 5 Drops / Min. Boric Acid Coated
R31C31 Explosive Plug 2 Drops / Min. 1 Drop / Min.
R19C33 Explosive Plug Dry <1 Drop /2 Min.

R03C09 Explosive Plug Boric Acid Coated Boric Acid Coated
R01C22 Explosive Plug Boric Acid Coated Boric Acid Coated
R12C25 Tube Wet Wet N 1 Drop /10 Min

'

COLD LEG

R25C27 Tube 20 Drops /Mir. 20-30 Drops / Min.
(Explosive Plug Removed 10/81)

"B" STEAM GENERATOR
HOT LEG

R23C38 Explosive Plug 20' Drops / Min. 20 Drops / Min.
R24C37 Explosive Plug Boric Acid Coated Boric Acid Coated
R29C35 Explosive Plug 5 Drops / Min. 5 Drops / Min.
R29C40 Explosive Plug 3 Drops / Min. 3 Drops / Min.

.

O- R13C61 Explosive Plug Boric Acid Coated Boric Acid Coated
R29C37 Explosive Plug Boric Acid Coated Boric Acid Coa.ted
R23C63 Tube 2-3 Drops / Min. Dry

COLD LEG

i R24C50 Explosive Plug Wet Not Verified

-1-
_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Attcchment.to LER 82-007/OlT-0 -2- 4/16/82
,

The eddy current inspection program, performed this
outage, consisted of the following:

1. Inspection of all readily remotely accessible

{]) tubes to the first support plate in the hot
legs of both steam generators. -

,

2. Inspection, over the U-bend from the leaking
side, of the three tubes which were identified
as leakers or potential leakers in the visual.

tubesheet check.

3. Inspection, to the first tube support from the
cold leg, of the tubes in the cold leg of "A"

,

steam' generator which had either an explosive
or mechanical plug removed during the sleeving
., demonstration in 10/81, and were not subsequently
sleeved.

On 04/03/82, verification of all initial steam generator
eddy current data for tubes with indications exceeding the plugging
limit was' completed. Nineteen tubes in the "A" steam generator and

.

nine tubes in the "B" steam generator were verified to have degradatioa
greater than 40%, which is the plugging limit of Technical Specificati@,

(]) 15.6.2.A.5.

Of the 2,848 open tubes in the "A" steam generator, 2,835
were inspected and 2,833 of the 2,850 open tubes in the "B" steam
generator were inspected. The tubes that were not inspected are as
follows:

Number of Tubes
Not Inspected Reason for Not Inspecting

"A" "B"

12 14 Contained Template Plugs

: 1 2 Restricted' Tube Ends
0 1 Located near environmental

ledge (not accessible with,

remote equipment) .
__ __

13 17

These tubes were not inspected because of the radiation
({} exposure associated with moving template plugs, manual eddy current

,

! probing, and reworking restricted tube ends. The non-inspected tubes
constitute less than 1% of the unplugged tubes, most are not loca'ted
in the zones where large numbers of defects have occurred, and the,

!

overall eddy current results did not indicate the necessity to inspect
the tubes., Following is a summary of the eddy current indications and
comparisons with the data from the three previous eddy current
inspections. A blank entry under the results of previous eddy current:
inspections in the following table indicates that the tape for that
specific inspection was not examined for this_ comparison. ,

, . - - _ . - .._ - - _ _ . -- - - _ - . _-_ . - - . . . _ . _ - - _ - .
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Attachment to LER 82-007/01T-0 -3- 4/16/82

i

"A" STEAM GENERATOR

HOT LEG SIDE TO FIRST SUPPORT PLATE

J,0,,481 27/,11 12/800293 gef,331 Iocation.

R05C07 * 974 15* ATE UDI UDI UDI

R11C07 * UDI 11". ATE UDI
R18C07 * UDI 6* ATE NT

301C13 * 90/954 14" & 7%" ATE C UDI UDI

R13C33 * UDI 15" ATE NDD

R18C35 * 924 10-15" ATE NDD

R31C37 * UDI 11" ATE NC C NDD

R18C37 * UDI 8" ATE NC WC C

R23C38 * UDI 20" ATE WC NC NDD

R27C38 * UDI 20" ATE NC NC C

R10C40 * UDI 2011 to TTS WC NC C

R12C41 * 794 12" ATE C/UDI C NDD

1 R11C43 * 874 18-20" ATE C/UDI UDI UDI

R18C44 * UDI 20" ATE NDD

R15C20 * UDI 8-14" ATE NC NC NC

R29C45 * 794 7%" ATE NDD

R29C47 * UDI 8-14" ATE NC NC NC

R09C55 * 964 16-19" ATE NDD

R12C58 * 884 18- 20" ATE NDD

R13C59 * UDI 20" ATE NDD

R15C59 * 584 7-20" ATE C/UDI NDD

R15C60 * UDI 14-18" ATE NC NC NC

R11C62 * 52% 21" ATE NDD
' R12C62 * 934 18-21" ATE NDD,

l R07C64 * 894 12" ATE NDD

R15C65 * UDI 6-19" ATE NT NDD

205C68 <20% 4" ATS NC NC NC

R15C68 * 934 10-15" ATE C/UDI C NDD

R05C69 <20% %" ATS NC NDD

R15C71 * UDI 8" ATE NC

R05C72 * 78% 7%' ATE NDD

R00C73 * 964 17" ATE NDD

R09C73 * 944 17" ATE NDD

R00C74 * 924 17" ATE NDD

R06C81 <204 1" ATS NC NC NC

R14C22 * UDI 14-17" ATE NDD

R15C22 * UDI 14" ATE NDD3

R18C23 * 69% 19' ATE NDD

R15C25 * 734 16" ATE NDD

R15C27 * UDI 10-15" ATE NDD

R36C29 36% TTS NC NC NC

- - COI.D I.EG

R26C53 254 2" ATS

"B" STEAM GENERATOR

HOT LEG TO FIRST SUPPORT PLATE

O R02C15 * UDI 6-11" ATE NC NC NC

202C17 * 634 8" ATE NDD NDD

R24C25 * 724 11" ATE NDD 1

R27C30 <20% l' ATS NC NC NC

R21C34 * 904 5" ATE NDD

ROSC35 * 934 10" ATE NDD NDD ,

R14C40 * 30%, UDI 1" & 20" ATE NC NC NDD

R10C42 * 73% 21" ATE NDD

R26C42 * 30%, UDI 21" & 19-21" ATE NC NC NDD

R13C47 * UDI 21" ATE NDD

R26C50 * 914 12* ATE NC NC NC

R01C47 * 954 21" ATE C DNA NDD

R22C59 * 724 17" ATE NDD

) R21C66 * UDI 21" ATE NC NC NDD

! R03C47 * 914 20" ATE NT NT NT
j

. - - - - - - - - - - - . _ _ _ _ _ , . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __. . .
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I

l DNA - Data Not Available
ATE - Above Tube End'

NDD - No Defect Detected
UDI - Undefinable Indication
ATS - Above Tubesheet() TTS - Top of Tubesheet'

NT - Not Tested
'

NC - No Change
C - Change
* - Tubes Plugged This Outage

Nineteen tubes in the "A" steam generator and nine tubes
in the "B" steam generator contained indications exceeding the 40%
plugging limit. These tubes and the two leaking tubes in the "A"'
steam generator have been mechanically plugged. Of the 28

[ indications exceeding the plugging limit, eleven are new indications
in the "A" steam generator and six are new indications in the "B"- -

steam generator. The other indications identified were either
previously noted as undefinable indications or defects that previously
existed, but were not identified in prior inspections. As in the4

'

past, all indications were small volume. As a conservative measure,
all of the tubes containing undefinable indications have been plugged
to further insure the reliability of the unit. The tubes marked
with an asterisk (*) in the preceding table have been plugged. Correct
plugging was visually verified via the use of tubesheet photography.

The explosive plugs veridied to be leaking in excess of
two drops per minute ("A" steam generator hot leg, R24C37; "B" steam
generator hot leg, R23C38, R29C35, and R29C40) have been repaired
with a welded plug. Based on the history of the plugs, personnel
radiation exposure encountered during weld repair and future steam
generator replacement, the plugs leaking at a very low rate ( one
drop per minute) were not weld repaired this outage.

'
! Eddy current examinations of the tubes noted to be wet or

leaking during the visual leakage check revealed no indications.
The tubes verified to be leaking were plugged. Tube R12C25 in
the "A" steam generator was plugged with mechanical plugs in both
hot and cold legs. Tube R25C27 in the "A" steam generator was
plugged with a welded plug in the hot leg since it was sleeved
during the 10/81 outage, and mechanically plugged in the cold leg.
The type, or location, of the defect (s) existing in these tubes
is unknown. They were both inspected through the U-bend from the
leaking side.

() Eddy current examinations of the cold leg ends of tubes
which had either mechanical or explosive plugs removed during the
sleeving demonstration of 10/51 and which were not subsequently '
sleeved revealed one indication in Tube R26C53 of 25% at 2" above
the tubesheet from the cold leg side. The indication was previously
reported during the 1978 refueling outage steam generator inspection.
No other indications were identified.

I

l
;
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,

,

An eddy current exam of the 12 tubes sleeved during the
10/81 refueling outage was also performed this outage. The exam
consisted of using the same probe type and eddy current parameters
used in 10/81 and comparing the signals to the 10/81 signals.
There were no noticeable changes in the eddy current signals.

O To minimize the rate of corrosion, the Unit 1 primary
system was returned to power at a reduced hot leg temperature of
557'F. In addition, a crevice flush was performed before the unit
was returned to service to remove impurities from the tubesheet
crevice.

The NRC Resident Inspector has been notified of these
findings. This event is reportable in accordance with Technical
Specification 15.6.9.A.3 and is similar to others.

.

! O
!

.
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0
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WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 6610 Nuclear Road, Two R rs, Wisco n 542h

March 30, 1982

Mr. J. G. Keppler, Regional Administrator
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137

Dear Mr. Keppler:

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT NO. 82-007/OlT-0
24-HOUR WRITTEN NOTIFICATION

DEGRADED STEAM GENERATOR TUBES,

POINT. BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT
.

Licensee Code: WIPBH1 Docket No. 50-266
License Type: 41111 Source: L
License Number: 00-00000-00 Event Date: 03/29/82

Event Description: On 03/29/82 detailed visual inspections of the
steam generator tubesheets during the 800 psid secondary-to-primary
leak check revealed two leaking tubes. This condition is reportable
in accordance with Technical Specification 15.6.9.2. A.3, " Abnormal

(3 degradation discovered in fuel cladding,. reactor coolant pressure
U boundary, or primary containment. Additionally, six leaking

'

explosive tube plugs were identified.
,

On 03/25/82 Unit 1 was shut down for a mid-cycle steam gener -
ator eddy current inspection. The required 2000 psid primary-to-
secondary condition was established while the unit was being shut
down. The 800 psid secondary-to-primary leak check was performed
visually with the aid of remote video equipment. The visual
inspection was initially performed at 0100 hours on 03/29/82. Due

is to steam generator humidity conditions, an additional verification
inspection was performed at 0900 hours on the same day. The'. secondary side was held at pressure during this interval. The
results are as follows:. _

"A" Steam Generator
Hot Legi s .

Original
Inspection Verification

R24C37 Explosive Plug 21 drops / min 16 drops / min-

R21C49 Explosive Plug 5 drops / min Boric Acid
R31C31 Explosive Plug 2 drops / min 1 drop / min
R19C33 Explosive Plug Dry <1 drop /2 min
R 3C 9 Explosive Plug Boric Acid Boric Acid
R 1C22 Explosive Plug Boric Acid Boric Acid
R12C25 Tube Wet. Wet %1 drop /10 min

|

|
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Mr. J. G. Keppler -2- March 30, 1982

LER 82-007 Unit 1

.

"A" Steam Generator 1

Cold Leg {
!

(]) Original .

Inspection Verification
,

R25C27 Tube 20 drops / min 20-30 drops / min j
*

(Explosive Plug Removed 10/81)
1

"B" Steam Generator
Hot Leq

R23C38 Explosive Plug 20 drops / min 20 drops / min
R24C37 Explosive Plug Boric Acid Boric Acid

R29C35 Explosive Plug 5 drops / min 5 drops / min
R29C40 Explosive Plug 3 drops / min 3 drops / min
R13C61 Explosive Plug Boric Acid Boric Acid

R29C37 Explosive Plug Boric Acid Boric Acid

R23C63 Tube 2-3 drops / min Dry

Cold Leg

R24C50 Explosive Plug Wet Not Done

(]} Considering the above, the past history of the plugs in
j question and steam generator replacement, the following repairs

will be made:

'

",A" Steam Generator

R24C37 Explosive Plug; weld repair hot leg
R25C27 Tube; weld repair hot leg, mechanically plug cold leg
R12C25 Tube; eddy current and plug

.

| "B" Steam Generator

R23C38 Explosive Plug; weld repair hot leg
R29C35 Explosive Plug; weld repair hot leg
R29C40 Explosive Plug; weld repair hot leg<

R23C63 Tube; eddy current and plug only if defect found

The eddy current inspection scheduled for this outage includes
inspection of all readily remotely accessible tubes to the first

Insupport plate in the hot legs of both steam generators.
addition, the three tubes which were noted as leakers or potentiali leakers will be inspected over the U-bend from the leaking side.
Since the leak in the "A" cold leg is a tube from which an
explosive plug was removed for sleeving demonstration in 10/81,
all other tubes in the cold leg which had plugs removed, explosive
or mechanical and were not sleeved, will also be inspected. All
tubes with indications greater than the plugging limit will be
plugged after eddy current.,

!

,

.
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Mr. J. G. Koppler -3- March 30, 1982
,

LER 82-007 Unit 1 -

The final licensee event report pertaining to this event
will be submitted within 14 days following verification of the
eddy current data.

O The =Rc Re ident rn gector h heen noeified of thi event.
- ,

.

f~
,,...

'
. .,

Telephone: 414/755-2321
R. E. Lihk

O

:

O
1

.
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Wisconsin Electnc macwmr
231 W. MICHIGAN, P.O. BOX 2046, MILWAUKEE, WI 53201

O November 13, 1981

Mr. J. G. Keppler, Regional Director
Office of Inspection and. Enforcement,

Region III
U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
799 Roosevelt RoadGlen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

Dear Mr. Keppler:

DOCKET NO. 50-266h LICENSEE EVENT REPORT NO.
81-017/OlT-0

UNIT 1V POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT,
-_

81-017/01T-0.

Enclosed is Licensee Event Report No.
I

(a 14-day follow-up report) with an attachment which provides

a description of an event reportable in accordance with
Technical Specification 15.6.9.2.A.3, " Abnormal degradation dis-

covered in fuel cladding, reactor coolant pressure boundary, or

primary containment".
Very truly yours,

0'/-

0W ff
C. W. Fay, Director
Nucletr Power Department

.

8
.

-

i Enclosure

Copies to NRC Resident InspectorC. F. Riederer, PSCW|
Li Peter Anderson, WED

Porter,

Blind copies to Messrs. McNeer, Burstein, Gorske/Finke,INPO Records Center, CharnoffReed,

--------.-_ - _ _ _
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NPC FORM 366 U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATC;Y COMMISSION

(7 77)
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT' *

.
.

CONTROL BLOCK: | | | | | | |h (PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE ALL REQUIRED INFORMATION)
1 6

I w Ir | P |B | H | 1 |@| 0 | 0| -| 0 | 0| 0 | 0 | 0 | -| 0| 0 |@l 4 | 1| 1 | 1| 1 |@| | |@0 i
7 8 9 LICENSEE CODE 14 15 LICENSE NUM8ER 25 26 LICENSE TYFE J0 57 CAT 68

CON'T

5 E |L l@l 0| 5 | 0| 010 | 2 | 6|6 !@ll | 013 | 0|8 | 1|@| 1|1 | 1|3 I 8 |1 |@
"

0 1
? 8 60 61 DOCKET NUM8ER 68 69 EVENT DATE 74 75 REPORT DATE 80

EVENT DESCRIPTION AND PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES h
IThe unit was shut down on 10/09/81 for refuelino. Eddy current examina-l

f'2ITflItion of the steam generator tubes was conducted from 10/26/81 to 10/30/8||..

O 4 lon 10/30/81, verification of all initial eddy current data for tubes |

lwith indications exceeding ~the plugging limit was completed. Ten tubes |0 s

0 6 |in the "A" steam cenerator and seven tubes in the "B" steam generator i

O 7 thad indications creater than 40%. This event is similar to others and |

iis reportable per Technical Specification 15.6.9.2.A.3. I
80

7 9

DE CODE S BC E COMPONENT CODE SUSCODE S E

@ |C |B |@ dh d@ |H | Tl E| X|C | H|@ @@ y @
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 18 19 20

SEQUE NTI AL OCCURRENCE REPORT R E VISION

_ EVENT YE AR REPORT NO. CODE TYPE N O.

O a'ER/RO|21 8|1|
[-_j l 011|7 | M 10 | 1| W [---j [_0J

L

yui g"

_ 22 2J 24 26 27 M N 30 31 32

AKEr ACT ON ON PL NT ME HOURS SB ITT FOR 8. $UPPLI R MANUFACTURER

[3 j@[jLj@ U@ |Zl@ | 0|0 | 0|0 | [Y_j @ |Y|@ {@ | W|1 | 2 |0 |@
33 34 35 36 33 40 41 42 43 44 47

CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS h
L'_1.o.] | All indications creater than 40% were within the tubesheet region and |

,

11 111 l are considered to be IGA caused by caustic. A crevice flush is planned |

Ito be performed before startup. One of the defective tubes (Rl8C68) in |
h

Ithe "A" steam cenerator was sleeved; all other tubes exceeding the |

m Ioluacina limit will be pluqued. I

7 8 9 80

STA S % POWER OTH E R STATUS Dis O RY DISCOVERY DESCRIPTION

(,G.j @ |0l0 |Ol@lN/A | (C_j@|EddyCurrentExamination |i 5

ACTIVITY CO TENT
AMOUNT OF ACTIVITY LOCATION OF RELEASE

r,ELEASED@OF RELE ASE@|N/A | | N/A |1 6
7 8 9 10 11 44 45 80

PERSONNEL EXPOSURES
NUV8ER TYPE DE SCRIPTION

l 0| 0 l Ol@[_Z_j@| N/A |

PERSONNE L INJURIES
NuveER DESCRIPTION

|0 l 0 |0 l@l N/A |1 H
7 8 9 11 12 go

'US ^"*$ ON' '''' '' " @
' "

T E ESC

@ (Z_j@| N/A |
,

t 7 8 9 10 go

NRC USE ONLY

@ ISSUE @ DESCRIPTION
,

[g j | N/A | |||||||||||||$
7 8 9 to 68 69 80 5

C. W. Fay 414/277-2811 {| NAME OF PREPARER PHONE:
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ATTACHMENT TO LICENSEE EVENT REPORT NO. 81-017/0lT-0

Wisconsin Electric Power Company
Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 1

Docket No. 50-266

On October 30, 1981, verification of all initial steam'
generator eddy current data for tubes with indications exceeding
the plugging limit was completed. Ten tubes in the "A" steam :
generator and seven tubes in the "B" steam generator were verified
to have degradations greater than 40%, which is the plugging limit
of Technical Specification 15.6.2.A.5.

.
;

On Octotar 9, Unit 1 was shut down for refueling. The
2000 psid primary-to-secondary hydrostatic test condition was
established ddring'cooldown of the unit. An 800 psig secondary-
to-primary leak check was performed in the "B" steam generator on
October 24 (a similar test in the "A" steam generator will be

O performed after sleeving is completed). Detailed inspection of
the "B" steam generator tubesheet with remote video equipment
showed a total of seven explosive plugs which were either wet,
coated with boric acid, or dripping at a slow rate (two to three
drops per minute). Of the seven plugs, two had similar observations
noted in previous outages. Based on the low primary-to-secondary
leak rate before shut-down (less than ten gallons per day), the i

high personnel radiation exposure required for weld repair, and ;

O potential future sleeving of tubes in the "B" steam generator, the one
dripping plug will not be repaired during this. outage. The specific
conditions noted during the leak check are noted below.

'

"B" Steam Generator

i R23C38 explosive ping, leaking, two to three drops per minute
| R28C39 explosive plug, wet end, no drips

R23C53 explosive plug, wet end, no drips /-I"$ ;fj R29C34 explosive, plug, coated with boric acid y
'

R29C37' explosive p)ug, coated with boric acid t
:

explosive plug, co t d ith boric acid| R24C37
, explosive plug, co,a e

.w
ated with boric acid! R13C61

i
f The plugs in tubes R28C39.and R23C53 were noted as wet
| end plugs in previous leak' tests.

-

!
e

| 'The eddy current ihspection programs for the steam
generators consisted of the following:

| 1. Inspections of all previously degraded tubes through
| \ the,U-bend in each steam g'enerator, in accordance with
! Te:hnical Specification requirements. ;

/

|

|

-1-
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2. Inspection of 3% of the tubes through the U-bend in
,

the "A" steam generator and full length inspection of
3% of the tubes in the "B" steam generator, satisfying

() the Technical Specification reouirements. The full
length inspections in "B" steam generator were done as,

a precautionary measure after receiving reports of cold,3,

f leg indications in the steam generators at Indian Point 3.

- 3. Inspection of essentially all. tubes in each_ steam generator
through the first support plate on the hot leg side.

1,'

4. Full length inspection of two tubes in the "A" steam'

generator that exhibited cold leg indications in
previous eddy current examinations.

,

Of the 2,851 open tubes in the "A" steam generator, 2,766
.

were inspected and 2,792 of the.2,857 open tubes in4.the_".B" steam'

generator were inspected. The number of tubes that were not inspected
are as follows:,

Number of Tubes Not Inspected Reason For Not Inspecting

"A" "B"

: 31 32 Located under eddy current
fixture foot.

17 16 Contained template plugs.

32 4 Restricted tube ends.

2 13 Restricted at first support
A plate with 0.700 probe.!,Qi

2 0 Dented tube ends.

1 0 Poor eddy current data.

__ __

85 65
t

These tubes were not inspected because of the radia*Jan
exposure associated with moving template plugs, manual eddy cy_ renti

; probing, and preparing dented tube ends. The noninspected tubes

( constitute less than 3% of the unplugged tubes, most are not <

located in the zones where large numbers of defects have occurred,
and the overall eddy current results did not indicate the necessity

|
to inspect the tubes.

'

.

,
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A summary of eddy current indications and comparisons
with the July 1981 and December 1980 eddy current tapes are as
follows':s

"A" Steam Generator
comparison of Comparison of

October 1981 October 1981 With October 1981 With-

Tube Indication July 1981 Tapes December 1980 Tapes

R20C60 27%, 5" ATS, CL NT <20%, 5" ATS, CL

R28C48 35%, 2" ATS,'CL. NT 28%, 1" ATS, CL
,

R06C81 <20%, 1" ATS NC NC

RllC74 77%, 15-18" ATE NC '' NDD
R05C69 <20%, 1/2" ATS NDD NDD

R05C68 21%, 1/2" ATS NC NC
NDDR15C68 UDI, 10-15" ATE Small change .f

R18C68 80%, 15-17" ATE Small change - - NDD

O R23C67 ,73%, 8" ATE 'NDD NDD

R_08,C64, 77%, 12" ATE NC ' NDD
,

R15C60 UDI, 14-18" ATE NC NC

R15C59 UDI, 7-20" ATE NDD NDD

R08C55 UDI, 17" ATE NC NC

R10C54 <20%, TTS NC <20%, TTS
.

R33C54 38%, 1/2" ATS DS 22%, 1/2" ATS

R29C47 UDI, 8-14" ATE NC .; NCO R25c47 57%, 18" ATE Small change-* .UDI, 18" ATE

R15C 0 UDI, 8-14" ATE NC
.

NC

R20C20 50%, 5" ATE Some change <) NDD
'

R10C21 90%, 15" ATE 'NDD NDD

R10C40 UDI, Roll to TTS Nw Some change
R25C44 UDI, 15" ATE NC UDI, 15" ATE

R11C43 UDI, 18-20" ATE NC 7 NC
| R23C43 67%, 5-7" ATE Some change . UDI, 5-7" ATE

. R23C42 70%, 20" ATE N TP , NT NDD

R12C41 UDI, 12" ATE Some change NDD'

R30C39 56%, 11" ATE NC - Some change
R27C38 UDI, 20" ATE NC Some change

R23C38 UDI, 20" ATE NC NDD @ 400 KH
R18C37 UDI, 8" ATE NC UDI - some change

R31C37 UDI, 11" ATE Some change NDD

R36C29 38%, TTS NC NC

R05C07 UDI, 15" ATE NC NC

ATE - Above Tube End CL - Cold Leg

( () NDD - No Defect Detected NT - Not Tested
,

UDI - Undefinable Indication TP - Template Plug

| ATS - Above Tubesheet DS - Distorted Signal

TTS - Top of Tubesheet
i NC - No Change
1
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"B" Steam Generator

Comparison of Comparison of
October 1981 October 1981 With October 1981 With

O Tube Indication July 1981 Tapes December 1980 Tapes

NR02Cl3 80%, 6" ATE NDD NDD
R02C15 UDI, 6-11" ATE NC NC
R18C27 64%, Top of Roll NC/ DS
R20C28 77%, 3-17" ATE NC ' UDI/

R27C30 25%, 1" ATS 28%, NC 29%, 1/2" ATS, NC
R14C40 29%, 1" ATS 28%, NC 32%, 1" ATS, NC
R26C42 29%, 1" ATS 21%, NC NDD
R25C46 95%, 8" ATE '4(D NDD
R26C47 44%, 8-20" ATE NC NDD
R27C52 70%, 20" ATE NC/ NC-DS

- RllC78 75%, 8" ATE NNDD NDD

ATE - Above Tube End CL - Cold Leg
NDD - No Defect Detected NT - Not Tested-s

UDI - Undefinable Indication TP - Template Plug
ATS - Above Tubesheet DS - Distorted Signal
TTS - Top of Tubesheet NC - No Change

O
Plugging of 16 of the 17 tube,s with indications greater than

40% is scheduled to be performed later in the outage. Tubes that have
been verified to contain indications exceeding the plugging limit
and are scheduled for plugging are as follows: -

"A" Steam Generator "B" Steam Generator

R20C20 R25C47 R02Cl3 R26C47
R10C21 R08C64 R18C27 R27C52

| R30C39 R23C67 R20C28 RllC78
R23C42 RllC74 R25C46'

R23C43

| 'One tube in the "A" steam generator, R18C68, which was
found to have an indication greater than 40% was sleeved as part of the
sleeving demonstration program.

;

The October 1981 results and the comparison with previous

O eddy current tapes demonstrate that the continued use of multi-
frequency eddy current inspection techniques and additional experience
in interpretation of the eddy current data have permitted identification
of small volume eddy current indications present in previous indi-
cations but not called out as indications. Only four new indications
were found in the "A" steam generator and only three new indications
were found in the "B" steam generator.

_ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _
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The 24-hour notification preceding this report stated
that eleven tubes in the "A" steam generator had indications
exceeding the plugging limit. However, the condition of one

O of the tubes, R25C44, has since been reevaluated and is now
reported as having an undefinable indication, changing thei

| number of pluggable tubes from eleven to ten. The reevaluation
j of this tube is based on further examinations of the latest

eddy current tapes and comparisons made with the tapes!

'

of previous eddy current examinations. ~.

!

| Restrictions with the 0.720 inch and the 0.700 inch
eddy current probes were encountered in both steam generators.,

| Twenty-seven of the 32 restricted tube ends encountered with the
O.720 probe in the "A" steam generator during this inspection'

were not noted in either the July 1981 or December 1980 inspections.
. - The new restrictions are believed to have been caused by residue

i from the channelhead decontamination process performed on .

October 24-26, 1981. In the "B" steam generator, most of the
tubes found restricted at the first support plate with the probes

I were also noted as restricted in the July 1981 and December 1980
| inspections.
.

L A crevice flush will be performed before the unit is
| (]) returned to service to remove impurities from the tubesheet crevice.

I The NRC Resident Inspector wa,s notified of these findings.
This event is reportable in accordance with Technical Specification
15.6.9.A.3 and is similar to others.

.

Return to power is scheduled for December 6, 1981.

!

< .

:

()
!
|

I

!

l

|
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WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 6610 Nuclear Road, Two Rivers, Wisconsin 54241

g) November 2, 1981
v "ED Fil.E COPY

Mr. J. G. Keppler, Director kl" J /. 5[ $
Office of Inspection and

7
Enforcement, Region III

J
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137

Dear Mr. Keppler:

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT NO. 81-017/01T-0
24-HOUR WRITTEN NOTIFICATION

{} DEGRADED STEAM GENERATOR TUBES
POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT

Licensee Code: WIPBH1 Docket No. 50-266
License Type: 41111 Source: L

- License Number: 00-00000-00 Event' Date: 10/30/81

() Event Description: On 10/30/81 verification of all initial steam
generator eddy current data of tubes with indications exceeding
the plugging limit was completed. Eleven (11) tubes in the "A"
steam generator and 7 tubes in the "B" steam generator were veri-
fled to have degradation greater than 40%, which is the plugging
limit of Technical Specification 15.6.2.A.S.

The unit was shut down on '10/09/81 for a refueling outage, and
eddy current started on 10/26/81'. The extent of the inspection

(,,) was essentially all readily. remotely accessible tubes to the first
support, with over 3% of the tubes in the "A" steam generator
being inspected over the U-bend and over 3% of the tubes in the
"B" steam generator being inspected for the full length. All the
defective tubes will be plugged or repaired prior to the unit's
return to service.

The NRC Resident Inspector has been notified of this event. The
event is being reported in accordance with Technical Specifi-
cation 15.6.9.2.A.3.

|
s/

. ' Telephone: 414/755-2321|
s

1 'R. E. Link'

|
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WISC0nSin Electnc rowca cournr
231 W. MICH!CAN, P.O. BOX 2046. MILWAUKEE. WI $3201

O au17 15, 1981

Mr. J. G. Keppler, Regional Director
Office of Inspection and Enforcement,

Region III
U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137 .

Dear Mr. Keppler:
.

('' DOCKET NO. 50-266
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT NO. 81-008/01T-0

POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT 1

Enclosed is Licensee Event Report No. 81-008/OlT-0,
(a 14-day follow-up report) with an attachment which provides

O a descrige>>n of an evene regereadie ia accordance wita'

Technical Specification 15.6.9.2.A.3, " Abnormal degradation

discovered in fuel cladding, reactor coolant pressure boundary,
.

or primary containment."

g Please note that the 24-hour written notification .

was incorrectly numbered 007 instnad of 008.

| Very truly yours,

1
-

- -

j Executive Vice President

O soi nur==ein
Enclosure

|

| Copies to NRC Resident Inspector
C. F. Riederer (PSCW)

. Peter Anderson (WED) /
Blind copies to Messrs. McNeer, Gorske/Finke, Fay, Porter, Reed,

Charnoff, Zebroski (NSAC)

*

- - . _ _ - - _ -
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'' , , CONTCOL BLOCK: | | | | | | |h (PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE ALL CEQUIRED INFORMATICN)
1 6

l o l i j | W | I l P | B | H | 1 l@| 0 l 0 | - | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | -| O l 0 |@26|4|llll1|1|@| | |@
7 8 9 LICENSEE CODE 14 15 LICENSE NUMBER 25 LICENSE TYPE JO 57 CAT 68

C07(T

IOI11 5M | L l@| 015 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 2 | 6 | 6 |@l 0 | 7 | l l 0| 8 |1 l@l0 | 7 |1 | 6 | 8 | l l@
"

? 8 60 61 DOCKET NUMSE R 68 69 EVENT O ATE 78 75 REPORT D ATE 80

EVENT DESCRIPTION AND PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES h
IThe unit was shut down on 7-4-81 for the 150 EFPD steam cenerator eddy I

; current examination. On 7-10-81 verification of all initial eddy ;

, current data of tubes with indication exceeding the plugging limit was ,,, ,

,,,,,, completed. Two tubes in each the "A" and "B" SG's had indications
,

,>40%. Prior to eddy current examination a 2000 psid primary-to-
,

g , secondary and an 800 psig secondary-to-primary leak test was done. This,
*

10181 |cvent is similar to others and reportable per T.S. 15.6.9.2.A.3.
|

$0I: E CO E $ BC DE COMPONENT CODE SUS DE S E

|0|9| | C| Bl@ W@ | D|@ | H| T| E| X| C|H |@ W@ |Z |@
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 18 19 20

SEQUENTIAL OCCURRENCE REPORT REVISION
LE RIRO EVENTYEAR MEPORT NO. t| ODE TYPE NO.

e ,aj,g 18 11 ] l-l 1o1o181 1/l L l. lJ IT i 1-1 l_J
-

21 22 23 24 26 27 28 N 30 31 32

K N AC O ON PL NT ME HOURS S8 i FOR S SU L MANUFACTURER

Oi aieme tz Je i zie i o i o i oi o i me i vie in ie i wi1i 2i0 i@-

33 34 35 36 37 40 41 42 43 44 47

CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS h
.iiioi|Three of the indications were within the crevice and are considered to ;

g g e IGA caused by caustic. The fourth indication is 1/2" above the ,b

,,,,,;tubesheet and is believed to be a remnant of phosphate wastage. The i

d ;four tubes with defects have been plugged. A crevice flush will be ;

, conducted before startup and operation of the unit at reduced temperaturg
,

wAAA vvuuAnugi, , ,

SA % POWE R OTHER STATUS Dis RY OISCOVERY OESCRIPTION

;l 1 15 I [G_j@ |_0| 0| 0|@| N/A | |C|@|Eddycurrentexamination |

A T1VITY CO leENT
CELE ASED OF RELEASE AMOUNT OF ACTIVITY LOCATION OF RELLASE

l ITl 1.zJ @ Lzj@l N/A | | N/A |
' '' " *' ' *

PERSONNEL Ex OSMES
DESCRIPTION @NUMBER TYPE

|0 l 0 | 0 |@| Z |@| N/A |
'' * '' '

PERSONNE L iN;u' RIES'

NUM OEfCRIPTION

|i|s||0|dEmj0|@|N/A |
'7 8 9 11 12 80

TYPE OESCR PT ON

| 1 | 9 | |Z |@| N/A |
7 8 9 10 80

*

12101 [N_f@ DESCRIPTION
ISSUE ,

l N/A | ||||||||||||li
7 8 9 10 68 69 80 E

NAME OF PREPAAER PHONE:
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- ATTACHMENT TO LICENSEE EVENT REPORT NO. 81-008/OlT-0

Wisconsin Electric Power Company
Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 1

Docket No. 50-266
i

On July 10, 1981, verification of all initial steam 1O generator eddy current data for tubes with indications exceeding
the plugging limit was completed. Two tubes in the "A" steam
generator and two tubes in the "B" steam generator were verified

; to have degradation greater than 404, which is the plugging
; limit of Technical Specification 15.6.2.A.5.

On July 4, 1981, Unit 1 was. shut down for steam
generator eddy current inspection. The 2000 psid primary-
to-secondary hydrostatic test condition was established while
the unit was being cooled down. An 800 psig secondary-to-primary
leak check was performed on July 6 and 7. Detailed inspections

O of the tubesheets with remote video equipment.showed a total
of nine explosive plugs which were either wet; boric acid coated,
or dripping at a slow rate (less than one drop every one and
one-half minutes). Of the nine plugs, five.had similar obser-
vations noted in previous outages. Based upon the low leak
rate before shut-down (four gallons per day) and potential steam
generator demonstration sleeving during the fall 1981 refueling
outage, the plugs were not repaired during this outage. The

; n fact that weld repair of an explosive plug involves a relatively
U high personnel radiation exposure was also a major factor in

,

deciding not to repair the explosive plugs at this time. The
specific conditions noted during the leak check are noted below.

"A" Steam Generator

R03C09 explosive plug, wet, less than 1 drip /2 minutes
R19C33 explosive plug, wet, less than 1 drip /2 minutes

()? R24C37 explosive plug, wet, 1 drip /1.5 minutes
R33C50 explosive plug, boric acid coated

I R21C49 explosive plug, wet end, no drips
R04C59 mechanical plug, boric acid ring, appears wet inside
R08C50 mechanical plug, boric acid ring, appears wet inside

|

| "B" Steam Generator

R23C53 explosive plug, wet end, no drips
R29C35 explosive plug, wet, 1 drip /2 minutes
R04C46 mechanical plug, boric acid coated, appears wet inside,

| R29C41 weld repair, boric acid coated
R28C39 explosive plug, boric acid coated
R29C37 explosive plug, boric acid coated

-1-

.
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! Of the wet end and dripping plugs, the following
have been noted in previous inspections:

R19C33 "A" steam generator
R24C37 "A" steam generator '

() NR21C49 A" steam generator
R23C53 "B" steam generator ,

R29C35 "B" steam generator

The eddy curre'nt inspection consisted of remote
inspection of all readily accessible tubes to the first tube
support plate. Of the 2,853 open tubes in the "A" steam

i generator, 2,814 were inspected and 2,816 of the 2,861 open
tubes in the "B" steam generator were inspected. The tubes
that were not inspected are tubes under the eddy current
fixture foot (19 in "A" and 17 in "B"), the tubes that contain

,- template plugs (17 in both "A" and "B", randomly located), and,

({J tubes with restricted tube ends which prevented the insertion
i of a .720 probe (3 in "A" and 11 in "B"). These tubes were

not inspected because of the exposure associated with moving
template plugs, hand probing, and opening tube ends. The non-

*

inspected tubes constitute less than 2% of the unplugged
tubes, most are not located in the zone where large numbers
of defects have occurred and the overall eddy current results
did not indicate that it would be necessary to inspect the() tubes. The overall eddy current results and comparison with
the December 1980 tapes are listed below:

"A" Steam Generator
.

December 1980 Comparison With
Tube Indication Reported December 1980 Tapes

({} R15C29 43%, 21" ATE NDD 31%, small change
R23C36 49%, 8" ATE NDD small change
R20C20 <20%, 5" ATE NDD NDD, small change
R05C07 UDI, 15" ATE NDD no change
R18C37 UDI, 8" ATE NDD small change
RllC43 UDI, 18-20" ATE UDI no change
R23C43 UDI, 5-7" ATE NDD small change
R25C44 UDI, 13-15" ATE UDI no change
R25C47 UDI, 13-18" ATE UDI no change
R08C55 UDI, 17" ATE UDI no change
R15C60 UDI, 14-18" ATE UDI no change

| R18C68 UDI, 15-17" ATE NDD small change

(}' R10C54 32%, TTS <20% 34% in July 1980
R33C54 <20%, 1/2" ATS 22% 34% in July 1980

ATE - Above Tube End
NDD - No Defect Detected
UDI - Undefinable Indication
ATS - Above Tubesheet

.

,my* , _ - , - - - . , , - - - - _ __ __ _, ,_
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"B" Steam Generator

December 1980 Comparison With
Tube Indication Reported December 1980 Tapes

) R03C25- 80%, 17" ATE NDD small change'1

R06C43 33%, 21" ATE NDD no change
R16C47 52%, 1/2" ATS NDD no change
R27C30 29%, 1/2" ATS 29%

ATE - Above Tube End
NDD - No Defect Detected
UDI - Undefinable Indication

'

ATS - Above Tubesheet

As in the past, all indications were small volume.

(. Besides the above listed indications, a number of
restrictions were encountered with the .720 eddy current
probe. In the "A" steam generator three tube ends and 23
first tube support plate restrictions were encountered. In

i the "B" steam generator 11 tube ends and 40 first tube support
'

plate restrictions were encountered. Most of the same restrictions
! were noted in the July and December 1980 inspections. During

A the December 1980 inspection all but seven of the restrictionsi

U passed a .700 eddy current probe. Based on this experience, the
restricted tubes were not gauged. Gauging of restricted tubes

| may be done during the refueling outage inspection.

The four tubes with indications greater than 40%
were plugged on July 11, 1981. In addition, tube R06C43 in
the "B" steam generator was also plugged. Correct plugging was
visually verified the same day.

(!
A crevice flush will be performed before the unit is

returned to service in an attempt to remove impurities from
the tubesheet crevice. Operation of the unit at a reduced
temperature in order to reduce the corrosion rate will continue.
However, the unit will be returned to service at a slightly
higher temperature than that at which it has been operated
since December 1979, assuming the results of the crevice flushing
are satisfactory.

The NRC Resident Inspector was notified of these
findings. This event is reportable in accordance with Technical

O Specification 15. 6.9. A.3 and is similar to others.

Unit 1 return to power is scheduled for about July 20,
1981.

.

I 9 8

!
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WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPAW 6610 Nuclear Road, Two Rivers, Wisconsin 54241

July 10, 1981

O
D RLE COPY

Mr. J. G. Keppler, Regional Director
Office of Inspection and ff,g[gf
Enforcement, Region III

484 (M fU.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137

Dear Mr. Keppler:

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT NO. 81-007/01T-0

(]) 24-HOUR WRITTEN NOTIFICATION
DEGRADED STEAM GENERATOR TUBES

POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT

Licensee Code: WIPBH1 Docket No. 50-266
License Type: 41111 Source: L
License Number: 00-00000-00 Event Date: 07/10/81

| () Event Description: On 07/10/81 verification of all initial steam
generator eddy current data of tubes with indications exceeding
the plugging limit was completed. Two (2) tubes in the "A" steam
generator and two (2) tubes in the "B" steam generator were
verified to have degradation greater than 40%, which is the plug-
ging 1.imit of Technical Specification 15.6.2.A.5.

On 07/04/81 Unit 1 was shut down for a 150 EFPD steam generator

{; eddy current inspection. The required 2000 psid primary-to-
secondary condition was established while the unit was being shut
down. An 800 psig secondary-to-primary leak check was performed
on 07/06-07/81. Detailed inspections of the tubesheets with
remote video equipment showed a total of nine (9) explosive plugs
which were either wet, boric acid coated, or dripping at a slow
rate (less than one drop every 1.5 minutes). Of the nine plugs,
five had been noted in previous outages. Based upon this, the low
leak rate before shutdown (four gallons per day), and potential
steam generator sleeving or replacement, the plugs will not be
repaired this outage.

O The extent of the inspection was 100% of all readily remotely
accessible tubes to the first tube support plate. About 2815
tubes were inspected in each steam generator.

.

O
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Mr. J. G. Ksppler -2- July 10, 1981
'

LER 81-007 (Unit 1)

The NRC Resident Inspector has been notified of the event. The

O event is being reported in accordance with Technical Specification
15.6.9.2.A.3.

'

de elephone: 414/755-2321-
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Wisconsin Electnc amcoumr 'W
231 W. MICHIGAN, P.O. BOX 2046, MILWAUKEE, WI 53201

December 23, 1980

Mr. J. G. Keppler, Regional Director
Office of Inspection and Enforcement,

Region III
U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137-

Dear Mr. Keppler:

O DOCKET NO. 50-266
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT NO. 80-014/01T-0 '

POINT BEACH NGCLEAR PLANT, UNIT 1

Enclosed is Licensee Event Report No. 80-P14/0lT-0

O
(a 14-day follcre-up report) with an attachment which provides

a description of an event reportable in accordance with

Technical Specification 15.6.9.2.A.3, " Abnormal degradation

discovered in fuel cladding, reactor coolant pressure boundary,

or primary containment."

, b Very truly yours,
,

'
0

fbV'
C. W. Fay, Directorl

Nuclear Power Department

Enclosure

Copies to NRC Resident Inspector
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin

O- Wisconsin Environmental Decade
(

/
Blind copies to Messrs. McNeer, Burstein, Gorske/Finke, Porter,

Reed, Charnoff, Zebroski (NSAC)

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - -
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[' JT] [ W | I | P| B | H | 1 |g 0 | 0 |- | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | - | 0 | 0 |@| 4 | 1 |1 | 1 | 1 |@|{ |g7 8 9 LICENSEE CODE I4 16 LICENSE NUM8ER 25 26 LICENSE TYPE JO $7 CAT 58
CON'T

FOTil yarn LL_j@l0 | 510 l 0 l Ol 216 | 6 l@l 11211| ll 810 l@ll | 2 |2 | 3 | 8 | 0 |@i 4 60 Si DOCKET NUMgER 68 89 EVENT OATg 74 75 REPORT DATE 80

EVENT DESCRIPTION AND PROB A8LE CONSEQUENCES h
O |On 12-11-80 initial results from an ongoing refueling outage steam gen-1

| erator eddy current inspection were received indicating the existence0 3
|

g | of some defective tubes. Prior to initiating the eddy current i

RT:n I inspection, a 2000 psid primary-to-secondary and a 800 psid secondary-
|

j to-primary leak check was performed and no leaks were detected. This |
0 s

| event iis similar to others and reportable per T.S.15.'6.9.2. A.3.0 2
|

0 8 ~|
|7 9 ,

SYSTEM CAUSE CAUSE 80
COMP. VALVECODE CODE SUSCODE COMPONENT CODE SUSCODE

| Cl B l@ W@ W@ | H | T| E l X| C | H l@ J@ SUSCODEW@
O 9

l7 8 9 10 11 12 13 18 9 20
SEQUENTIAL OCCUR R E NCE REPORT REV85 TON

,.,

L E R 'RO EVENT YEAR REPOR T NO. CODE TYPE NO,O17 ,ag |810| [-.] |0 |1|4 | y |0|ll [ TJ [], W25 22 23 24 26 27 28 29 30 , 31 32
AMEN A TO ON PL ANT ME HOURS 22 s e 17 FO 8. SU L R MANUFACTURER@l,Zj@ [Zj@

33 34 36 . W@ |0|0|0| | [YJ@ [Y,_J@ [,N,J@ |w|1|210l@36 3/ 40 48 42 43 44 47CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

i | O 1 | A 100 % inspection to the first support and a full tube length inspection |
Li_1.i]I of 3% was conducted during the outage. Three defects and five un- |
|

| definable indications were found in the "A" SG and five defects and two l.,,2i

TTbl undefinable indications were found in "B"; all within the tubesheet. |

| i 141 1 The de fects in "A" and all the indications in "B" have been plugged. Ie e

's*TE E OTNER STATUS h5isC0NRv'
'*sPOwtR

W@| Eddy current examination @-
oisCOvEnv oEsCRiPTiON

li Is | W@ | 0| 010|@| N/A | |
A TivtTV C TENT

li I s | W @ G @ | N / A AMOUNT OP ACrivifv @ |LOCATION OP MEtEAs'E @
rELEAsEO OP RELEASE

| N/A |
PERSONNEL EXPOSURES

I NUMSER TYPE DESCRIPTION

| W pJ@1 n/^ l-
,,

PERSONNE L INJUP.E5 ,
NUMSER DESCRIPTION

, IR I 101010 |@l N/A
|

1 . . i, ,2

| TNE ' "oEsCR PT!ON h" '

|

m I 9 I [ ZJ@| N/A |. . ,o
PusteC Ty so

ISSUE D DE SCRIPTION NRC USE ONLY
!^

l l | | | 11 l l l I | I lh
68 59 30 ;

NAME OF PREPARER C. W. Fay 414/277-2811
!.pgogg;
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ATTACHMENT TO LICENSEE EVENT REPORT ND. 80-014/01T-0 -

Wisconsin Electric Power Company
Point Beach Nuclear Plant' Unit 1

Docket No. 50-266

- )
! On December 11, 1980, at about 1400 hours, initial

results from an ongoing steam generator. eddy current inspection
were received. At that time, two defects and one degraded tube
had been found in the "A" steam generator and one defect was
found in the "B" steam generator. The unit was shu't down at the-

time for Refueling 8 and steam generator eddy current inspqctions.

While cooling down the plant for the refueling outage,
,

a 2000 paid primary-to-secondary hydrostatic condition was
'

established and after draindown, a 800 psig secondary-to-primary
.

leak check was conducted. A detailed inspection of the tubesheet :
>p during the secondary-to-primary hydrostatic leak check showed
v no evidence of any leakage from the steam generator tubes, although

two previously plugged tubes in the "A" steam generator and two
previously plugged tubes in the "B" steam generator were observed
to have " wet" tube plug ends.

The eddy current inspection program performed consisted
i

of examination of 100% of the tubes up to the first support plate

(]) on the hot leg side; greater than 3% of the tubes plus all|
previously degraded tubes,in the cold leg were inspected over

'

their entire length. A list of all eddy current indications of
degraded tubes found in the "A" and "S" steam generator is
provided as an attachment. Three tubes in the "A" steam generator
and five tubes in the "B" steam generator were identified as
having crevice defects which exceeded the 40% tube plugging
limit of Technical Specification 15.4.2.A.5. These tubes have

,

been taken out-of-service with mechanical plugging devices.I

(]) The attachment provides a comparison of the eddy current
signals observed during this inspection with those signals
recorded during the past three inspections. Continued refinement
of the eddy current interpretation techniques, including use
of a super-imposed 200 over a 100 KHZ signal during this
inspection, have permitted licensee to identify extremely small
volume defects which were present in previous inspections but
could not be identified due to size and noise. We also have
listed five tubes in the "A" steam generator and two tubes in
the "B" steam generator which had very small volume but otherwise
undefinable indications. These indications cannot be quantified
as a tube defect but have been recorded as an abnormal signal.

O The two tubes in the "B" steam generator have been plugged but
the five tubes in the "A" steam generator were left unplugged
as potential sleeving candidates in the event of a demonstration
program.

,

!
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In August 1980, two tubes in the "A" steam generator,
R10C54 and R33C54, had been identified with 34% small volume
indications at or slightly above the tubesheet. Since these
indications did not exceed the tube plugging criteria and the
indications had remained essentially unchanged since at least
the October 1979 inspection, these tubes were not plugged. We

O specifically re-examined these tubes during this outage. The
results are provided as part of the attachment. We interpret
these results as confirmation that the indication in these tubes
are essentially unchanged. A similar tube, R27C30, was identified
in steam generator "B" during this inspection and has remained
essentially unchanged. No indications within the cold leg
tubesheet region were observed and only one greater than 20%
(28%)' indication was observed above the tubesheet on the cold
leg side. The 284 indication was previously identified as a
degraded cold leg tube.

A total of 11 tube ends and 55 first tube support
restrictions were encountered with a 0.720 probe. All except

O one tube end and eight first support restrictions passed a
0.700 probe, however. Only ten restrictions at various cold
leg supports were encountered while performing the full tube
length tube inspection.

Based on the results of this inspection and inspections
conducted in July and March 1980, it appears that the rate of

() corrosion of the steam generator tubes in the tubesheet crevice*
'

region has been substantially reduced. The results of these

| inspections indicate that the condition of the steam generator
has not changed significantly since the March 1980 inspections.

The NRC Resident Inspector was notified of these
i

findings. This event is reportable in accordance with Technical
Specification 15.6.9.2.3, and is similar to others.

(' Unit 1 return-to-power is scheduled for about
December 29, 1980.

.

O
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# POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1, ,

STEAM GENERATOR INSPECTION RESULTS
* NOVEMBER, 1980

Tube Indication Comparison to Previous Inspections
Identification Size / Location 08-80 03-80 12-79

Inle t " A" Steam Generator

R24C33 71%/11" ATE Same NDD NDD
R11C35 63%/13" ATE Same * *

R29C53 65%/11-13" ATE * NDD NDD
R11C43 UDI/18-20" ATE * NDD NDD
R25C44 UDI/13-15" ATE NDD NDD NDD
R25C47 UDI/13-18" ATE * * *

R08C55 UDI/17" ATE NDD NDD NDD
R10C54 <20%/TTS 34% Same Same -

R33C54 22%/ " ATS 34% NT NT
R15C60 UDI/14-18" ATE * * *

R2 8C48 28%/l" ATS Cold Leg Same NT NT

Inlet - "B" Steam Generator

R14 C28 62%/21" ATE Same * NDD
R19C30 UDI/20" ATE. Same * NDD
R26C37 UDI/12" ATE NDD NDD NDD
R24C52 80%/5" ATE Same NDD NDD

80%/l" ATE Same * NDD
O-R03C60R20C60 87%/19" ATE * NDD NDD

R21C62 74%/20-21 " ATE Same Same Same
R27C30 29%/ " A%p g3 Same NT NT

i

ATE = Above tube end
NDD = No detectable defect
ATS = Above tubesheet

h Same = Signal observed same as November 1980 signal ~
UDI = Undefinable indication
NT = Not tested|

= The signal appears to be the same, but it is not!
*

! possible to say for sure because the small signal
is masked by noise.

TUBES PLUGGED DURING THIS OUTAGE
l

{ } "A" Steam Generator - R24C33, RllC35, R29C53

"B" Steam Generator - R14C28, R24C52, R0 3C60, R20C60, R21C62,
R19C30, R26C37i

l

.
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30 \~~ BEAC sua-- 5MMMur
V.iSCONSIN ELECTRIC PCMG COMPANV 6610 Nuclear Road, Two Rivers, Wisconsin 54241

December 12, 1980

h. . .~ " ^ ~~ . Y
I~'

'

/
Mr. J. G. Keppler, Director I l jl. $,5
Office of Inspection and l f /f' bd IEnforcement, Region III
U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137.

. .

Dear Mr. Keppler:

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT NO. 80-014/OlTO 24 HOUR WRITTEN NOTIFICATION
DEGRADED STEAM GENERATOR TUBES

POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1

Licensee Code: WIPBH1 Docket Number: 50-266
License Type: 41111 Report Source: L

.

License Number: 00-00000-00 Event Date: 12/11/80
() Event Description: On 12/11/80 at about 1400 hours, initial

results from the ongoing steam generator eddy current inspection
were rece'ived. Two defects and one degraded tube were found in
the "A" steam generator and one defect was found in the "B"
steam generator with about one-third of the inspection program
complete. All the defects were within the tubesheet region.
A 100% inspection through the first tube support plate plus a
full-length inspection of 3% of the tubes is being done. Also,-

(_ all previous degraded tubes are being inspected. A complete
listing of the inspection results will be submitted upon com-
pletion of the eddy current inspection program. .

~

During~cooldown of the unit, a 2000 psid primary-to-
secondary hydrostatic condition was made. After draindown of
the primary system a 800 psig secondary-to-primary leak check
was conducted prior to initiation of eddy current testing. No
leak's were found; only the existence of two wet end plugs in
each steam generator were noted.

The NRC Resident Inspector has been notified of the event.
O- The event is being reported in accordance with Technical

Specification 15.6.9.2.A.3.

I ' Telephone: 414/755-2321
'

R. E. Link

.

e e
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Blind copios to C. S. McNacr, Sol Burctoin, f**
. . ,

. . ' * R. H. Gorck3/A. W. Finko, D. K. Porter,
,

G. A. Reed, Gerald Charnoffr
i E. L. Zebroski (NSAC)

NED fil.E COPY

WlSC00 Sin Elecinc rom coumr &lI < W
231 W. MICHIGAM. P.O. BOX 2046, MILWAUKEE, WI 53201 gg d /

August 11, 1900*

Mr. J. G. Keppler, Regional Director
Office of Inspection and Enforcement,

Region III
U. S. NUCLEAR PEGULATORY COMMISSION
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

Dear Mr. Keppler:

DOCKET NO. 50-266
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT NO. 80-009/0lT-0

POINT BEACII NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1

Enclosed is Licensee Event Report No. 80-009/01T-0 .

O
.

(a 14-day follow-up report) with an attachment which provides a

description of an event reportable in accordance with Technical

Specification 15.6.9.2.A.3, "Abnorral degradation discovered in

fuel cladding, reactor coolant pressure boundary, or primary

( containnent'' .

Very truly yours,

9
.M g

C. W. Fay, Director
- Nuclear Power Department

Enclosure

O Cogies to Residene Insgector
Point Beach Nuclear Plant

C. F. Riederer
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin

Peter -Anderson
| Wisconsin Environmental Decade

|
Joan Estes
Lakeshore Citizens for Safe Energy'

0

-

_____ _ . _ _ _ _ __ _ _
-
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| day steam generator testing program, an 800 psi secondary-to-primary |O '

| hydrostatic leak test of the steam generators was performed on 7-28-80. |O 4
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ATTACHMENT TO LICENSEE EVENT REPORT NO. 80-009/OlT-0

Wisconsin Electric Power Company
Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 1

Docket No'. 50-266

C:):
In accordance with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's'

,

modification of the November 30, 1979 Order dated April 4, 1980,
Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 1 was taken out-of-service on
July 25, 1980 for hydrostatic tests and eddy current examinations

'
of the steam generator tubes.

An 800 psig secondary-to-primary leak check of both
I steam generators was performed on July 28. In the "A" steam

generator, two dripping explosive plugs and two wet end plugs.

j were identified in the hot leg with no leaks detected in the cold
leg. In the "B" steam generator, one wet end explosive plug and |

! ([) one dripping tube were identified in the hot leg with no leaks

!
detected in the cold leg. Pertinent information on the identified

! leaks is as follows:

i "A" Steam Generator

R31C44 - 84% defect, explosively plugged 3/75, one drop every
20 seconds.

O R29C54 - 75% defect, explosively plugged 4/74, one drop every 90
*

seconds.
,

'

R24C37 - 90% defect, explosively plugged 10/72, less than one
drop every five minutes.

! 'R21C49 - 45% defect, explosively plugged 10/72, wet end plug.

h "B" Steam Generator
1

R23C53 - 68% defect, cuplosively plugged 11/75, wet end plug.

R21C48 - Leaking tube, slow drip about one drop every two
minutes.

The eddy current inspection program consisted of'an
examination of 100% of the tubes to the first support plate
on the hot leg side and 3% of the tubes inspected over their entire
length. A listing of all hot leg eddy current indications found
during this inspection and a comparison to previous inspections forO both the "A" and "B" steam generators are provided in Attachment 1
to this submittal. A listing of tubes plugged during this inspection
is provided in Attachment 2.

In the "A" steam generator hot leg, 30 tubes were -

identified with. eddy current indications. Twenty-eight (28)
indications were in the tubesheet crevice region and two tubes,

.

-1-
.
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R10C54 and R33C54, had 344 small volume indications at the top
of the tubesheet and one-half inch above the tubesheet, respectively.

() All 28 tubes with indications in the tubesheet crevice region have
been mechanically plugged. Three additional tubes, R07C58, R07C59,
and R07C51, were plugged inadvertently. The two dripping. plugs in the
"A" steam generator have been weld repaired and the steam generator
was successfully hydrostatically leak checked on August 3, 1980.
The two tubes with indications at the tubesheet and one-half inchabove the tubesheet have been left unplugged since these indications
do not exceed the Technical Specification plugging criterion.
Further, review of old tapes revealed a stable condition of these
tubes. These tubes will be re-examined during the next addy current
inspection.

In the "B" steam generator hot leg, 22 tubes were identified
with tubesheet crevice indications. As discussed previously, tube

O R21C48 had been observed to be dripping during the hydrostatic leak
check; however, no through-wall eddy current indication was observable
during the inspection. All 22 tubes identified with tubesheet
crevice indications have been mechanically plugged. A satisfactory

hydrostatic leak check of the "B" steam generator was performed on
August 5, 1980.

- (:) A review of all the available eddy current tapes from4

October and December 1979 and March 1980 for each of the tubes
with eddy current indications was performed. A summary of this ~

review is provided in Attachment 1. For some tubes, we have
determined that small volume indications were probably present
during one or more previous inspections by reviewing the previoust Becausetapes in close detail over the specific region of interest.

.

of the small volume of the defects, the signal-to-noise ratio in!

previous inspections was so small that the evaluators were unablei

[]) to identify the indications during their reviews.
Attachment 3 provides a listing of all cold leg eddy

current indications found during the inspection of 3% of the
tubes over their entire length. These results indicate that
tube degradation on the cold leg side remains insignificant.
No eddy current indications were found in the tubesheet crevice
region, confirming previous experience.

The unit was returned to operation on August 9, 1980
in accordance with NRC authorization dated August 8, 1980.

This event is reportable in accordance with Technical
Specification 15.6.9.2.A.3.

,

e
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. ATTACHMENT 1 -

.

EDDY CURRENT EXAMINATION RESULTS

"A" STEAM GENERATOR (INLET)

%
Tube Indication Location March, 1980 De c. , 19 79 Octobe r, 1979

,

R22C18- 73 6" above tube end NT NT NDD

R28C26 23 5" above tube end Same <20 at Detect. NDD
~

Limit
<20 20" above tube end Same Same Same

R07C36 53 3" above tube end NDD NDD NDD
R33C37 82 8" above tube end NT NT - NDD

R30C42 31 15-17" above tube end NT NT NDD

R24C46 79 20" above tube end Same Same NDD 400 and mix; same
absolute

R08C50 <20 8" above tube end Same NDD NDD

R09C50 85 20" above tube end NDD NDD NDD

R12C50 <20 7" above tube end Same Same NDD
'

R26C53 83 21" above tube Same Same Small change
R33C54 34 " above tubesheet NT NT Same; better S/N

ratio in 7-80
'

R10C54 34 Top of tubesheet Same 400 KHZ Same 400 KHZ Same 400 KHZ
Different Mix Different Mix Different Mix

|- R22C55 81 7-15" above tube end NDD NDD NDD

R24C55 88 18-21" above tube end Same Same NDD

R12C56 <20 11" above tube end NDD NDD NDD

R08C58 54 15" above tube end Same NDD NDD
~

R17C58 42 20" above tube end <20 NDD NDD

R27C59 69 8" above tube end NT NT NDD -
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Attachment 1 '.
Page 2 -. .. 4
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i
; Tube Indication Location March, 1980 Dec., 1979 Octobe r , 1979

R0SC61 92 10" above tube end NT NT Same

R23C61 80 10" above tube end Same NDD

L118C6 2 59 10-15" above tube end NT NT NDD

R27C62 34 15-20" above tube end NT NT Same; smaller
'

| amplitude

; R15C64 36 13" above tube end 33% 35% NDD

R27C64 51 3" above tube end NT NT NDD !

R08C66 78 2 -6" above tube end NT NT 66% >

R10C68 47 10-20" above tube end NT NT Same-

R08C70 50 20" above tube end NT NT NDD

R09C72 76 20" above tube end NT NT NDD |

R08C75 89 20" above tube end NT NT NDD

R08C76 Undefinable 15-20" above tube end NT NT Same'

De fect *

"B" STEAM GENERATOR (INLET)

R09C20 65 21" above tube end NT NT NDD

R10C25 57 19" above tube end Same NDD NDD

R14C27 42 20" above tube end Same Same Same

R08C31 64 10" above tube end NDD NDD NDD

R12C31 79 12-17" above tube end Same Same NDD

R25C37 54 15-20" cbove tube end Same NDD NDD

R27C38 48 20" above tube end Same NDD NDD

R26C43 36 21" above tube end Same Same Same
,

.

-- - ----- ------ -
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| Attachment 1 .-

! Page 3 '

I
,

| %

Tube Indication Location March, 1980 Dec., 1979 October, 19 79

R21C48 46 3" above tube end Same Same 24%
i

R24C49 85 2 -5" above tube end NDD NDD NDD
| R20C50 67 17" above tube end NDD NDD NDD

R28C51, 82 2 -7" above tube end Same NDD NDD
;

R27C53 75 5" above tube end NDD NDD NDD

R24tS4 80 11" above tube end NDD NDD NDD

R29C62 75 2 -11" above tube end NT NT NDD

R13C69 49 21" above tube end NT NT Same
'

R13C71 83 20" above tube end NT NT NDD

R02C74 90 2 -10" above tube end NT NT NDD

R10C76 59 14-17" above tube end NT NT NDD

R10C78 76 5" above tube end NT NT NDD
4

70 8" above tube end

R02C80 82 5" above tube end NT NT NDD
I R04C46 61 10-17" above tube end NT NT NDD

,

NT = Not Tested -

NDD = No Detectable Defect

|

|

e

I
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ATTACHNENT 2

SUMMARY OF TUBES PLUGGED
JULY-AUGUST, 1980

(} "A" STEAM GENERATOR

R22C18 R05C61 '
'

R28C26 R23C61
R07C36 R18C62
R33C37 R27C62 .

R30C42 R15C64-
i R24C46 R27C64

R08C50 R08C66
R09C50 R10C68
R12C50 R08C70
R26C53 R09C72
R22C55 R08C75

(k R24C55 R08C76,

R12C56 R07C58 Plugged by Mistake
R08C58 R07C59 Plugged by Mistake
R17C58 R07C51 Plugged by Mistake Inlet Side Only
R27C59 -

Total Tubes Plugged this Outage: 31
Total Tubes Plugged to Date: 404

)

"B" STEAM GENERATOR

R09C20 R28C51
R10C25 R27C53
R14C27 R24C54

{i R08C31 R29C62
-

R12C31 R13C69
R25C37 R13C71
R27C38 R02C74
R26C43 R10C76
R21C48 R10C78
R24C49 R02C80
R20C50 R04C46

.

Total Tubes Plugged this Outage: 22
Total Tubes Plugged to Date: 392

O

.
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ATTACHMENT 3

EDDY CURRENT EXAMINATION RESULTS

" A" STEAM GENERATOR (OUTLET)

O -

4
Tube Indication Location

R28C48 29 above tubesheet"

R24C52 <20 1" above tubesheet

R20C56 <20 1" above tubesheet

R24C56 <20 2" ab >ve tubesheet

R20C60 21 2" above tubesheet

R20C24 <20 2" above tubesheet

B" STEAM GENERATOR (OUTLET)

,

No eddy current indications observed.

O

,

, .
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NUCLEAR PLANT 2-

WISCONSN ELECTRIC Pf>MR COMPANV 6610 Nuclear Road, Two Rivers, Wisconsin 54241
4

August 4, 1980O
JED FILE COPY

s-

Mr. James G. Keppler, Regional Director --W II.H: 4~
g_f g; 6( f,

Office of Inspection and
Enforcement, Region III

U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY' COMMISSION ,

799 Roosevelt Road |
#

Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137
'f

Dear Mr. Keppler:
,

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT NO. 80-009/01T-0,{ ) 24 HOUR WRITTEN NOTIFICATION
UNIT 1 STEAM GENEFATOR PP_IMARi--TO-SECONDARY LEAKAGE

POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT

Licensee Code: WIPBH1 . Docket Number: 50-266
'License Type: 41111 R4 port Source:

,
L

License ~ Number': 00-00000-00 , Event Date: 07/28/80
O

Event Description: With the, unit in. cold shutdown for the 90
effective full power day steam generator inspection, an 800 psig
secondary-to-primary leak check of both- steam generators was
performed on 07/28/80. In the "A" steam generator, two dripping
explosive plugs and two wet end" explosive plugs were identified
in the hot leg. In the "B" steam generator, one wet end explosive.
plug and one dripping tube were identified in the hot leg.

.(hft A 100t; eddy current inspection of both steam generators is being'
performed. The results of the eddy current testing and other
pertinent information will be supplied in the follow-up 14-day
report.

1

! This event is reportable in accordance with Technical Specifi-
cation 15.6.9.2.A.3.

.

.

l

O-
/ , _' Telephone: 414/755-2321

~

,

R. E. Link

.

,
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ISCOMSin B&nc powca courany
231 W. MICHIGAN P.O. BOX 2046, MILWAUKEE, WI 53201

May 12, 1982

O
Mr. J. G. Keppler, Regional Administrator
Office of Inspection and Enforcement,

Region III
U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

Dear Mr. Keppler:

DOCKET NO. 50-301h. LICENSEE EVENT REPORT NO. 82-002/0lT-0
POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT 2

.

Enclosed is Licensee Event Report No. 82-002/OlT-0

(a 14-dsy follow-up report) which providen a description of an

O event renreas1e according to Technica1 Specificaeion 1s.6.9.2.A.3,

" Abnormal degradation discovered in fuel cladding, reactor coolant

pressure boundary, or primary containment". -

Very truly your ,

C M s.

Assistant Vice President

C. W. Fay

Enclosure

O Cogies to NRC Resident Insgector
Peter Anderson (WED)

Blind copies to Britt, Burstein, Gorske/Finke, Por r, Reed,
Charnoff, INPO Records Center
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7 8 9 LICENSEE CODE 14 15 LICENSE NUM8ER 25 20 LICENSE TYPE JO $7 CAT 58

CON'T
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7 8 60 61 DOCK ET NUM8 ER 68 69 EVENT DATE 74 75 REPORT OATE 80

EVENT OESCRIPTION ANO PROBA8LE CONSEQUENCES h
h I On 04/16/82 Unit 2 was shutdown for refueling 8. Steam generator eddy I

prTT1 I curr'ent started 04/24/82 and verification of the data for both SG's was |

PiTTI I completed on 04/29/82. The original inspection program and subsequent i

IO1s| | program expansions complied with the Tech. Spec. Seven tubes in the "A"|
prTin i G and 6 tubes in the "B" SG were verified to have degradation in excess |S

f3Tn I of 40%, which is the plugging limit. This event is similar to others |

g |and reportable per Technical Specification 15.6.9.2.A.3. |
80>0 g

' $I[E TO$E s(SciOE su'83*0o'E sMCE/oE
" ' '

C CouPONENT COoE

{TITl |C |B l@ W@ W@ | H| T| El X| Cl H|@ W@ W @
7 8 9 to 11 12 13 18 19 20

SEQUENTiAt OCCURRENCE REPORT REVislON
,,, EVENT YE AR REPORT NO. CODE TYPE NO.

h "LER/RO|218|2|
g |0|0|2| y | 0| 1| g g |0|E,%y

_ 22 23 24 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

K N AC O O PLANT ME HOURS 58 IT POR 8. $UPPtit MANUP CTUREP
! V' |B|@|Z|@ |Z|@ W@ |0|0|0|0| y@ | Y |g | N |@ | U | 1| 2 [ 0 |@

33 34 35 36 37 40 41 42 43 44 47

| CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS h
| |i|0||Six of the indications in the "A" SG were caused by IGA in the tubesheet I

g | crevice. The remaining one in the "A" SG and all the indications in thet

|"B" SG are remnants of phosphate wastage at the top of the tubesheet. |
j

| All degraded tubes were plugged on 04/29/82. Sludge lancing and a cre-I

g |vice flush will be performed in an attempt to reduce corrosion. |

807 8 9

$A $ % POWER OTHER $7ATUS Dis O RY OisCOVERY DESCRIPTION

W@ | 0 | 0 | 0 |@| N/A | QJ@| Eddy current examination ,|i s

AuOUNT OP ACTIVITY h |
toCAfiON OP RELE AsE h

A Tive TY CO TENT
rELEasEo Or RELEASE

|N/A |[i J6 | W @ W@| N/A
7_ 8 9 10 tt 44 45 80

PERSONNEL EXPOSURES
NUVB E R TYPE DE SCRiPTION

| 0 | 0 | 0 |@| Z |@| N/A |

' ' ' '' '' '' '

PERSONNE t iN;URiEs

oEsCRiPTiONhNuM8ER

| 0 | 0 | 0 |@| N/A |i a
| 80

7 8 9 ft 12
LOSS OP OR DAMAGE TO PACittTV
TYPE OE SCRIPTION

| Z|@| N/A |i 9
80

7 3 9 to

PU B L iCi TY NRC USE ONLY *
155U E D DESCRIPTION ,

|
{,2j,o_j [ Zjhl N/A | ||lII|||||IIlI

68 69 80 3
7 8 9 to

C. Fay pgoyg 414/277~2811 2
.
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ATTACHMENT TO LICENSEE _ EVENT REPORT NO. 82-002/OlT-0
! Wisconsin Electric Power Company

Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 2
Docket No. 50-301

() On April 16, 1982, Unit 2 was shut down for its eighth
annual refueling. Eddy current examination of the steam

; generators commenced on April 24, 1982. The original eddy

'

current program for each steam generator was set up to meet the,

r 'rements of the Technical Specifications and Regulatory Guide
1 The "A" steam generator program consisted of inspecting.

5 5 tubes through the U-bend. This included 276 tubes which were
identified as having degradation in the hot leg during the
Refueling 7 inspection. The "B" steam generator program consisted
of inspecting 250 tubes through the U-bend and 31 tubes for the
full length. The 250 tubes included 120 which were identified as
having degradation in the hot leg during Refueling 7. All 31

O tubes inspected for the full length had degradation identified
in the cold leg during Refueling 7.

The eddy current program in both the "A" and "B" steam
i generator hot legs was expanded in accordance with the Technical
| Specifications as defects were identified. An expansion in

excess of 200 tubes in the hot legs of both steam generators
; was performed after the original program. The results from

O the expansion in the "A" steam generator required an additional
400 tubes to be inspected, however, the program was expanded
to include essentially all of the tubes in the area of concern.
Based on the results of the expansion in "A", the program in
"B" was also expanded to include essentially all of the tubes

i in the area of concern. This expansion in "B" was not required
by the Technical Specification but was performed for prudent
conservative engineering reasons. All the tubes in the expansion
were inspected through the first tube support plate as the

{ defects found were in the tubesheet region or just above the,

tubesheet. In excess of 60% of the tubes in the "A" steam
generator and 50% of the tubes in the "B" steam generator were
inspected.

A two-fold evaluation of the "B" steam generator cold

| leg indications was done to determine if it was necessary to
' expand the eddy current program in the cold leg. First, the

history of the tubes with indications was looked at. The percen-
tage sizb of the indication was compared with what was reported
for the previous five years. Second, the Level IIA evaluator

; did a direct comparison of this year's eddy current signal with
! last year's signal. Both comparisons indicated that there was

not a significant change in the condition in the cold leg and
i coupled with the exposure associated with setting up in the cold
I leg an expansion was not conducted.

I
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The results of the eddy current inspection identified
a total of 13 tubes which required plugging. The following

O table lists the tubes which required plugged along with three -

other tubes in the "A" steam generator which were plugged as
a conservative measure.

"A" Steam Generator Hot Leg

Tube Indication Location

IR16C34 96% 5" Above rube End
R17C36 90% 5" Above Tube End
R20C38 77% 6-9" Above Tube End
R18C41 82% 8" Ab'ove Tube End
R18C43 Undefinable 9-13" Above Tube End

|(4 R17C45 Undefinable 12" Above Tube End
R13C46 89% 14" Above Tube End
R21C47 87% 14" Above Tube End
R12C63 48% .5" Above Tubesheet
R19C63 27% 14" Above Tube End

"B" Steam Generator Hot Leg

() Tube Indication Location

R23C26 55% Top of Tubesheet

| R23C27 43% Top of Tubesheet
R27C27 41% Top of Tubesheet

( R23C28 53% Top of Tubesheet
R21C34 43% Top of Tubesheet
R06C44 55% .5" Above Tubesheet

Ikf 'All of the above listed tubes were mechanically plugged
on April 29, 1982. All of the tubes with indications at the
top of the tubesheet or above had identifiable indications
during the 1981 refueling outaga. Only one of the tubes with
indications in the tubesheet area had an identified indication
during the 1981 refueling outage. Tube R19C63 had a 25% indi-
cation at 14" above the tube end in 1981.

The indications within the tubesheet area are believed
to be the result of intergranular attack caused by caustic
corrosion. The indications at the top of the tubesheet or
above are believed to be remnants of phosphate wastage as evi-

O denced by the fact that they were noted during previous outages.
| The called indications are not significantly greater than the
I plugging limit and for the most part the difference in com-

|
parison to previous outages is within the expected range of

I scatter for small volume indications which are masked by a

| tubesheet signal.

|
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In an attempt to reduce cerrosion, the steam generators
have.been sludge lanced. Also, a crevice flush will be con-

O ducted prior to returning the unit to service. The crevice
flush removes some of the corrosive materials from the crevice
region.

This event is reportable in accordance with Technical
Specification 15.6.9.2.A.3.

The Resident Inspector has been notified of this event.
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NUCLEAR PLANT 4- IIII"" ~

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POVWR COMPANY 6610 Nuclear Road, Two Rivers, Wisconsin 542d

April 29, 1982

O
D Flue 00Pr

Mr. J. G. Keppler, Regional Administrator ,y g{ q -,

Office of Inspection & Enforcement,
Region III (/g f,f

U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

Dear Mr. Keppler:

LICENSEE EVENT REFORT NO. 82-002/OlT-0(' 24 HOUR WRITTEN WOTIFICATION
DEGRADED STEAM GENERATOR TUBES

POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 2

Licensee Code: WIPBH2 Docket No.: 50-301
License Type: 4111 Report Source: L
License Number: 00-000 Event Date: 04/28/82

() Event Description: On 04/28/82, verification of steam generator eddy
current data was completed for all tubes with indications exceeding
the plugging limit in the "B" steam generator, and verification in
the "A" steam generator was completed on 04/29/82. Seven tubes in
the "A" stecm generator and six tubes in the "B" steam generator
were verified to have degradation in excess of 40%, the plugging limit
of Technical Specification 15.4.2.A.S.

({\ The unit was shut down on 04/16/82 for a refueling outage, and eddy
current inspection was started on 04/24/82. The initial inspection
program in the "A" steam generator included 575 tubes through the
U-bend. The inspection program was expanded twice in accordance with
Technical Specification 15.4.2.A and finally included all except
peripheral tubes to the first support. The inspection program in
the "B" steam generator included 250 tubes through the U-bend and
31 tubes full-length. Again the program was expanded in accordance
with Technical Specification 15.4.2.A and finally included essentially
all tubes between columns 23 and 61. A listing of inspection results
will be submitted with the followup report. All tubes exceeding the
plugging limit will be plugged prior to returning the unit to service.-

O The Resident Inspector has been notified of this event. The event is
reportable in accordance with Technical Specification 15.6.9.2.A.3.

Telephone: 414/755-2321%
R. E. L' ink

.
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Pru.c c
Wisconsin Electncrowmcounur c e g _. O g
231 WEST MICHIGAN, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201

.

May 11, 1981
(.

Mr. James G. Keppler, Regional Director
Office of Inspection and Enforcement,.

Region III
U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
799 Roosevelt Road

*

Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

Dear Mr. Keppler:
t

: DOCKET NO. 5.0-301
. POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 2

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT NO. 81-002/01T-0
,

0 zac1o ea i= Liceasee sveat neeore 81-002,01T-0

(a 14-day report) which provides a description of an event

reportable according 't'o Technical Specification 15.6.9.2. A. 3, ,

" Abnormal degradation discovered in fuel cladding, reactor

coolant pressure boundary, or primary containment."

.

Very truly yours,
,

i

U 0 ,, (
C. W. Fay , Director
Nuclear Power Department

.

Enclosure

O' Copies to NRC Resident Inspector
Point Beach Nuclear Plant

Mr. C. F. Riederer
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin
Mr. Peter Anderson
Wisconsin's Environmental Decade

Blind copies to Messrs. C. -S. McNeer, Sol Burstein, R. H. Gorske/
A. W. Finke, D. K. Porter, G. A. Reed,
Gerald Charnoff, E. L. Zebroski (NSAC)

.
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S 60 68 OOCKET nun *:,tn 68 69 EVENT DATE 74 7s REPORT DATE 80

EVENT DESCRIPTION AND PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES h
O 121 ion 4-20-81 an 800 psid secondary-to-primary leak check was performed in 1

- ~

oi each steam generator during the Unit 2 Refueling 7 outage. One leaking |

g | plug was detected in the "A" steam generator. On 4-26-81 final results i
O g s; gof the steam generator eddy current examination indicated the existence I
o is i jof some degraded and defective tubes in each steam generator. This |

o | 2 | |ovent is similar to others and reportable per Technical Specification |

,, , , i g 15 . 6. 9. 2 . A. 3.
t

. . so

CE OE S SC E COMPONENT CODE SUS 00'E S E

0|9T | C I B l@ W@ W @ | H| T | E | X | C |H |@ | F l@ |_Zj @
5 9 10 ft 12 83 18 19 20

SEQUENTIAL OCCURRENCE REPORT REVISION
LER EVENTVEAR RtPO* ' NO. CODE TYPE NO.

@ ,at g'AO I 8 |1!! |-| |0l0)2| |g_j l 0 l1 | [,,T_j |-| [0_ja;u
_ 28 22 23 24 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

XEN AC O ON PL NT ME HOURS SB IT D FOR 8. SUPPL M ANUF ACTURE R

B@W@ [ Z,J@ [_ Z_j@ | 0| 0| Ol 01 [_Y,j @ [_Y_,j@ | Nl@ |W l ll 2 | Ol@3 34 3s 36 J# 40 41 42 43 44 47
CAUSE OESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 27

|0 | | Essentially all of the tubes in the "A" steam generator and about 75% in!

,i,j|the "B" steam generator were inspected through the first support plate, I

, ,,, g n addition' to inspections required by Technical Specifications. 25 _ _t
i

.pluggable tubes were found in "A" and 16 were found in "B". One of thes4
,,,,| tubes was pulled for analysis. All tubes were plugged as of 4-30-81. l

.

eo no
SYA % POWER OTHER STATUS 15 DISCOVERY DESCRIPTION

i |5 | y@ [0 | 0 | 0 |@| N/A | W@| Eddy current examination |
A TIVITY CO TENT
RELEASE AMOUNT OF ACTIVITY LOCATIO'N OF RELEASE

i | 6 I y @D OF RELEASE [_Z_j@|N/A | | N/A |

PERSONNEL EXPOS ES

OESCRiPTiON @NUweeR TvPE

0 @[_Z_jhl N/Ai 2 0 0 |i

'
PERSONNE L INJURIES

DESCRIPTION @Nuu.ER

i la | |0 | 0 | 0 |@| N/A |
se ii i2 30

LOSS OF OR DAMAGE TO FACILITY
TYPE- DESCRIPTION

3 l Zj@| N/A |
8 e 10 30

I DESCRtPTION *

E (SSUE_N hl N/A l ||||||||||l||2
,

e s 30 se se so a
C. W. Fay 414/277-2811 {NAME OF PREPARER- PHONE:

.
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ATTACHMENT ] Lig.NSEE EVENT REPORT NO. 81-002/OlL-0
'

Wi ' sin Electric Power Company
,

,

liais deach Nuclear Plant Unit 2'

Docket No. 50-301

() On 7pri- ed, 1981, an 800 psig ' secondary-to-primary
,

leak check was per f o: , ed in .each steam generator. Detailed
inspections of the titbt sheets with remote television equipment
showed leakage from tha explosive plug in the tube R32C15 in
the "A" steam generatcr. *1be leakage rate was about two drops
per minute. Another 1 1ug da the "A" steam generator (R31C52)
was heavily coated with boriz caid but no water was present.
Af ter considering the locatict of the. leaking plug, which is in
the tubesheet periphery, and t ic affect that repair of the plug
would have on exposure, c:lticel path, and problems associated
with repairs in the area, tau decision was made not to repair .

the plug during this outage. An additional consideration was the

([) fact that the primary-to-secondary leakage rate in the steam
generator was only one gallon per day before the outage.

The initial eddy current inspection programs for the
"A" and "B" steam generators consisted of inspection through the
U-bend of 3% of the tubes in each steam generator plus all
previously degraded tubes, in accordance with Technical Speci-

i fication requirements. Additionally, the "A" steam generator

() program included a full length inspection for a previous indication
in the cold leg and inspections through the U-bend of about 190

|
tubes in connection with tube degradation at contact with anti-

i vibration bars (AVB) reported by other plants. The program for
the "B" stean generator inlet included inspecting 33 previously
degraded tubes through the U-bend and 172 randomly located tubes
to ineet Technical Specification requirements and for AVB tube
degradation. The program for the "B" steam generator outlet

C', consisted of inspection through the first support plate of all
previously degraded tubes, inspection through the first support
plate of about 200 tubes in problem areas detensined by previous
inspections, and inspection through the third support plate ,

of about 170 tubes around the periphery, in connection with tube
degradation in these areas reported at Prairie Island. The-
programs in the inlets of both steam generators were later
expanded in accordance with Technical Specifications resulting
in inspection of essentially all tubes in the "A" steam generator
through the first support plate and approximately 75% of the tubes
in the "B" steam generator through the first support. A summary
of the extent of the inspection and the results are given in

,

Q Table 1. A summary of eddy current indications by size and"

v location is given in Table 2 and illustrated in Figures 1, 2,
and 3. -

1

Results of the eddy current inspections showed 25
; pluggable tubes in the "A" steam generator and 16 pluggable
; tubes in the "B" steam generator. One of the tubes in the "A"
,

j _1_-
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steam generator, R15C73, was pulled for detailed analysis and -

the hole was weld plugged on April 30, 1981. A degraded tube
in the "B" steam generator, R24C25, had inte.rference preventing
insertion of a mechanical plug. The tube entrance' area was !

re-rolled and then successfully plugg2d. Plugging of all tubes I

was completed on April 30, 1981. Photographs of the tubesheets |
taken later the same day verified plugging of the proper tubes. ;

() A list of eddy current indications of all pluggable tubes found
in the steam generators is provided in Table 3. For a map i

showing all tubes plugged to date, see Figures 4 and 5. No '

evidence of AVB tube degradation or degradation of the type
experienced at Prairie Island was observed in any of the tubes

.

inspected.

To determine if tube degradation is progressing, a
two-part comparison was done. The first part consisted of
comparing the indication size reported in 1981 for all unplugged
indications. reported in 1980. The results of this comparison
are shown in Table 4. After considering the inherent inaccuracies
in evaluating and categorizing small volume eddy current indica-
tions which occur at or near the top of the tubesheet, the

O~ results indicate that the majority of the indications did not
change. There is some indication of growth based just on the
reported size of the indication. The second part of the comparison
was performed by having a level IIA % evaluator directly compare

- the 1980 and 1981 eddy current signals for the tubes with 40%
or' greater tube wall degradations in the "A" steam generator.

-() This comparison was biased in that it concentrated on tubes which
had a large change in the reported eddy current signal in 1981 as

! compared to 1980. Table 5 provides the result of this comparison.

| It too shows that there may be some growth in tube degradation
but less than that implied by Table 4. A similar comparison for
the "B" steam generator was not conducted since only four of
the tubes with 40% or greater tube wall degradation in this;

j outage had been inspected in 1980.
The results of earlier inspections of the "A" steamr_

V generator as previously reported to the NRC were also examined
for those tubes having greater than 40% indications in 1981.
This comparison is reported in Table 6.. A similar comparison
for the "B" steam generator indicated that only five of the tubes
in the 40% or greater category had been inspected prior to 1980
and no degradation was reported in those inspections. The single
frequency eddy current inspections in 1977, 1976 and 1974
indicated that many of these same tubes had either distorted
tubesheet entry signals or indications of < 20% wall degradation.
Accordingly, we believe that the majority of the tubes plugged
in this inspection had tube wall degradation for a significant

O- period of time. The tube which was removed will provide
additional information on the method of degradation. However,

the indications being detected are believed to be the result of
phosphate wastage and/or stress corrosion cracking. The results
of previous steam generator inspections, as summarized in Table 7,
have shown the existence of numerous eddy current indication
and distorted tubesheet signal in the past. The continued use

-2-
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and development of multi-frequency cddy current has given the -

evaluator the capability to identify and quantify small volume
indications which were previously masked by the tubesheet entrance,

signal. A report on the results of the tube analysis will be
provided at a later date.

This event is reportable in accordance with Technical
Specification 15.6.9.2.A.3.
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TABLE 1 ',,

SUMMARY OF EDDY CURRENT EXAMINATION

.

"A" "B" "B"
Type Extent

'

Inlet Inlet Outlet

() Multi-frequency U-Bend 491 208
Multi-frequency First Support 2,693 2,061 30 7
Multi-frequency Third Support 163
Multi-frequency Full Length 1

Total- 3,185 2,269 470
.

.

Results

90-100% 2 0 0
80-89% 0 0 0
70-79% 0 0 0.

60-69% 0 2 0
50-59% 5 3 0'

40-49% 20 11 0
. 30-39% 123 60 1
| 20-29% 150 62 30 .

Subtotal 300 138 31
<20% 309 81 253
Distorted 110 195 0
No Defect Detected 2,466 1,855 186

Total 3,185 2,269 470
0

.

O

.
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TABLE 2 .

'
.

POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 2, APRIL, 1981, INSPECTION
EDDY CURRENT INDICATIONS BY SIZE AND LOCATION *

'

,

<20% 21-29% 30-39% 40-49% 50-59't 60-69% 70-79% 80-89% 90-100%

1. "A" Hot Leg

Top of Tubesheet 300 146 119 29 4 0 0 0 0
Deep Crevice 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
" Above Tubesheet 9 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
17" Above Tubesheet 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
First Support Plate 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
Second Support Plate 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 309 150 123 20 5 0 0 0 2
'

.

.

2. "B" Hot Leg

Top of Tubesheet 70 55 58 11 3 2 0 0 0
" Above Tubesheet 9 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

1" Above Tubesheet 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2" Above Tubesheet 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 81 62 60 11 3 2 0 0 0

3. "B" Cold Leg <20% 20-29% 30-39% >40%
*

Top of Tubesheet 0 0 0 0
*

" Above Tubesheet 174 19 0 0
1" Above Tubesheet 64 7 0 0

'

- lh" Above ,Tubesheet 15 4 1 0

Totals 253 . 30 1 0

(" Top of tubesheet" equals indication at top of tubesheet or within 1/2" above or below
top of tubesheet."

.

.
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TABLE 3

TUBES PLUGGED DURING THIS OUTAGE

.

( ) "A" Steam Generator
'

.

.

Tube Indication
Identification Size, % Indication Location

R12C22 52 Top of tubesheet
R10C24 44 Top'of tubesheet
R20C24 41 Top of tubesheet
R19C29 55 Top of tubesheet
R26C31 59 %" above tubesheet' '

R17C33 92/26 6" above tube end/ Top of tubesheet

R19C39 92 9-13" above tube end
. R12C41 46 Top of tubesheet
! R20C41 41 Top of tubesheet

R23C41 45 Top of tubesheet
! k R12C43 42 Top of tubesheet

R13C44 45 Top of tubesheet
R19C44 51 Top of tubesheet

R21C44: 51 Top of tubesheet
R22C44i 49 Top of tubesheet

( . R10C45' 43 Top of tubesheet
R11C45 41 Top of tubesheet
R23C45 47 Top of tubesheet"

R33C49 43 Top of tubesheet .

,

R25C55 42 Top of tubesheet
R21C62 . 4.7 Top of tubesheet
R19C66 46 Top of tubesheet
R12C71 41 Top of tubesheet
R17C71 41 Top of tubesheet
R15 C73 * 41 Top of tubesheet

O "B" Steam generator

R06C17 60 Top of tubesheet
R07C17 66 Top of tubesheet
R06C18 41 Top of tubesheet
R06C19 41 Top of tubesheet
R06C20 46 Top of tubesheet"

R06C22 46 Top of tubesheet
R14C22 46 Top of tubesheet

O R22C25 46 Top of tubesheet

.R24C25 46 Top of tubesheet
R26C25 41 Top of tubesheet
R26C26 41 Top of tubesheet
R22C29 44 Top of tubesheet -

R15C32 54 Top of tubesheet
R09C64 53 Top of tubesheet
R06C74 46 Top of tubesheet
R08C76 50 Top of tubesheet

* Pulled and weld plugged.

_ _ _ . -. _ __. . _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - .-. _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ __ - .
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TABLE 4 -

COMPARISON OF 19 80 EDDY CURRENT RESULTS WITH 1981
.

1980 1981

Still No Defect Increased Increased Increased Signal
~

<20% <20% Detected <10% 10-20% >20% Distorted
,

"A" SG Inlet 253 130 28 69 16 2 8
3'"A" SG Outlet 9 1 0 0 0 0 0

"B" SG Inlet 48 13 18 6 4 1 6
2"B" SG Outlet 406 208 5 9 0 0 0

,

Same No Defect Decreased Increased Increased Increased Signal
20-29% 13% Detecte d >3% 4-10% 11-20% >20% Distorted

"A" SG Inlet 118 42 3 8 36 22 3 4
"A" SG Outlet 0
"B" SG Inlet 24 9 1 5 5 1 1 2
"B" SG Outlet 28 15 0 9 4 0 0 0

Same No Defect Decreased Increased Increased Increased Signal
30-39% 13% Detected >3% 4-10% 11-20% >20% Distorted

3" A" SG Inle t 80 26 0 12 21 7 0 4
I "A" SG Outlet 0

"B" SG Inlet 8 2 0 3 3 0 0 0
"B" SG Outlet 4 0 0 4 0 0 0 0

.

3 Eight tubes not inspected in 1981.
* 184 tubes not inspected in 1981.

s 10 tubes were plugged in 1980.
.

!

i

.
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TABLE 5
,

C0!1 PARIS 0N OF 1981 AND 1980 EDDY CURRENT SIGNALS
"A" STEAM GENERATOR INLET - POINT BEACH UNIT 2

1

1981 1980
Tube Reported Reported Signal Comparison

j

R12C22 52 35 VC and'DC
R10C24 44 37 Prob. NC-

*R20C24 41 <20 DC and VC |
R17C26 40 34 NC '

R18C26 40 37 NC
R19C29 55 25 DC (small volume)

*R26C31 59 ND DC and VC
.R17C33 92 UI NC (6" above tube end)
R19C39 92 ND New-(9" to 13" above tube end)
R12C41 46 35 NC
R20C41 41 25 NC
R23C41 45 31 NC
R12C43 42 35 NCO R13C44 45 32 NC
R19C44 51 34 NC
R21C44 51 33 NC-
R22C44 49 <20 NC
R10C45 43 34 NC
RllC45 41 ND DC and VC
R23C45 47 26 NC,

i O R33C49 43 36 NC
! V R25C55 42 26 DC and VC

'

*R21C62 47 35 DC and VC
*R19C66 46 21 DC and VC
*R12C71 41 31 DC and VC
*R17C71 41 32 DC and VC.

*R15C73 41 36 DC and VC (pulled)

Codes:

DC Depth change=

VC Volume change=

NC No change=
~

No degradation reportedND =

UI Undefinable indication=

Comparison of the Above Tubes:

The depth and/or volume changes in the eddy current test results
from 1980 to 1981 range from small to moderate. Those tubes with
asterisks (*) exhibit the most change from 1980 to 1981 in depth

O and/or volume. The test results are all analyzed off the mixing
of 400 KHz and 100 KHZ to suppress the tubesheet signal and deposits
on the OD of the tubing. The reevaluation of the 1980 test was
done using the same mix as was used in'1981.

"

___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE 6-

STEAM GENERATOR A INLET

COMPARISON OF 1981 EDDY CURRENT RESULTS
WITH PREVIOUS EDDY CURRENT INSPECTION RESULTS

.

Inspection Results Reported4

~ ~

Tube 1981 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976 1974*

i R12Cl2 52/TTS 35/TTS -- -- -- -- --

R10C24 44/TTS 37/TTS -- -- -- -- --
,

R20C24 41/TTS <20/TTS -- -- -- -- --

R19C29 55/TTS 25/TTS ND DTS ND-- --
~

R26C31 59/4 ND ND ND ND ND
--

R17C33 92/Crev. <20/ ND <20/ <20/ <20/
4 --

R19C39 92/Crev. ND ND <20/ <20/1 <20/1, --

R12C41 46/TTS 35/TTS ND DTS <20/TTS ND
--

R20C41 41/TTS. 25/TTS ND <20/TTS <20/TT5 <20/TTS
--

R23C41 45/TTS 31/TTS ND <20/TTS <20/TTS <20/TTS
--

-R12C43 42/TTS 35/TTS ND ND ND ND
--

Q R13C44 45/TTS 32/TTS ND DTS DTS ND--

R19C44 51/TTS 34/TTS Cu ND ND <20/TTS 21/TTS
i R21C44 51/TTS 33/TTS ND DTS DTS ND

--

R22C44 49/TTS <20/TTS ND DTS DTS ND--

, R10C45 43/TTS 34/TTS ND DTS DTS ND--

R11C45 41/TTS ND
'

ND DTS DTS NO--

R23C45 47/TTS 26/TTS ND DTS ND ND--

h' R33C49
| 43/TTS 36/TTS ND-- -- --

I
--

R25C55 42/TTS 26/TTS ND DTS DTS ND--

R21C62 47/TTS 35/TTS ND DTS DTS* ND--
.

R19C66 46/TTS 21/TTS ND DTS-- -- --

R12C71 41/TTS 31/TTS' -- -- -- -- --

R17C71 41/TTS 32/TTS -- -- -- -- --
'

! R15C73 41/TTS 36/TTS -- -- -- -- --

.

A/B Percent Degradation / Location Above Tubesheet In Inches.=

| TTS Top of Tube Sheet=

! Cu Copper=

| ND No Degradation Reported=

l DTS Distorted Tubesheet Signal=

| Not Inspected .-- =

i

| *In 1975 the Unit 2 "A" Steam Generator was not eddy current inspected.

|

O

|

|
-

.
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TABLE 7-

, SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS STEAM GENERATOR
ED0Y CURRENT INSPECTION RESULTS
POINT BEACH NWCLEAR PLANT UNIT 2

Number Of Number Of Tubes Recorded -

Tubes Inspected With Following Degradations
Year Of > 40% 39-30% 29-20% < 20% DTS

Inspect. ion A Inlet B Inlet A/B A/B A/B A/B A/B
.

| 1974 1090 442 12/8 8/5 14/2 169/110 NR

1975 0 722 -/3 -/0 -/4 -/1 NR

)h 1976 1223 1120 14/3 14/6 29/5 174/73 186/25

1977 1056 1457 0/4 12/7 28/5 153/51 493/997,

:

| 1978 1335 796 1/0 6/7 18/5 19/7 NR.

1979 570 455 0/1 6/3 5/3 20/10 NR

Q 1980 3138 717 26/0 80/8 118/23 253/9 NR

.

I g DTS = Distorted Tube Sheet Signal

NR = None Reported
,

|

O,

,

i

- - - - - - - - - - . _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ . _ _ - - _ - , . - - , _ - _ _ , , _ _ . - _ _ , -, , _ , - -
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WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 6610 Nuclear Road, Two Rivers, Wisconsin 54241

April 27, 1981

tED f!!i. Cs . i
Mr. James G. Keppler, Regional Director g' D '- { -e
Office of Inspection and --

Enforcement, Region III lf( [] b
U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137

Dear Mr. Keppler: -

.

(j LICENSEE EVENT REPORT NO. 81-002/01T-0
V 24-HOUR WRITTEN NOTIFICATION

DEGRADED STEI.M GENERATOR TUBES
POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT

Licensee Code: WIPBH2 - Docket No. : 50-301
License Type: 41111 Report Source: L

, License Number: 00-00000-00 Event Date: 04-26-81
l

Event Description: On 04-26-81, verification of all initial
steam generator eddy current data of tubes with indications
exceeding the plugging limit was completed. Twenty-five (25)

| tubes in the " A" steam generator and 16 tubes in the "B" steam
l generator were verified to have degradations greater than 40%,

which is the plugging limit of Technical Specification
15.6.2.A.5. One of these tubes in the "A" steam generator is
to be pulled for detailed analysis. The i.nitial inspection of-

b the "A" steam generator was done in accordance with Technical
Specification requirements. An additional 130 tubes were
inspected through the U-bend. The initial inspection program

I of the "B" steam generator was done in accordance with Technical
| Specifications. The programs in both steam generators were

expanded in accordance with the Technical Specifications resulting
in essentially all tubes in the " A" through the first support
and approximately 75% of the tubes in the "B" through the first
support. A complete listing of the inspection results will be
submitted with the followup report.

O*>
An 800 psig secondary-to-primary leak check was performed in
each steam generator on 04-20-81. Detailed inspections of the
tubeshnet with remote video equipment showed leakage from the

.

explosive plug in tube R32C15 in the " A" steam generator. The|

-

.
.
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Mr. James G. K0ppler 2 April 27, 1981.-

leakage rate was about two drops per minuta. After considering
the location of the tube and the effects that repair of the
plug would have on exposure, critical path, and problems
associated with the repairs in this area, it was decided that.

(] the plug would not be repaired during this outage. This plug
will be reinspected on subsequent outages.

The NRC Resident Inspector has been notified of the event.
The event is being reported in accordance with Technical
Spe ci fication 15. 6. 9. 2._A. 3.

r

\/ M E- V Te1ephone: 414/7ss-2321
R. E. Link

O

\ g -

.e
|
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Wisconsin Electric rowca cournur
231 W. MICHIGAN, P.O. BOX 2046, MILWAUKEE, WI 53201

May 16,1930

() -

,

Mr. J. G. Keppler, Regional Diractor
Office of Inspection and Enforcement

Region III
U. S. iiUCLEAR REGULATORY COMIISSIOfi

.'

799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

0 """ "" *"""'""
DOCKET H0. 50-301

POINT CLACat ;;UCLi.AP, PLAliT UiiIT 2
LICEhSEE EVdiT Rf.PCrtT 40. J0-07270TT-2

. .

Enclosed is Licensee Event Report No. 80-002/01T-2 (a revised

report) with attachments. This report provides a description of an event

| reportaole in accordance with Technical Specification 15.6.9.2.A.3.
'This ruvision is provided specifically to clarify the statements made

regardinj evaluation of previous steam cencrator inspection data. ;

h Very truly yours,

g;W 9
-

C. W. Fay, Director i
'Huclear Power Departaent

Enclosure

Copies to C. F. Riederer - PSCW
Peter Anderson - UED Blind Copies to Messrs. C. S. McNeer
Joan E.;tes - LSCFSE Sol Burstein

R.11. Garske/A. H. Finkei

D. K. Porter
G. A. Reed

| Gerald Charnoff

| .

.
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; CONTROL BLOCK: | | | | | | |h (PLEASE PRINT O2 TYPE ALI, REOutnED INPURMATICNI
i e

| W | I | P | B | H | 2 |@| 0 | 0 |- | 0 |0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | -| 0 | 0 |@|4 | 1 |1 |1 | 1|@| | |@o i
3 8 9 OctNsEE coog to in license NuuutH JS 20 uckha TYPE JO ti car is

CorrT

IIITl Ev'a] | L }@| 0 | 5 | 0 | 0 | O f 3 | 0 | 1 ]@| 0 | 2 | 2 |7 | 3 | 0 |@| 0 | 5 | 1l 6 | 8 | 0 |@
I S 60 60 oOCK E T NuuSER 64 49 LVENT oATE F4 75 REPoAT oATE 80

EVENT DESCRIPHON AND PROBA8LE CONSEQUENCES h
i During normal operation , indication of an increasing primary-to- I

f6Ti1 I secondary leak in the "N' SG was noted on 02-27-80. The decision was |

g imade to shut the unit down at 2340 hours on 02-27-80 and the unit was |

off line at fl225 hours on 02-28-83. Chemistry results of a sample Io 3
_

g .] Ltaken at 0010 hours on 02-28-80 quantified a primary-to-secondary 1

'

| leak rate of 1,420 gallons per day. Thi s event is reportable per |o i
_

y |Jr.S. 15.6. 9. 2. A. 3 and is similar to previous LER's . |
. . e **

Eo'E Yoie' su"scEs
"

suec"o'o'ssScEs.' coucoutNTcoce

|T m I C | s |@ [E J@ l D l@ .I n i Tl E | X| C l H |@ [F_j@ [y @
*

.

7 8 9 30 91 12 IJ Id 19 20
. stoutNTlat OcCuRaENCE REPomT REVtsleM

EvtNTYEAR R EPORT NO. CooE TYPE NO.
@ ;gg n,no I 8 I OJ |-l LE ' ' ' ' I Ld Io11 1 IT_J I-1 L2_Jjg;

,,,, 21 22 23 24 1 27 28 29 20 31 J2

vfn'fN" ' Nod oE,7f5T ** S.E"
/ W L.IJ@ L.a_J@ LaJ@ l0131s@i21

^5NEtE ao"aIS$s. '"s'u"/etie"[' u$v"Oc'r'u"a's n
*

4 u wou sa s

IYl@ L.Y.J@ W@ lWill2 0|g
JJ J4 35 16 3/ 40 48. 42 43 44 47

CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS h
| g |A crimarv-to-secondarv leak test cerformed on 03-01-80 revealed a I .

.

W | leakina tube in the' " A" SG at oosition R18C37. Eddy curren t testine I

3-) ] began in both SG's on 03-03-80 and was comoleted on 03-09-80. One I,

y | degraded (41% defect) tube was found in the "B" SG and six defective I

g| (>50%) tubes and 18 tubes with plugcable (40% to 49%) defects were founc)
a g g.g tne "A":

steamgenerator.b.
so

,

@stavus srowsa oTNan sT4Tus eiscovenv oiscovtav osscawnoN

[,*_dj (,,E_j@ | 0| 9_! 9]@| N/A | | Al@| Operator observation |
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| ATTACHMENT TO LICENSEE EVENT REPORT NO. 80-002/OlT-2

. Wisconsin Electric Power Company
1 Point Beach nuclear Plant Unit 2

Docket No. 50 301*

-
,

() Unit 2 was taken off line at 0225 hours on February 28,
'

1980 following confirmation of primary-to-secondary leakage in
the "A" steam generator. The leak had begun as a slight indication
about noon the previous day and gradually increased to 70 gallons
per day (estimated) by7 2200 hours on February 23'. The decision
was made to shut down at 2340 hours upon a further large increase !

, '

i in the air ejector radiation monitor reading. A static head leak
; check identified the leaking tube at position R18C37 and a subse-

quant addy current inspection placed the da.fect at eight to ten
inches above the tube end, i.e., 13 to 15 inches deep in the
crevice of the tubesheet. The previously scheduled' refueling

. outage steam generator eddy current inspection was performed
during the outage. The extent of the inspection was expanded({} * during the outage as six tubes with greater than 50% through-wall

a

i
!
: indications, in addition to the leaking tube, were discovered in

the "A" steam generator. Eighteen tubes with indications between .

40 and 49% were also feund. The "A" steam generator hot leg
program was first expanded by a 2S sample then to 100% as required

i by the Technical Specifications. ,

O generator were explosively plagged on'MarchThe 25 defective or / egraded thbis in the"A" steamd
10, 1980. The

leaking tube was mechanically plugged op the inlet side. This
tube has been pulled during the April 1980 refueling outage for
further examination. <

i
.

I Eight tubes which exhibited 39% icfect indications were
also explosively plugged as a conservative measure. Two tubes,

R22C62 and R9C54, also with 39% defects, were plugged on the
"-(]) cold leg only. These tubes were mechanically plugged on the hot

leg side during the April 1980 refueling outage.

An 800 psi hydrostatic test of the "B" steam generator
revealed no leaking tubes or plugs. Approximately 700 tubes
in each of the hot and cold legs of the "B" steam generator were
examined and one cold leg tube was found to have a 41% defect
indication. The one 41% degraded tube in the "B" steam generator
was explosively plugged on March 9, 1980.

Unit 2 was placed on line at 1802 hours on March 13, 1980.

[ ) air ejector during this event has been calculated to be 0.051%
The average radioactive release rate via the Unit 2

of the allowable annual release rate of 0.2 Curies per second.

This event is reportable per Techn,1 cal Specification
15.6.9.2.A.3.

-1-
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The approximate exposures recorded during the outage
are as follows: (All exposure data are based on dosimeter
information.)

0- Steam Generator Manway Work 1.8 Man Rem
Visual Inspections O.8 Man Rem'

Eddy Current Inspections 14.7 Man Rem
Tube Plugging 5.9 Man Rem
Health Physics Coverage 3.4 Man Rem

O-
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EDDY CURREHT RESULTS FOR PLUGGED TUBES*

,

STEAM GENERATOR " A" INLET

Tube % Defect Location

R21C58 42 Top of tubesheet*

A R10C59 39 Top 'of tubesheet

U R20C59 41 Top of tubesheet
R21C59 39 Top of tubesheet
R20C61 42 Top of tubesheet
R20C63 51 Top of tubesheet
R21C63 56 Top of tubesheet
R10C64 42 Top of tubesheet
R21C64 46 Top,of tubesheet
R19C65 51 Top of tubesheet
R18C68 39 Top of tubesheet

,

R12C73 43 Top of tubesheet
,

R34C73 43 First support plate
RllC74 39 Top of tubesheet
R07C21 39 Top of tubesheetQ-,

R13C19 40 Top of tubesheets
R12C31 41 Top of tubesheet
R13C34 43 Top of tubesheet
R14C34 57 Top of tubesheet
R14C35 42 Top of tubesheet
R15C35 44 Top of tubesheet .

R13C36 42 Top of tubesheet |
| R14C36 39 Top of tubesheet i

\ R10C39 45 Top of tubesheet ;
'

"

R13C41 56 Top,of tubesheet
R18C37 100 9" above tube end .

'

R28C42 45 Top of tubesheet
R20C43 39 Top of tubesheet -

.

R12C44 41 Top of tubesheet
R20C47 39 Top of tubesheet

,

| R21C57 43 Top of tubesheet

HO R22C57 42 Top of eubesheet
V R10C58 52 Top of tubesheet

!

STEAM GENERATOR "B" OUTLET
|

R07C36 41 1 " above tubesheet

' The notation " top of tubeshe' t" refers to defect indications which have been* e
separated from the tubesheet entry eddy current signal using multi-frequency
techniques. The recent development of this technique, which was used for the

;

! first time on Unit 2 during this inspection, permits much better discrimination
| of low volume defect indications from the tubesheet signal. During previous

inspections, using only 400 KHZ eddy current signals, the majority of these
top of tubesheet indications were referred to as either distorted tubesheet
signals or less than 20% indications. In some cases they were not characterized

tube defects at or near the tubesheet been consistently ,nd R21C64, had previousas abnormal signals. In only two of the tubes, R20C47 a
reported and quantified

Table I summarizes the previous inspection reports of these tubes.

-1-
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EDDY CURREtiT RESULTS FOR PLUGGED TUBES - STEAM GEtiERATOR "A" IffLET

In order to establish whether the remaining defects bad been present in previous
nspections, the 400 KHZ eddy current tapes for all previous tube inspections,
ating from as carly as 1974, were reviewed and compared to the 400 KHZ signal
lone from this 1980 inspection. The object of this comparison was to evaluate

whether tne 400 KHZ eddy current tubesheet entry signal was essentially un-
changed from inspection to inspection. It was concluded from this comparison
that the majority of tubesheet entry signals for those tubes having been pre-
viously inspected, were unchanged from the 1980 400 KHZ signal. From this
comparison it was concluded that the majority of these top of tubesheet defect
indications have been present but undetectable in previous eddy current inspect-
1:ns. Table 2 summarizes the results of this comparison,

.
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TABLE 1"

PREVIOUSLY REPORTED STEAM**
.

'

GENERATOR EDDY CURREf4T If4SPECTION RESULTS

UNIT 2. "A" INLET

rd - COL. 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976 1974

13 19 40 - TTS NI N1 NI NI NI

7 121 39 - ITS NI NI NI NI NI
DTS

12 _1 41 - TTS N1
------

DTS13 34 43 - TTS NI -- --
--

DTS14 34 57 - TTS N1
-- --

--

DTS14 35 42 - TTS NI -- --
--

DTS DTSf5 35 44 - TTS NI
--

--

13 36 42 - TTS NI N1 <20-TTS <20-TTS <20-TTS
DTS14 36 39 - TTS NI -- --

--

NI NI -- -

10 39 45 - TTS --

13 41 56 - ITS NI NI DTS DTS --

28 42 45 - TTS NI NI NI <20-1/2"ATS <20-1/2"ATS
DTS <20-1/2"ATS 23-1/2"ATS

20 43 39 - TTS COPPER --

<20-TTS <20-TTS --

12 /' 44 - 41 - TTS HI --

20 'v 47 39 - TTS 30-1/2"ATS 31-1/2"ATS 30-1/2"ATS 31 -1/ 2"AT S 23-1/?"ATS

9 54 39 - TTS NI N1 DTS <20-1/2"ATS <20-1/2"ATS
<20-TTS <20-TTS --

21 57 43 - TTS NI --

DTS NI
22 57 42 - TTS N1

--
--

DTS DTS10 58 52 - TTS NI
--

--

21 58 42 - TTS NI NI <20-1/2"ATS <20-1/2"ATS <20-TTS

<20-1/ 2" ATS <20-1/2"ATS <20-1/2"ATS,10 59 39 - TTS NI --

<20-TTS <20-TTS <20-TIS
20 --49 41 - TTS NI --

ill , 559 39 - TTS NI NI DTS OTS --

DTS DTS --

20 '61 42 - TTS N1 -- ,__

DTS DTS --

22 62 39 - TTS NI --

DTS DTS --

! 20 63 51 - TTS NI --

<20-TTS <20-TTS <20-TTS -

21 63 56 - TTS N1 --

NI
10 64 42 - TTS NI NI DTS .--

' 21 64 46 - TTS 30-TTS COPPER 21-TTS 22-TTS NI

DTS NI NI
;19 f 65 51 - TTS NI --

R 68 39 - TlS N1 NI NI NI NI

12 73 43 - TTS NI NI NI NI NI

I34 73 43 -#1 TSP NI NI NI NI NI

|11 74 39 - TTS NI NI - NI NI NI

TTS = Top of Tubesheet TSP = Tube Support Plate
i HI a Not Inspected DTS = Distorted Tubesheet Signal
ATS = Above Tubesheet - = Inspected with No Signal Comment

-
.

- - - - - --



.h TABLE 2*

,. ,-
'

~~
COMPARISON OF PREVIOUS EDDY CURRENT SIGNAL

,

,

The following table presents the results of the visual comparison of previously
recorded 400 KliZ tubesheet entry signals to the 1980 inspection 400 KHZ tube- |

sheet entry signal for the listed tubes from the "A" steam generator inlet.
Tubes R7C21, R13C19, R18C68. R12C73, R34C73 and RllC74 were not inspected prior
to 19d0.

'

NI = Not inspected S = Signal same as 1980

R0W COLUMN 1979 1978 1977 1976 1974

12 31 NI SMALL ALMOST ALMOST SAME AS
*

CHANGE NORMAL NORMAL 1976
13 34 NI S S S CHANGE
14 34 NI POSSIBLE S ALMOST SAME AS

CHANGE NORMAL 1976
14 35 NI POSSIBLE CHANGE S S S

lb 35 NI SOME SAME AS S CHANGE
CHANGE 1978-

3 f 36 NI NI S S S

14 36 NI POSSIBLE SAME AS S S

CHANGE 1978
10 39 POSSIBLE NI NI SAME AS CHANGED

CHANGE 1979
13 41 NI NI CHANGED SAME AS SAME AS

1977 1977

(78 - 42 NI NI NI S S

| 20 , y 43 S S S S SMALL
CHANGE

12 44 N1 POSSIBLE S S SMALL
CHANGE CHANGE

20 47 S S S S S -

9 54 NI NI SMALL SAME AS CHANGED
CHANGE 1977

22 57 NI S S NI S

kt 58 NI CHANGED SOME CHANGE SAME AS SAME AS
TO 1978 1977 1977

21 58 NI N1
_

S S S

|10 59 N1 CHANGE Si.c1E AS SAME AS SAME AS

! 1978 1977 1977
1 20 59 NI S S S S

21 59 NI NI S S SMALL
CHANGE

|20 61 NI S S CHANGE S

22 62 NI S S S S

20 63 NI POSSIBLE S S S

CHANGE

21 g 63 HI POSSIBLE S S S

CHANGE
.10 64 NI NI S CHANGE HI

21 64 S S S CHANGE NI
19 65 NI S S NI NI

|21 57 NI S S S S

|

|

.
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1 JUDGE BLCCH: acek on the record.s

2 MR. ANDERSON: I'd like to indicata, if I

3 understand it correctly, that we h r.v e had marked as,

4 Intervenor's Exhibit 2 the Licensee Event Reports for

5 Wisconsin Electric, Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 1,

6 dated December 15, 1932. I'm sorry, November 15, 1982,

7 April 16, 1982, November 13, 1981, July 16, 1931,

8 December 23, 1981, August 11, 1980, and, for Unit 2, May
9 12, 1982, May 11, 1931, May 16, 1980.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: That is correct.

11 BY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

12 Q Mr. McKee, if I may show you the LER dated

13 November 15, 1982 and the LER dated April 16, 1982, both

14 for Unit 1, Point Beach, and can we look at the --

15 MR. CHURCHILL: Excuse me. Can we wait until

16 we get these?

17 MR. ANDERSON: Oh, sure.

18 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, we have given our

19 mitnesses a set of these LERs, if that will facilitate

20 this.

21 JUDGE BLOCH: Off the record.

22 (A discussion was held off the cocord.)

23 JUDGE SLOCH: Back on the record.

24 SY SR. ANDERSON: (R e s umin g)

25 C Would you look, sir, Mr. McKee, with me at the

O
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1 November 15, '82 LER for 81. On cage two, for the A
O1

2 steem generator hot leg, would you indicate what percent

3 defect is shown for tube R-13-C-497

4 A (WITNESS MC KEE) Eighty-nine cercent.

5 Q And sould you refer now to the April 16, '32

6 LET for Unit 1 at page three, which also shows the A

7 steam generator hot leg results, and indicate whether

8 that tube R-13-C-48 is also shown in the April LEP as

9 having a defect indicated?

10 A (WITNESS MC KEE) Would you repeat that?

11 Q Would you refer to the April 16, '82 LER, page

12 three, A steam generator, and indicate whether the

13 results show any defect indicated for a tube R-13-C-487

14 A (WITNESS MC KEE) With a quick glance, I don't

15 see it.

16 C And sould you look at the next tube,

17 R-41-C-48? What defect is indicated?

18 A (WITN:SS MC KEE) Ninety-one.

19 Q And would you look in the April LER and see if

20 it is indicated there?

21 A (WITNESS MC KEE) It is not.

22 MR. ANDERSON: I want to indicate for the

23 record, Mr. Chairman, that I have indicated to the

24 parties and I am willing to indicate here we are willing

25 to stipulate these L:Rs into evidence as a way of

O
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1 expediting the tube-by-tube cross examination, but !

O
2 sould make an offer at this point and see if the parties

3 respond.

4 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, I don't fully

5 understand what his intentions are, what he is driving

6 at, or what he intends to cross examine these witnesses

7 on based on this.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Off the record.

9 (A discussion was held off the racord.)

10 (Whereupon, at 12:10 o' clock p.m., the hearing

11 recessed, to reconvene at 1:15 o' clock u.m., the same

12 day.)

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

| O ='

25

O
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1

[}
diliESCOU_lillIQU

2 (1:15 P.M.)

3 JUDGE ELOCH: Mr. Churchill?

4 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, I talked with Mr.

5 Anderson over the lunch break on the question of

6 stipulating in certain information to avoid long,

| 7 arduous hours of cross examination, and what we have
t

8 agreed to is that I will agree to stipulate into the

9 record the LER's that have been identified as

10 Intervenor's Exhibit 2 on the understanding that they

11 will be used by Mr. Anderson solely for the purpose of

| 12 demonstrating that there are cases where there have been

13 defects called out and that the same defects existed

14 before and that they were not called out before.

15 And furthermore, Mr. Anderson tells me that

16 that aill obviate his need to cross examine these two

17 witnesses any more on the basis of the LER's, and it

18 will obviate the need for him to cross examine Mr.

19 Fletcher on the LER's with respect to -- with the
|

20 exception of one aspect, which has to do with

21 degradation on the cold leg side of the tubes.

22 And with that understanding, the applicant

23 woul' be willing to stipulate into the record

( 24 Intervonor's Exhibit 2.

25 JUDGE SLCCH: Mr. Anderson, is that

O
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1

1 understanding acceptable to you?
)

2 MR. ANDERSON: Substantially, though I think

3 on a non-substantive basis Mr. Churchill slightly

O 4 misspoke. The use is not to compare the defects shown

5 in a latter inspection to a defect in a crecedin;

6 inspection, but to whatever the result was in a

7 preceding inspection. I think that would be just a

8 question of misstatement.

9 MR. CHURCHILL: With that clarification, that

10 is okay with the applicant as well.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: Does the staff have any

12 objection?

13 MR. BACHMANN: The staff has no objection to

14 the stipulation as stated. I wish to make it clear that

15 we would object to any use of the LER's in findings for

18 any other purpose than we have just heard stated.

17 MR. CHURCHILL: That is my understanding of

18 the limitation that I spoke of.

19 JUDGE SLOCH: Is that your understanding also,

20 Mr. Anderson?

21 MR. ANDERSON: That is correct.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: With that understanding, the

23 stipulation is accepted by the board.

24 Off the record.

25 (Whereupon, a discussion was held off the

O
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1 record.)
[}

2 JUDGE SLOCH: Mr. Anderson, do I understand

3 you are resting with these witnesses, or do you have

O 4 other areas not covered by the stipulation?

5 MR. ANDERSON: Just one, and that relates to

6 an area we left off on on Mr. Fletcher, and I don't want

7 to transgress the ruling of the board. Let me make sure

8 I unoerstand the previous ruling of the board from

9 yesterday on the Question of inspectability of the

10 sleeve tube in the area above the upper joints, and if I

11 understand the ruling of the board was that it would

12 require a motion of some sort, an affirmative ruling
.

13 before it could be cross examined on. Is that a correct

j 14 understanding?

15 JUDGE SLOCH: It is our understanding that was

16 not an admitted issue for the purpose of this hearing.

17 MR. ANDERSON: What I am trying to get at is,

| 18 I would like to ask a very few questions on that area of

19 these witnesses, and if I can 't do it in evidence, I
|

20 would like to do it as an offer of proof by question and
|
|

| 21 answer.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Churchill?

23 MR. CHURCHILL: I am not sure I heard

() 24 everything. Ware you referring to inspectability of the

25 tubes beyond the sleeve?

O
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[}
1 MR. ANDERSON: Beyond the sleeve, above the

2 sleeve.

3 MR. CHURCHILL: No, sir, I would object to| O 4 that.

5 JUDGE SLOCH: I also do not think thet it is

6 proper to have offers of proof that are entirely outside

7 the scope of the hearing, so we won't allow it on that

8 basis either.

9 MR. ANDERSON:
(

*
Well, if I could impose one'

10 brief moment, Mr. Chairman, I think it would be useful.
|

| 11 I think the time to consume to have that hearing in the

12 avant the motion is favorably ruled upon would be very

13 small, in addition to the time consumed in this

14 proceeding. While if the motion is later on mosad

15 affirmatively and it hedn't been offered as an offer of

16 proof here, the time and expense would be saved.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: We have heard that before, and

18 we ruled against you before, and so we will rule against

19 you now. Now, are there are other areas to go into with

20 these witnesses?

21 MR. ANDERSON: No, just the offer of proof.

1

1 22 JUDGE SLOCH: Does the staff have any
1
I

| 23 questions of th'ese witnesses?
|

( 24 MR. BACHMANN: Could we have one moment, sir?

25 (Pause.)

|
'

(:)
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1 MR. SACHMANN: The staff has no questions of{}
2 these witnesses.

3 JUOGE BLOCH: I just have one question. I

4 would like to know if there is any area of difficulty in

5 interpreting eddy current signals that comes up

6 regularly, soms difficulty or ambiguity that comes uo

7 regularly in examining these records that we haven't

8 discussed this morning, that you would like to disclose

9 to us at this time. If there is some area we ought to

10 - know about, that it is an irregular ambiguity that you

11 face in interpreting these signals.

12 WITNESS DENTON: I think any tima that you

13 have a mechanical change in diameter of the tubing is at

14 the end of a tube roll or, you know, in some cases in

15 denting in tubes. Any time there is a significant

16 mechanical distortion, it changes the inside diameter of

17 the tube, that at the instant that diameter change is

18 occurring, it is difficult, very difficult to determine

19 the extent of defect in that area.

20 JUDGE BLOCH: Ckay. You will get a chance to

21 recross.

22 MR. ANDERSON: I had something outstanding

| 23 about this morning. ! had a question to figure out on
|

() 24 an asoect of the ratio of signal to noise. It is not|

25 redirect. I am sorry. It is not recross. I ask the

O
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1 leave of the board.

2 JUDGE BLCCH: I have a difficulty believing

3 that it is an important question, an area that you spent

4 minutes on, going over and over and over. Try one

5 question.

6 SY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

7 Q The question related to the 150 mil axiel

8 length SPD.

9 MR. CHURCHILL: Could you repeat that?

10 SY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

11 Q The 150 mil axial extent -- cefect, which

. 12 meant that there was no complications that could be read
!
j 13 down with 95 percent orobability to a 40 percent through

14 wall defect.

15 A (WITNESS DENTON) Yes.

16 Q And the question -- I think I phrased the

17 question incorrectly -- was, if that is assumed to be

18 with a three to one signal to noise ratio, and we went

19 to a one to one ratio, and the defect, the noise was

20 reduced to make it similar one to one as it was relative

21 to the signal, what would be the through wall defect

| 22 that you could still receive the same amount of

23 reliability for reading?

24 A (WITNESS DENTON) You did confuse me with that

j 25 question. The thing ! have to know is, is the signal to

O
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1 noise ratio the same or is the signal to noise ratio not
)

2 the seme?

3 JUCGE SLCCH: If you hold the signal constant,
G

4 you reduce the noise, the signal to noise rrtio~

5 increases, and if you hold the noise constant ana

6 increase the signal, tne signal to noise ratio also

7 increases.

8 MR. ANDERSON: I also understand.

9 JUDGE SLOCH: I don't understand what your

10 oroblem is, once you take those facts as given. If you

11 increase both the signal and noise at the same time, you

12 don't change the ratio, and you also can'+ differentiata

13 any better than you could before.

O 14 MR. ANDERSON: I understand that.

15 BY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

16 C If you go up to a 50 percent through wall

17 defect --

18 JUDGE SLOCH: No matter what the defect, if

19 the signal to noise ratio is one to one, you can't tell

20 shat y ou 're seeing.

21 MR. ANDERSCN: Okay. I will stop there.

22 MR. CHURCHILL: Thank you, Your Honor.

23 WITNESS DENTCN: That was very good.

() 24 JUD3E BLOCH: Wsil, you did exclain it about

25 five times.

O
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1 Mr. Churchill, do you have any redirect?

2 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes, I have ona question.

3 REDIRECT EXAMINATICN,

4 3Y MR. CHURCHILL:

5 C Mr. McKee, this morning the board askad you

6 one question about whether you had any informetion or

7 convsrsation with people from Wisconsin Electric

8 characterizing generally volumes of defects that you

9 sere seein;. Do you from time to time have-

10 conversations, and do you discuss from time to time with

11 Wisconsin Electric employees the results of your

12 findings?

13 A (WITNESS MC KEE) Yes, I do. It is a general

14 Sverall observation of the indications that are found. .

15 MR. CHt''x C H IL L : Thank you. I have no further

16 questions.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Recross, Mr. Anderson?

18 (No response.)
|

19 JUDGE SLOCH: The witnesses are axcused.

20 Thank you vary much for your participation.

t 21 (Witnesses excused.)
l

22 JUCGE BLCCH: Mr. Churchill?

23 MR. CHURCHILL: I would recall Mr. Fletcher

24 for the resumption of his cross examination.

(
'

25 (Pause.)

O
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1 MR. ANDERSON: Shall we proceed?

2 JUDGE BLCCH: Mr. Anderson, please.

3 MR. ANDERSON: Could I have a ruling on
,

4 shether I would be permitted to make the same offer of

5 proof I was requesting to make with respect to the

6 preceding witnasses?

7 JUDGE BLOCH: That was a request for an offer

8 of proof, period. It was denied.

9 MR. ANDERSON: It would pertain to Mr.

10 Fletcher as well?

11 JUDGE BLCCH: That is correct.

12 Whereupon,

13 00UGLAS FLETCHER

14 was recalled as a witness and, having been previously
;

l 15 duly sworn, was further examined and testified as

16 follows:

17 CROSS EXAMINATION

18 BY MR. ANDERSON:

19 Q Mr. Fletcher, looking at page six of your
1

20 testimony, you indicate a rate of about fifteen percent

| 21 of IG of tso-wall thickness per year from examinations

22 of tube in the field, amongst other things, do you not?

| 23 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) That is correct, Mr.
|

() 24 Anderson.

25 Q Could you describe for the record what kind of

O
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.

1 field observations are done to draw that conclusion?

2 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Specifically, data, eddy

3 current data were analyzed from the San Onofre station
,

4 back in the period of 1930. These data relate to eddy

5 current signals that Wers found at that point in time,

6 and these signals were then comparad with signals during

7 the preceding years back to about 1975.

8 Those comoarisons made certain assumptions in

9 being able to interpret the signals, but derived from<

10 that in the change in the signals the rate of corrosion

11 or the depth of penetration was arrived at, which was in

12 that case approximately 12 to 13 percent penetretion oer

13 year.

O 14 Q And that is for the San Onof re Unit 1 plant

15 prior to 19807

16 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Including 1980.

17 C And your estimates for the field as shown on

18 page six does not derive from any field data for Point

19 Beach?

20 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) No, it is not.

21 Q In what year did San Onofre commence

22 commercial operation?

23 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) I believe San unofre began

24 commercial operation in about 1969, if I recall

25 correctly.

e w~

O
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1 Q And is the steam generator a Model 44

2 Westinghouse?

' 3 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) No, that is a Model 27

4 series steam generator.,

5 0 And Point Beach is a Model 447

6 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Point Beach is a Model

7 44.

8 Q And did San Onofre operate on phosphate

9 chemistry initially?

10 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Yes, San Onofre did, and

11 they still remain on phosphate chemistry.

12 C So they haven't switched to EVT like Point

13 Seach did in 19747

14 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) They have not changed.

15 Q Now for San Onofre have you been following the

16 results of the sleeving at San Onofre?

17 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) In a very paricheral say,

18 Mr. Anderson.
l
: 19 MR. CHURCHILL: Excuse me. Could I inquire

20 where this line of questioning is going and what part of

21 the testimony it relates to?

22 MR. ANDERSON: The testimony is going to the

23 cuestion of whethar any results exist from San Onofre

) 24 regarding -- which is the only full-scale sleeving

25 Westinghouse clant that I am amare of.

O
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1 MR. CHUPCHILL: hhat part of the testimony,

2 sir?

3 MR. ANDERSON: Does the Board need that

4 information to rule?

5 JUCGE SLCCH: This is cross examination. You

6 are cross examining on direct testimony.

7 While Mr. Anderson is considering the

8 question, I do want to ask one further cuestion on the

9 line he started. When you say the rate of 15 percent of

to tube wall thickness per year was conservatively

11 estimatec, is that en attempt to estimate a rete for,

12 carticularly for, severe periods of corrosion, or was

13 that an estimated average rate of corrosion from San

14 Onofre?

15 WITNE35 FLETCHER: The figure I gave, Judge

16 Sloch, on the actual results from analyzing the San

17 Onofre data was mere like 12 to 13 percent per year.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: Those are averages over the

1g length of the life of the tubes?

20 WITNESS FLETCHER: That is the average over

21 the period of time, dating back to about 1975 to 1990.

22 JUDGE SLOCH: Is it possible that for a given

, 23 six-month perioc that the rate was substantially higher
|

24 than 15 percent?

25 WITNESS FLETCHER: I don't think so. The

|

|o
|
|

|
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1 analysis of the display of tne data would show that the

2 avere;e would be more like 12 to 13 percent, with a

3 possible upper limit of perhaps 19 percent, in that

4 order. So there were a population of some tubes, a
,

5 small population, that would go up to that, but the

6 average would be more like the 12 to 13 percent.

7 MR. ANDERSON: Yes. I refer to Exhibit 1,

8 which is sponsored by Mr. Fletcher. Page 6.1 talks

9 about testing results from the San Onofre sleeving

10 repair.

11 JUDGE SLOCH: Mr. Churchill, this is now

12 acceptable cross?

{
13 MR. CHURCHILL: I'm checking. Could I have

14 the reference again?

1C JUDGE BLOCH: Page 6.1.

| 16 MR. CHURCHILL: I'm sorry. I don't know how

17 this relates to Mr. Fletcher's testimony.

18 JUDGE BLOCHI Mr. Anderson stated that Mr.

19 Fletcher was responsible for the admission of this

20 document.

21 MR. CHURCHILL: No, sir.

22 JUDGE SLCCH: That's not true?

23 MR. CHURCHILL: He did not sponsor that.

24 MR. ANDERSON: How did it get in here? I

j 25 thought this sas sponsored by Mr. Fletcher.
l

O
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1 MR. CHURCHILL: This was part of the

2 application. It was admitted before Mr. Fletcher was

3 even called to the stand.

4 MR. ANDERSON: I recall asking him ouestions

5 about it yestarday.

6 JUDGE SLOCH: Off the record.

7 (A discussion was held off the record.)
i

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Let's go back on the recore.

9 It seems to me that Mr. Anderson has argued

10 that he has already asked one question on page 6.1, and

11 arguably opened up a line of cross examination about

12 that.

13 What do you say about that, Mr. Churchill?

)
14 MR. CHURCHILL: I don't recall that. I think

15 that his refersnee just now was to page 6.7. I 'm n o t at

18 all sure that the question he is about to ask relates to

17 the one he asked yesterday on page 6.7, which I

18 fruitlessly objected to, but he was allowed to ask it.

19 MR. ANDERSCN: Perhaps I could shorten the

20 rather tortuous path. Why don't I just declare that Mr.

21 Fletcher be declared an advarse witness and I'll call

22 him as my own?

23 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, I don't think that

24 is the way it socks.

25 JUDGE SLOCH: Mr. Anderson, you sould have

O
.
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1 been able to subpoena your own witnesses, including{}
2 witnesses employed by the Applicant. If you had done so

3 at the proper time, that requires that you file direct

4 testimony. You weren't surcrised. You knew that Mr.

5 Fletener would bs an adverse witness.

6 MR. ANDERSON: I'm not subpoenaing Mr.

; 7 Fletcher. He is here right here now.

8 JUOGE BLOCH: If you call him as a direct

9 witness, that means that there is testimony that you

. 10 wanted to elicit that should have been filed.

11 MR. CHURCHILL: In any event, the adverse

12 witness concept doesn't apply here. I think the correct
,

(
( 13 concept is the hostila witness and that is apolied when
|

14 one's own witness is fighting one's own lawyer, and the

15 lawyer seeks the judge for help.

16 MR. ANDERSON: Well, I was trying to get

17 through things faster, Mr. Churchill, but I'll just pass

18 it and go back to the original path we were on.

| 19 JUDGE SLOCH: Could you tell me what it is

20 that you want to find out from this witness?

21 MR. ANDERSON: I want to find out what results

22 exist from San Onofre from an actual sleeve ic. terms of

23 an actual examination. I want to establish the basis

( 24 for a motion that se did make earlier and we laid it

25 opsn until evantually the record establishes the

O
|

|
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1 necessity for having metallurgical examination of sleeve

2 tubes at Point Beach.

3 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, I would

O 4 emphatically object to his attempt to use this witness
|

5 to obtain information outside the scope of this naaring

6 in an attempt to opsn up the record.

7 MR. ANDERSON: It is not a motion to open um

8 tha record. It's an attempt to have more data collected

9 on the record in this proceeding.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: What data about San Onofre do

11 you cant to examinc about?

12 MR. ANDERSON: I want to ask whether data

13 exists in terms of the examination of sleeve tubes at

14 San Cnofre, destructive examination of sleeve tubes.at

15 San Onofre, and, if not that, whether data exists at all

16 at San Onofre.

17 JUDGE SLOCH: It seems to me if the questions

18 were first does the data exist and then, second, does

19 the data in any way contradict or call into cuestion any

20 of the direct testimony of this witners that that would

21 be acceptable cross. Is that incorrect, Mr. Churchill?

.
22 MR. CHURCHILL: I would agree with that, Your

|

| 23 Honor.

() 24 JUDGE BLOCH: So you may ask for those limited

25 purposes.
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1 MR. ANDERSON: Well, let me proceed on that

2 basis and pursue it, if we need to, from there.

3 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, let me ask tne two

O 4 questions.

|
5 Mr. Fletcher, is there any data that you know j

!

6 of resulting from destructive examination of tubes at
|

7 San Cnofre? You said destructive, did you not, Mr.

8 Anderson?

9 WITNESS FLETCHER: Data from destructive

10 e x am in a tio n of tubes? Yes, there is.

11 JUCGE BLOCH: And is any of that data directly

12 relevant to testimony that you have presented to us as

| 13 direct testimony in this hearing?

14 WITNESS FLETCHER: In terms of establishing

15 the corrosion rate from the eddy current data, no, it is

16 not.

17 JUDGE SLOCH: Are there other areas of that

~

18 destructiva evaluation data which are ralavant to your

19 direct testimony?

20 WITNESS FLETCHER: Reference is made to the

21 presence of IGA on removed tube samples from San

22 Gnofre. The presence of IGA was detected. So in that

23 context, what we found at Son Cnofre, some tube

( 24 examinations are similar to that which we have found

25 from examination of the Point Beach samples.

O
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1 JUDGE SLOCH: Mr. Anderson, would you like to

2 ask questions about what was detected about IGA at San

3 Onofre?

4 MR. ANDERSON: Yes, I would.

5 JUDGE SLOCH: Please proceed.

6 BY MR. ANDERSCN: (Resuming)

7 Q Were those results of sleeve tubes subsecuent

8 to sleeving at Sen Onofro?

9 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) No, they 'were not.

10 Q And more any tests done, either destructive or=

11 non-destructive, of the sleeve tubes at San Cnofre

12 subsequent to the sleeving operation at that plant?

13 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) I'm not aware of any, Mr.

i
'

14 Anderson.

15 JUDGE SLOCH: Mr. Fletcher, the one I asked

16 before was a tough one because it required recollecting

17 a rather substantial body of data and trying to relate

18 it to your own testimony. Have you thought of anything

19 further that is relevant to your testimony that is from

20 that San Onofre data?

21 WITNESS FLETCHER: The reason for my pause,

| 22 Judge Sloch, is to try and answer as completely as
|

23 possible. I cannot think of any other information

24 related to my testimony derived from San Onofre.

25 JUDGE BLOCH: I can only ask that you answer

O
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1 to the best of your recollection and I trust that you
[,

2 have done that.
.

3 WITNES3 FLETCH 3R Yes.

4 JUCGI BLOCH: Mr. Anderson?

5 SY MR. ANDERSCN (Resuming)

6 Q Also on page six of your orepared testimony

7 you refer to th6rmally-treated Inconel-600, do you not,

) 8 sir?

9 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Anderson, if you could

10 bypass asking what we can see in front of us, it migitt

11 be helpful. Why don't you ask the question.

12 BY MR.'ANDERSCN; (Resuming)

13 Q Would you state whether any research has been

14 done aboutiths corrosive resistance characteristics of

15 Inconel-600 in a crevice condition?

16 MR. CHURCHILL: Ara you talking about

17 mill-annealed or thermally-trested?
I

18 MR. ANDERSON: That's why I asked the previous

19 question -- thermally-treated.

20 WITNESS FLETCHER: Tests have been performed

|

| 21 with thermally-treated Inconal-600 in comparison with

22 mill-annealed Inconel-600 in environments similar to

23 that which would be cresumed in she crevice region,

() 24 namely with magnatite end with concentrated caustic

25 solution. And these test results or these tests with

|

|
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1 the thermally-treated material have gone on for a large

2 number of years, since the first part of the 1970s, and

3 se had accumulated a large amount of information, pert

4 of which has examined the behavior of Inconel-600,

5 thermelly-treated, in crevice type configurations.

6 BY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

7 Q And what is the size of the crevice that you

8 used in the laboratory examination you just made

9 reference to?

10 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) That would be encompassed

11 by that.

12 0 That is to say, 7,00Cths of an inch?

13 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) 7,000ths of an inch larger

(_/ 14 than that and smaller than that.

15 Q And what results?
I

l
' 16 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Well, the results continue
|

17 to support that thermally-treated Inconel-600 has added

f
18 corrosion resistance against caustic stress corrosion

19 cracking and intergranular attack, even in that

20 configuration -- almost independent of the

21 configuration -- compared to mill-annealed Inconel-600.

22 Q Let me ask is the added corrosive resistance

23 of thermelly-treated Inconel greater or less in a

( 24 crevica environment as opposed to a freestanding

25 envirorimant?

|

|

|
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1 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) There is no discernable
)

2 difference in the behavior of Inconel-600, mill-anneal

3 or thermally-treated, be it in a crevice configuration

( '

N 4 or a free, open configuration.

5 Q And when you say it's added corrosive

6 resistance, you don 't mean to say it is completely

7 impervious to corrosion, do you, sir?

8 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) No. Any material

9 subjected to a very corrosive environment would be

10 expected to show some oogree of corrosion or

11 degradation.

12 JUCGE SLGCH: Mr. Fletcher, there is a
l

13 difference in the extra resistance of the

14 thermally-treated Inconel-600 to IGA and SCC. Is there

15 any theoretical reason for this difference in

16 resistance? Am I understanding from our discussion

17 yesterday that the mechanisms were very similar except

18 for the presence of pressure?

19 WITNESS FLETCHER: I guess in the strictest

20 sense, Judge Bloch, there is not a ready explanation for

21 the difference in rats between intergranular attack,

22 which is, as I explained in my testimony of yesterday,

23 kind of a three-dimensional corrosion of the grain
,

24 boundary structure in the material as opposed to stress'

~/

| 25 corrosion cracking, which is a rather linear attack of
|

|

|

I !
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1 the grain boundaries in the material.
,

2 Sut shat would cause the difference in rate,

. 3 which is not large, but in my testimony I did report
|

| 4 that the difference was perhaps five percent on the
l

i 5 basis of five percent of the tube wall per year, as

8 noted on page seven of my testimony. I can neither

7 assign a significance to that nor can I express any

8 mechanistic reason for the difference.

9 JUCGE BLCCH: It's an empirical result with no

10 sound theoretical basis?

11 WITNESS FLETCHER: It is a result from

12 labcratory testing. I would not call it ampirical. I

13 would call it the results of laboratory testing.

14 JUDGE SLCCH: I would define laboratory
,

15 testing as empirical.

16 WITNESS FLETCHER: I guess I think of

17 imaginary things when one goes to empiricism, as opposed

18 to taking actual laboratory results and reducing those

19 data into numerical values.

20 JUDGE SLCCH: Okay.
,

21 SY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

22 Q Do any other olants in operation have

23 thermally-treated Inconel-600 in the steam generator

( 24 tubes of hostinghouse design?

25 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Yes, they do.

(
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1 Q Whien oculd those be?
)

2 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) The Surrey Unit Number 1

3 and 2 plants have thermally-treated Inconal tubing.

4 Q If I can interrupt you, if I may, those is the

5 new replacement steam generators?

6 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Those are the new

7 replacement steam generators. Turkey Point Unit Number

8 3 replacement steam generator.
,

9 Q Any others?

10 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) No, I believe that's it.

11 Q And how much operating experience do se have

12 from those three plants?

13 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) The longest operation is

14 with the Surrey Unit Number 2, which began operation in,

15 I believe, December of 1980 with the replacement units.

16 Q Are there any other advances in steam

17 generator tube matals that are available to you for your

18 consideration besides Inconel-600 thermally-treated?

19 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Mr. Anderson, there are

20 always prograis, development programs, aimed at

21 examining different materials for this specific

22 application -- steam generator tubes. I msuld say that

23 that has been a major program in steam generator

() 24 development and design research activities over the last

25 many several years.
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1 C And -- I'm sorry.

2 A (WITNESS *LETCHER) So there are always new

3 materials being looked at. Presently, we are examining

O 4 different forms of Inconel and other nickel alloys in

5 terms of their corrosion resistance in comocrison with

6 tharmally-treated 600.

7 Q And of those, phich stands out as the most

8 promising?

9 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, this is beyond the

10 scope of the hearing. The scope of the hearing is the

11 amendment, as proposed, which is to sleeve with

12 thermally-treated Inconel-600 and the relative merits of

13 any other potential materials are irrelevant.

14 JUD3E BLOCH: Mr. Anderson, you may show there

| 15 is a problem with the thermally-treated Inconel-600 and
!

16 the fact that there might be better materials is not

17 helpful to your case.

18 BY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

19 Q Now you ara arguing on page seven, are you

20 not, sir, that there will be a leak betore break in a

21 tube?

22 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) A leak before break is a

23 characteristic of stress corrosion cracking of

() 24 Inconel-600, as I have discussed on page seven of my

25 testimony.

(^):

i

l
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'

1 Q Also on page seven you refer to the fact that

2 a crack, were it to occur, is mors likaly to be axial.

3 It is your testimony there are no instances of

4 circumferential cracking at Point Beach?

5 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) I have no knowledga.

6 7here is no report of any circumferential cracking at

7 the Point Beach plant.

8 Q Let me see if I can make refeience without

9 inquiring any further to do about it. Looking at

10 Apolicant's Exhibit Number 1, page 6.13, which is

11 bracketec -- Mr. Chairman, is that one of the portions

12 which was removed from brackets by your confidentiality

13 order? I can't recall.

14 JUDGE SLOCH: This is a substitute filing that

15 was intended to meet --

16 MR. ANDERSON: I don 't have it with me. I

17 have the original.

18 JUDGE SLCCH: As I understand it, that is not

19 the revised? Applicant will tell us in a moment.

20 CPause.)

21 MR. CHURCHILL: No change to that page, Your

22 Honor.

23 JULs! SLCCH: So it is still confidential or

24 proprietary.

25 Mr. Anderson, do you want to request an

O
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1 in-camart session?

2 MR. ANDERSON: Well, I would suggest we just

3 try it with allusions, which wouldn't require, I think,

4 anything confidential, but !*ll ask the question in a

5 vague sense c .1 d if it does lead to any oroblems, Sr.

6 Churchill can spesk up.

7 JUOGE BLOCH: If you will attempt to not ask

8 anything. If you start to, we will have to stoo.

9 SY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

10 Q Coos page 6.13 deal with the analysis done by

11 the Licensee and the Licensee's vendor as to the ability
,

12 of the sleeve to survivs verious accident situations?

13,

v 14
,

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

O
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1 JUDGE 3 LOCH: I u:ould note that it's in

2 section 4, beginning at 6.12, entitled " Postulated

3 Accident Tests." I infer that it is about postulated

4 accident cendition tests.

5 SY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

6 Q And does anything there deal sith the

7 postulated response to a LOCA accident?

8 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Yes, the LOCA accident is

9 discussed in this paragraph.

10 C Well, am I correct -- well, let me ask, does

11 that analysis deal with a situation in which the sleeve

12 is suffering from a defoet?
.

13 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Mcnor, excuse me, Your

14 Honor. May I ask what part of the witness' testimony

15 this is referring to?

16 MR. ANDERSON: Part 4.8 on 6.3.
.

17 MR. CHURCHILL: No, sir, the. witness'

18 testimony.

19 JUDGE BLCCH: You began on page 7 of the

20 citness' testimony.

. 21 MR. ANDERSON: Well, I 'm relying on a previous
|

22 statement, cl.i ch we never did resolve by going to the

23 transcript, that Mr. Fletcher yesterday agreed to

24 respond to questions about the sleeving report.

25 MR. CHURCHILL: No, sir.

O
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1 JUC3E SLCCH: I cidn't think that's what we

2 sere talking about. I thought there was a cuestion

3 asked about a specific cortion of tha sleeving recort

S .

4 yesterday that you had remembered.

5 MR. ANDERSON: I also asked if ha was the

6 person to ask questions of about the Exhibit 1. !

|

7 suppose we could pause and I can try to find that

8 section of the transcriot.

9 JUDGE BLOCH: You may ask questions that are

10 relevant to the statement that the leak before break

11 criteria operates and that there would not be a large

12 leak in the event of a postulated accident, because that

13 is on page 7. It's got to be related to that.

(, 14 MR. ANDERSON: Or if I'm right with respect to

15 the exhibit, which has not been established one way or

16 the other at this point in time.

17 JUDGE BLCCH: We don't see any basis for

18 ruling that it's just with respect to the exhibit. Is

19 there really something you wanted to do that goes beyond

20 the leak before break criteria?

21 MR. ANDERSON: Well, I don't think, if you

22 look at page 9, it is limited to leak before break in

23 tarms of the second full paragraph on that page. It

#
/ 24 relates to ths ability of the sleeve to degrade aV)

25 certain amount and still resist rupture.

O
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, - 1 JUDGE SLCCH: Not about whether the tubss will

2 remain strong enough to resist postulated accidents.

3 MR. ANDERSON: And let me try it this way.

4 Now I'm asking, were the tests done on paga 6.13 in Part

5 4.3 done with the oograded tube, a degraded sleeve or

6 not?

7 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, Mr. Fletcher's

8 testimony does not discuss the LOCA. It discusses the

9 steam break, which is worse, but he does not discuss the

10 LCCA.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: Is that correct, Mr. Anderson?

12 Is there any testimony ebout a LCCA?

13 MR. ANDERSON: Apart from Exhibit 1, which we

14 still have open as a question?

15 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Churchill is saying that

16 they are discussing a worst case, but the worst case is

17 a main steam line break and not the LOCA.

18 MR. ANDERSON: That is in terms of pressure

19 differential. My question is a different one. My

20 question is, whatever pressure differential was used for-

21 the test, was it done in terms of what was done here in -

22 Exhibit 1, with respect to a defective tube or a

23 defective sleeve.

24 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, Mr. Fl e t c h er 's
g
N

25 testimony simply does not describe the LOCAL accident

O
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1 condition, and for Mr. Anderson to attempt to

2 cross-examine him is an attempt to bring back in, I

3 sould suggest, his contention 1, which was disposed of

4 on summary disposition.

5 MR. ANDERSON: Am I correct that pages 6.12

6 and 6.13 are not being offered into evidence as part of

7 that exhibit?
.

8 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, we are

9 Oross-examining Mr. Fletcher on Mr. Fletcher's

10 testimony.

11 JUDGE SLOCH: Are there things that you have

12 to cross-examine .ur. Fletcher --

13 MR. ANDERSON: I understand this exhibit was

14 offered by, sponsored by Mr. Fletcher, and that is whatj

15 is in dispute.

16 MR. CHURCHILL: This exhibit was not offered

17 by Mr. Fletcher.

18 JUDGE SLOCH: During our next break, you find

19 something in the transcript to demonstrate your point.

20 If it was sponsored by Mr. Fletcher we'd be interested

21 in knowing that. Right now we do not believe it was

22 sponsored by Mr. Fletcher.

23 Mr. Fletcher, along the lines that Mr.

24 Anderson has been asking, on page 9 you talk about some
V

25 tests, ruptura tests with uniform thinning, is that
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1 right?

2 AITNES3 FLETCHER: Yes, it is, sir.

3 JUDGE BLOCH: Back on page 7 where you talk

4 about leak before break, you talk about the leak before

5 break concept. Now, in addition to the rupturs tests on

6 page 9 that you use, taken partly to support the leak

7 before break concept, are there other laboratory tests
'

8 that do support that concept?

9 WITNESS FLETCHER: Sir, on page 3 of my

10 testimony I am really referring to the structural

11 strength of the sleeve, which can degrade to 38 percent

12 of its original wall thickness and still essist rupture,

13 which is based on analytical calculations considering

14 the minimum proparties of the material. That is a

15 sleeve, a tube with uniform thinning of the sleeve wall

16 down to 38 percent of its original thickness.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Please continue.

18 WITNESS FLETCHER: On page 7 I am referring to

19 a full-wall sleeve thickness in which corrosion has

20 occurred and in which a stress corrosion crack develops

21 and begins to cenetrate in through the sleeve wall. As

22 the crack propagates, it sill first perforate the tube,

23 allowing leakage to occur, and in conjunction with that

24 then the crack has groan in length.
1

25 Now, the leak before break characteristic or -

O
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1 concept is such that the perforation will occur before

2 the crack length exceeds a certain value. Thet certain

3 value is first based upon whet would the leakage rate

fO 4 be, so that we could establish what the technical

5 specification limit should be for the operating plant.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Have you done analyses

| 7 that indicate that if you were to get a main steam line

| 8 break with a small through-wall leak that you could

9 detect, that the tube woulo not rupture?

10 WITNESS FLETCHER: Yes, we have performed

11 tests like that, with pressurization of the inside of

12 the tube containing through-wall slots that would have
I

13 various lengths, to determine and to identify what the

( 14 critical crack length would be.

15 JUDGE SLCCH: Now, these are through-wall

16 slots that are drilled?

17 WITNESS FLETCHER: No, they are electric

18 discharge machining or fatigue cracks. We usuelly use

19 the EDM or electric discharge machining technique to out

20 a very fine narrow crack in through the tube wall. It

21 penetrates the tube wall and we can vary its length.

22 Subsequent to that, one end of the tube is

23 plugged and the other end of the tube is connected to a

) 24 hydraulic device that permits it to be pressured up to

25 the point where the crack opens in fishmouth-like

O
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1 fashion. And that is the point where se identify that-

2 point as the fishmouth point. It's not really a tube

3 rupture, but it has opened up and fishmouthed to allow

4 substantial leakage to occur.

5 JUDGE SLCCH: In what way are these machining

6 cracks different from or the same as stress corrosion

7 cracking, and why is it legitimate to generalize from

8 these specially tooled cracks to the stress corrosion

9 cracking technique?

10 WITNESS FLETCHER: The EDM machine crack would

11 actually be more conservative than an actual stress

12 corrosion crack, in that we remove some of the

13 material. Some of the material in forming that EDM

14 crack would be removed, and when you remove material you

15 remove some of the reinforcement that helped support the

- 16 crack during the pressure event.
, .

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Are those machine cracks with

18 vertical walls completely through? One of the things wo

19 mentioned in our opinion, something I wondered about, |
,

20 was whether you sometimes have a stress corrosion crack
|

| 21 of substantial length which only leaks through a very
l

I22 small portion of its length. Is there any reason to
1

23 believe that might be a more serious problem within the

24 tube than these machine cracks that you're using for

25 testing?

Oi
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1 WITNESS FLETCHER: No, that would be a less

2 serious probism as you put it, in that a;ain, if you

3 penetrate the outer surface of the tube wall with, scy,
f~h
kJ 4 a 150-mil length crack and you have penetrated the

5 inside of the tube wall or sleeve wall with half of that

6 or even less, that remaining meterial that is attached,

7 that is uncracked, provides additional reinforcement.

8 Now, the slots that are put in the tube are machined

9 more or less straight and flat, such that ce don't end

10 up with not too significant difference in the length of

11 the crack on the 0.0. of the tube compared to the I.O.

12 of the tube.
i

13 JUDGE BLOCH* So you rely on the leak -- you

( 14 substantiate the leak before burst criterion based

15 partly on field experience, but also partly on this

16 l'aboratory test?
,

|
. 17 WITNESS FLETCHER: Yes, the laboratory tests
(
| 18 are an integral part of establishing the characteristics

19 of the tube under this condition of cracking.

20 BY MR. ANDERSON. (Resuming)

21 0 Turning to page 10 of your prepared testimony,

22 you indicate that if the rupture of a sleeve were

23 assumed to occur above the tube sheet the consequencen

) 24 would be no worse than the consequences of an equivalent

25 rupture of an unsleeved tube, do you not?
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1 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) I believe you're reading

2 from the bottom of page 10, Mr. Anderson?

3 C Yes. You say it's no worse than, but what is

4 the consequence of an eouivalent ructure from an

5 unsleeved tube?

6 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) 'n e l l , if a tube were to
,

7 rupture above the too of +he tube sheet -- and my

8 concept of. rupture, mind you, is fichmouthed ocening of

9 a crack -- you would get a certain flow of water from

10 p r im ar y to secondary side. That would be limited by the

11 opening of the fishmouthing in the tube.
|

12 In tne case of a sleeve, the same

13 circumsttnces sould occur if one presumed you have a

/ 14 crack above the top of the tube sheet in the sleeved

15 region, except that it would be expected that the tube

16 woulc still surround the sleeve such that the leakage

17 rate would be significantly reduced from primary to

18 secondary.,

l

19 Q Now, in that circumstance what would be the

20 consequences if the secondary sioe safety valve stuck

21 open, the main steem line broke, and the iodine

22 partitioning sere diverted from --

23 MR. CHURCHILL. Your Honor, I would object. That

24 sounds like a contention that was excluded at the

25 p r elimin ary herrings, and his cuestion leads to the

O
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.

1 unsleeved situation.

O
2 MR. ANDERSON: He says it's no worse. I'm

3 just trying to find out.

4 MR. CHURCHILL: He's just explained what he

5 meant by that; the consequences in terms of the amount

6 of leakage that occurs.
|

7 JUOGE BLOCH: Your question goes to an

8 incident that is a steam line break compounded by other

.,
9 things?

[

10 MR. ANDERSON: A tube rupture compounded by

11 other things.

12 JUCGE BLOCH: That is, that there is already a

13 tube rupture, and what else?

14 MR. ANDERSON: A secondary side safety valvej

15 sticks open, main steam line breaks, and the iodine

| 16 partitioning is shut off.

17 JUDGE SLOCH: Why is that relevant to the

18 testimony?

19 MR. ANDERSON 3 He is saying the consecuences

20 aren 't something to be concerned about if the sleeve

| 21 rupturas, and I wanted to find out what it is that is

22 not to be concerned about.

23 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, I object to this

24 testimony. He's saying the consecuences of a rupture of

25 tha sleeve are no worse than tha consequences of a

O
I
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1 rupture of an unsleeved tube in this region, and ha

2 explained what he meant by the consequences was in terms

3 of the amount of water, the amount of le ak ag e that

4 occurs.

5 MR. ANDERSON: Your Honor, that would be a

6 rational statement in a world in which, in a preceding

7 proceeding, these things were considered and there is no

8 need to duplicate it. But the testimony of the Staff in

9 this proceeding, for example, as well as the post-Ginna

10 accident reocrts, demonstrate these things have never

11 been considered, and to say we 'r e not going to consider

12 them now because they were considered before by
|
'

13 application, when they in fact have not been, is not

(Oj' 14 something a rational man would permit to continue to

15 happen. It would perpetuate irresponsibility and could
|
'

16 compound irresponsibility.

17 JUDGE BLCCH: Mr. Anderson, we 're not here to

18 solve the problems of the world. We're just trying this

19 one case. If you have a question that is relevant to

20 the testimony, you must show me why it's relevant to the

21 testimony.

| 22 MR. ANDERSON: I think it's relevant to the

23 import of the testimony that going to say there is no

) 24 safety problem, and tnat is not a correct

25 characterization.

O
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l
1 JUDGE SLCCH: I con 't think thrt Mr. Fletcher,

2 has ever testified that the ruptured tube was not a

j 3 safety problem. If you can show me that in the

4 testimony, you may be able to pursue it, but I don't

5 think he has said that.'

6 MR. ANDERSON: I think that is imclication of

7 Jhat that sentence is going to be used to show, and I
|
i

8 think that would be an improper inference.

9 HR. CHURCHILL: If we said that you could

10 object to it.

| 11 JUDGE BLOCH: I cannot interpret that cassage

12 to mean what you say it to mean, and therefore I c r. n r. o t

13 find what you asked -- want to ask -- relevant to that

l 14 statement. I therefore rule that it cannot be asked.

15 SY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

16 Q Coos the "no worse" relate also, sir, to the

17 consequences of a rupture during LCCA7

18 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Mr. Anderson, I believe my

19 previous remarks would apply, in that I am speaking of

20 leakage rates and comparing the unsleeved tube with the

21 sleeved tube.

22 C I'm not sure ths question was askoo -- let me

13 ask it again. You indicated one of the consecuences you

24 contemplated in the word " consequences" was a fishmouth

25 rupture during normal operation, end I'm asking whether

O
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1 the xord " consequences" also contemplated a LCC A -in duc ed

2 collapse of the tube.

3 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) I didn't say that there

4 would be a rupture of the tuce or the sleeve, but if ons

5 were to assume the initiation or the event of a LCCA or
.

6 steam line break then my previous remarks apply relative

7 to the leakage rates, be it from secondary to crimary or

8 primary to secondary.

9

10

11
,

|
| 12

13

/

15

16'

17
|
'

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
|

O
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1 C Coos "no worse than" meen the same as "as bad

2 as?"

3 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, I'd object to

4 that. He's answered the question. He's now just

5 badgering the witness.

8 JUC35 SLCCH: Mr. Anderson, the question here

7 seems to be a simple one.

8 MR. ANDERSON: The consequences to the people

9 of Wisconsin are not simple, sir.

10 JUDGE SLCCH: Sut you are trying to challenge

11 this statement. Now, if there is some other clace where

12 you want to challenge something, you may go ahead and do

13 that. You have many opportunities to protect the people

14 of Wisconsin at this proceeding, in a summary

| 15 disposition motion, motion for legal issu,es, which is

16 the nature of summary disposition just a limited--

17 number of things you can do at this point. On one issue

18 you c&n do the cross examination.

19 The statement here is that it can be no worse

20 -- if it occurred above the tube sheet it would be no

21 worse if it were sleeved than if it were a tube that

22 were not sleeved. I don't understand what you 're trying

23 to get out of that statement in terms of cross. It

24 seems to me to be self-evident that that is true, once

25 you take the statement that he's referring to, ths

O
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1 amounts of catar coming out of these breaks. Is thers

2 reason to think there'd be more water coming out of the

3 break with the sleeve tube than there would with a tube

i 4 that is not sleeved? That's all he's saying.

5 How are you going to cross examine on t5at? I

6 think you'd better pick another spot to cross examine.

7 SY M9. ANDERSCN: (Resuming)

8 Q Mr. Fletcher, were you involved with the

9 metallurgical examination with the two Rs, 20 C 73 from

10 storm generator A in Unit 1 in late 1979, early 19607

11 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Mr. Anderson, this was a

12 tube that was moved from Point 3each Unit No. 1 in

13 1979.

14 Q Oo I have the reference correct?. _7
15 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) I have reviewed the

16 results of the examination of that, but I did not

17 participate directly in the hends-on that is to be

18 performed.

19 JUDGE SLCCH: To be clear, you understood

20 there was only one tube to be removsd?

21 WITNESS FLETCHER: I was making certain that I

22 understood Mr. Anderson's reference to a tube that was

23 removed.

) 24 MP. ANDERS051; It was one of thrse.

25 JUDGE SLCCH: You'es not saying you recollect

O
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1 that particular row or column, are you or are you?

2 WITNcSS FLETCHER: Yes, I am.

3 JUDGE BLCCH: Ckay. I wasn't sure from the
/~'N
\s / 4 answer.

; 5 SY MR. ANDERSCN: (Resuming)

6 C Is it a correct statement to say the in-plant

7 eddy current test indicated no oroblems?

8 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) My understanding at the

! 9 time of the eddy current inspection, there was no signal
|

| 10 report or further examination of that tuba.
;

|
11 C Is it a correct statement that there's no

12 indication from the laboratory of any current test?

13 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) That particular part of it

( 14 I'm not too clear on, and that after a tube is removed

15 there are marks in the tube that have been assigned to

16 two pulling marks or scratches or gouges from the

17 tooling used to pull a tube. Ano in my review of that

i 18 particular information there was some of that present in

19 the tube, so there wars indications. But I think that

20 the conclusion is that any indication due to corrosion

21 may have been obscured by the presence of some of these

22 marks and gouges, leading one to the conclusion that you

23 could not discern anything uniquely related to corrosion.

) 24 Q Is it a correct statement to say that Me

25 evaluator of the tacos during the laboratory addy

O
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1 current test did not call it a defect?

2 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Yes, I believe that's true.

|3 Q Is it correct that the metallurgical |

O 4 examination in the laboratory shomed a general
I
I

5 intergranual attack 4 to 5 mills deep with occasional
|

6 intergranual penetrations up to 10 mills deep, and

7 another granulation extending about 17 into the well?

8 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Mr. Anderson, you've got a

9 great advantage on me. You*ve read me a lot of data and
1

10 numbers. I don't have instant recall. I don 't know

11 what you said.

12 Q Over the next break could you go over these

13 numbers?

g 1 e' MR. CHURCHILL: I would object.

15 JUDGE SLOCH: Mr. Fletcher, one of the

16 exhibits to the motion for litigable issues was a letter

17 from Mr. Porter. Have you read that letter?

18 WITNESS FLETCHER: Yes, I had.

19 JUDGE SLOCH: Would you please show the letter

20 to Mr. Fletcher? Show him the portions you're

21 interested in, and he can tell you whether he agrees or

22 disagrees.

23 MR. ANDERSON: I've handed Mr. Fletcher a

) 24 letter dated February 23, 1991 from Mr. Porter to myself
25 entitled " Steam generator A tube sample results,

O
s
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1 2-20-73."

2 JUDGE SLCCH: Off the record.

3 (Discussion off the roccrd.)

4 JUCGE SLOCH: That will be marked as

5 Intervonor Exhibit No. 3.

6 (The document referred to

7 was marked Intervenor

8 Exhibit No. 3 for

9 identification.)

| 10 JUCGE BLGCH. It 's not being admitted for

| 11 evidence at this time. However, for ease of reading the
1

12 transcript, I would appreciate it if it would be bound

13 into tne testimony.

14 (Intervenor Exhibit No. 3 follows:)

15
,

16

17|

l
1

18

|

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

O:
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POINT BEACil ' NUCLEAR PLA"T} UNIT.'l-
~

STEAM GENERATOR A TUBE SAMPLE'RESULTS
TUBE-20-73 |,'

4

,.s

.> ... .. . ..

This is to provide' writ $ ten conf rmat .Nn''of' # laboratory
.

and in-plant cddy current', ' radiographic.,.'.;andimetallographic
examinations of tube 20-73. from~ steam generator lA, in accordance

~

- with' your request during the February '20'; L1980. hearing before
| thc Public Service Commission of Wiscons'in i'n. Docket 6630-UI-2.'

As you will' recall, th'e preliminary results of 'the ,

examination of this and other tubes' removed during the October,

|

1979 refueling outage fcr Unit.l'wcre given'.to.you orally on fDe c embe r.. 12,.1979, and a.:c' extensively,.d|iscu'ssed in our letter t
'

to the Nuclear Regulatory.' Commission of., November' 23','1979,' copy "1
.

of which was transmitted .to Wisconsin's Environmental' Decade.
~

s,

. . . . n- .
.

i
. The results'of| laboratory..andji'n-plant. examinations

for tube 20-73 are asy.follows: . , .. ,

* . ' . ' <.
.

In-Plant Edd9 Current - No indications. ,
,

i -
'

,

.
e

|
- Laboratory Eddy: Current 'No~in'dications.

i

. :.,
<.

Laboratory Radiography ~ - Indicatiions of ' inter-
granular ponctration bcginning'.fatya location in
.the crevice approximately,thrc.clinchc(s from the

' F-top of.the. tube'shect. , j;.. 3.i ; .

O ,. .
_* 1 .+ : x -.'

Laboratory Metallography;- Gen 6raldintergranular. .

attack 4 to_.S. mils .dcep (8..to.:10 percent . of'; tube '.

wall) .with occasional . int'er' granular / penetration.s . ,'

.up to 10 mils deep (20 percent'of.. tube wall) and
one penetration extending.;to'a' bout'17. mils.,

.
'

( 3 3 percent .of; .tubef. wall) . . ,' ' 0; r. . c'.
''

:| || ,.;| . ' ,

:
,

;
.K Q.f. :.%.,

-

. ' .|, . i ~
,
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.Mr. Peter Anderson ; j. . ~ 2 - ., 'f," Febr~uary .2 8 pl98 0 ; . g
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,

,
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, ,. . .:, ,

d' ',
'

'

' These resultis a|re' consistentt with <our.. previous" tiestimony
, ,_ .

-.

V steam generator tubes within the tubeslich. attack on. portions of('T and reports on detection of intergranular2t . .tAs we stated in our?

. November 23 letter to thc[ Nuclear . Regulatory.3 ommission, TeddyC
current techniques ,are presently not capablce of;, detecting inter-
granular attack so long.as the'. metal grainstin'.the[s.uspect:. region

~

. remain in physical and electirical contact ~ providing a. continuous
> path for eddy currents induced when the.'cadyjcurrent' test?.is-

performed. This condi' tion i's illustrated "in' Figure 1, which
. includes photographs of afsample,offtube0.20 .73 at a point'7-1/16
inches below the top of the.tubesheet.' cont'aining the intergranular

' penetration to a deptli ofi[,about 17 mils.z(33 percent of the tube
. wall). These photographs sh'ow'the tubersample in 'theras-polished

~

conditionprior.tochemicaljtchingfori$ctallograph'ic. examination.i

It -is clear that: metal grains and grain? boundary.' material at this
l'ocation have few discontinuit'ics. .~ Eddy! current techniques would a

'

not detect interaranular ponctration"in this? condition'. .
,? - | :- .g,

' k-'-
. . .

.. . . ,. .

Figure:2 includes ohotographs,: of.f tiic~ same':~ tube Jsample
af ter chemical etching for metallographic.':cx' min'ations. During

.

a
the etching process, grain boundary ' mat'cripleislselectivelyc '

dissolved to provide enhanced grain boundary? definition and
Some grains may be removed in the'; final. polishing ofcontrast.

the samplc. From these photog raphs ,; .th'c"3,cxistence of the inter- -y

granular penetration is clearly cvident'. Thus,.metallographic^

examinations and radiography'can' reveal intergranular corrosion *
wnich are presently not detectiable by s cady' current. techniques . ,

2

,

In portions of the tube above the .tubcshect and:outside the suppor.t. -' , .plates, the. unrestrained .tiubc| cxpands. .underfi'nternal pressurc - c.

and intergranular penetratfions would.'appearfds cracks?.which ' arc '# , "
' '

'dctectable by cddy current techniques. -Asz,' stated in our .~.

. November 23 lot.ter, no' evidence of sfuch intergranular' attack
: has been found at or above tlic tubesheet.', ?' ,

-

~

.
';

-
- ,,

' t,
,

*
*
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1 SY MR. ANDERSON: (R e sumin g)

2 0 Does reviewing that letter indicate to you

3 that the numbers that are recitec were an accurate

4 statement of those test results?

5 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) I believe that is an

6 accurate reoresentatior, of the test results from

7 metallography of the tube sample.

8 JUCGE SLOCH: Are there any portions of that

9 letter that you think are inaccurate, misleading, or

10 need your clarification in any way?

11 MR. CHURCHILL: Could he have a moment to read

12 the entire letter?

13 JUDGE BLOCH: Please take your time.

14 (Pause.)

, Recess.)(15

16 JUDGE BLOCH: On the record.

17 WITNESS FLETCHER: I've reviewed the letter of

18 February 28, 1980, signed by D.K. Porter to Mr. Peter

19 Anderson, and I agree with the contents of this letter

20 with the exception of the first sentence on the second

21 page. That refers to this letter being consistent with

22 the previous testimony and reports.

| 23 I h' ave not, as related in the November 23

) 24 letter to the Nucleer Regulatory Commission, I have not

25 made that comoarison.
.

O

,
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1 JUDGE SLCCH: Mr. Anderson.

2 MR. ANDERSGN3 .M r . Chairman, I n t -a r v e n o r 's

3 Exhibit 2, the LER datec November 13, 1982 shows three

4 cold legs at the top of the sheet. These were the basis

5 for a new contention, and I woulc suggest I be oormitted

6 to maka En offer of proof nos here based upon subseouent

7 action.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: I've already ruled three times

9 on that. If you have a question on cross, you may ask

10 the question.

11 MR. ANDERSON: In light of the ruling, Mr.

12 Chairman, no more questions.

13 JUDGE BLCCH: Staff?

j j 14 MR. BACHMANN: The staff has no questions of
I

| 15 this sitness.

16 JUDGE SLOCH: Mr. Fletcher, just one

17 Question. I would like to have you describe for me how

18 dense the material gets to be in the tube sheet

19 cravice. Is it hard? Is it soft? How would you

20 describe the density of that material?

21 WITNESS FLETCHER: From the limited

22 visibility, Judge Elech, the material can range, as

23 noted on the outsida surface of the tube, from a hard

24 deposit that one would need to exert quite a bit of

25 force to scrape off of the tube to a deposit that can be

O
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1 removed simply by moving a finger across the tube. It

O
2 vrries from one extreme to the other. The actual

3 condition within tne tube crevice with tne tube in place

4 is really not known. It is only a suggestion of that

5 composition or that characteristic on examination of a

6 tube sample removed from that region.

7 JUDGE BLCCH: Cne of the lawyers removed from

8 another case advised me you should never say you only

'

9 have one more question.

10 There were three tubes taken out in 1969, is

11 that correct? I mean '79. Could you give us an

12 indication of approximately where the defects wars in

13 tnose tubes?

( 14 WITNESS FLETCHER: Those indications of

15 corrosion, the intergranular attack were all located

16 within the tube sheet region.

17 JUDGE SLCCH: Thank you.

18 JUCGE PAXTON: I have one question, Mr.

19 Fletcher. It has besn partially answered. The question

20 is about the significance of your statement that oddy

21 current testing fully comclies with requirements of the

22 ASME boiler and pressure vessel code, Section 11 and so

23 on.

24 Could you please give us the nature of these

25 requirements? Are they very specific or are they more

O
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1 in terms of performance recuirements? We haven't had

2 the code before us, and I'm just curious aoout what your

3 statement really means.

4 WITNESS FLETCHER: Yes, sir, Judge Paxton. In

5 the ASME code, Section 11, Apoendix 4 is a descriotion

6 of the requirements for eddy current testing of storm

7 generator tubes, and these requirements encompass the

8 entire spectrum of activity describing the electronic

9 instrumentation that must be used, the sensitivities or

10 the accuracies of the instrumentation, the standards

11 uhich must be used to calibrate the instrumentation and

12 set it uc in preparation for an examination. It also

13 covers personnsi qualification. It covers the

(/~)f 14 established procedures that are then employed at the

15 plant.

16 JUDGE PAXTON: So it is very detailed.-

17 WITNESS FLETCHER: It is ouite detailed, yes,

18 sir.

19 JUDGE PAXTON: And does it refer specifically

20 to bobbin coils?

21 WITNESS FLETCHER: I don't believe it does,

22 sir, but that is a point I don't recall offhand. In my

23 recollection it does not. It refers to the eddy current

/) 24 test technique. I don 't recall accurately, but I do not
\_/

25 recall the word " bobbin coil" in there.

O
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1 JUOGE PAXTON: Maybe the performanca

2 requirements taka care of that point.

3 Does it refer to this three-to-one

4 signal-to-noise coqui ement?

5 WITNESS FLETCHER: I don't believe it refers

6 to tne three-to-one signal-to-noise ratio.

7 JUDGE PAXTCN: Thank you.

8 JUCGE SLOCH: Do you know where the

9 three-to-one noise ratio rule comes from?

10 WITNESS FLETCHER: As Mr. Denton referred to

11 this morning, he referred to the book which is

12 apparently an Inoustry standare that has been

13 established -- and I'm re ally rep eating his statement of

14 this morning -- estaclishec for all types of

15 nondestructive examination work. So I cannot give you a

16 specific reference to that three-to-one ratio. I

17 glaaned from his statements that it is an industry

18 axperiance factor that is repeeted in textbooks and

19 other reference manuals on the subject.

20 JUDGE BLGCH: Is it used oursuant to some

21 general language in tha code that would invite that kind

22 of a standard to be used?

23 WITNESS FLETCHER: Judge Bloch, I really

24 cannot answer that.

25 JUCGE SLCCH: This may be a better subject to

O
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1

1 pursue through briefs which discuss the actual legal

2 materials than by questioning the witness. Possibly the

3 parties could consicar addressing the specific standards

4 applicable to addy current testing, whether they are

5- being followed.

6 : have no further questions. The Socrd has no

j 7 further auestions.

8 Is there any redirect?

9

10

11

12

'

13

14

15
,

|

16
e

17

18

|
19

!
!

21

i

22

23-

1

24

i
25

O,
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1 MR. CHURCHILL: Cne or two questions.

O
2 REDIRECT EXAMINATICN

3 SY MR. CHURCHILL:

( 4 C Mr. Fletcher, yestercay there was some

5 discucsion about the existence of the annulus which

6 axtends cbove the top of the tube sheet. Does the

7 ar-esence of an annulus between the sleeve and the tube

8 above the tubs sheet increese the likelihood of

9 degradation er damage to the primery pressure boundary

10 above the top of the tube sheet?

11 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) No, it doe sn 't, for

12 several reasons.

13 JUCGE SLOCH: I am sorry. The question was

14 increase or decrease, so the answer doesn't Epply.

15 MR. CHURCHILL: I 'm sorry. I didn't realize I

| 16 said that.
|

17 WITNESS. FLETCHER: I didn't realize you said

18 that either.

19 BY MR. CHURCHILL: (Resuming)

20 C Does it increase the likelihood?

21 MR. ANDERSON: Could I have it restated?

22 JUDGE BLCCH: .W h y doesn't the witness tell us

23 what the annulus does to the likelihood?

24 WITNESS FLETCHER: The annulus does not

(
25 oresent a situation that would otherwise degrade the

O
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1 orimary pressure boundary of the sleeve tube, and the

O
2 reasons that I draw that conclusion are based upon a

3 consideration of, ! will call it a hypothetical

s_s 4 situation, a model to examine the various aspects of the

5 annulus region.

6 :or example, if one prosumes that there is
-

7 leakage into ths tube, into the ennular region between

8 the tube and the sleeve, that leakage by and large would

9 be derived from corrosion of the tube within the tube

10 sheet region itself. As such, since that is the only

11 location that we have notec any significant corrosion,

12 as demonstrated by oddy cur. ent tes ting and by tube

13 examination, as such, leakage from the water from the

g 14 secondary side in through a presumed crack in the outer

15 tube for water to enter the annular region, the first

16 thin g that would happen would be that the water would

17 form steam and that steam pressure would be higher than

18 the steam pressure on the outside of the tube so as to

19 limit the amount of water that would enter through that

20 cracked outer tube.

21 The annular region is expected to be at a

22 higher temoerature. Certainly the sleeve is at a higher

23 temperature than the corresponding boiler water on the

) 24 secondary side of the tube such that you would have a

25 higher pressure inside the annulus region than you would

8
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1 have on the outside of the tube.

O''
2 3ut, nonetheless, the steam would form and

3 even if there wers a sufficient amount of water to

4 accumulate in the annual region, you would still have

5 that steam formation that would be at least above the

8 point of entry of the water. So that means that the

7 area of the annulus above the leak location, which is

8 expected, if it should occur, would be expected to be

9 within the tube sheet crevice region and above the tube

10 sheet. Then that annulus region would be filled with

11 steam.

12 Now I have drawn that example or that picture

13 in considering whether or not we can develop a corrosive

14 environcint in the region of tne annulus above the tube

15 sheet, and I think drawing that example shows how

18 unlikely it would be that we would develop a corrosive

17 environment above the tube sheet in the annular region.

18 Now, if ons were to consider the conditions

19 above the tube sheet as to whetner or not there is a

20 possibility for a tube corrosion above the tube sheet,

21 first of all, we have not seen it.

22 JUDGE SLOCH: Mr. Fletcher, is that true for

23 oven a few mils above the tube sheet or half an inch or

[') 24 an inch?

QF
25 WITNESS FLETCHER. Well, the results of addy

O
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1 current testing by and large show that all of thef.

2 present activity or corrosion is occurring within the

3 tube sheet region itself. At the top of the tube sheet

4 there are some indications that have been noted. Sy and

5 large, these are steble. They are not growing or

6 progressing at any significant rate, given the variance

7 in the eddy current sensitivities and accuracies.

8 JUDGE SLOCH: So I guess you believe those

9 came during the chosphate regime and are no longer

10 intensified?

11 WITNESS FLETCHER: That is my belief, Judge

12 51oen, tnat they came during the phosphate regime period

13 and they are not progressing, as I said, within the

14 bounds of accuracy of the eddy current testing, but

15 consider above the top of the tube sheet, with the

18 sleeve tube.

17 First of all, in the absence of sludge, the

18 temperature of the outer wall of the tube would be

19 significantly reduced because the impediment to heat

20 transfer caused by the sleeve -- the air gap between the

would be such as to reduce that21 sleeve and the tube --

|
22 tenperature.

23 Now, if you had sludge on the outside of the

I) 24 tube, it sould depend upon its porosity, but one would|

(_J'
25 still expect to see some reduction in outer wall

O
|
|
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. 1 temperature cue to the presence of the sleeve.

2 In addition to that, the region of the sleeve

3 above the top of the tub e sheet can be inspected with

4 less interference from outside influences, esoscially

5 compared to the tube within the tube sheet, where the

6 interference or noise signals can be derived or arrived

7 from the presence of the tube sheet hole itself in

8 addition to any impurities that might be surrounding the

9 tuce within the tube sheet crevice.

10 So above the tube sheet, then, we have an

11 expected lower temperature, lower heat flux, less heat

12 transfer, which tends to mitigate against the

13 aovelooment of a corrosive atmosphere to begin with.

| 14 The inspectability of the sleeve in that region is good

15 compared to the tube within the tube sheet, and, in

16 addition, the sleeve material, of course, as we have

17 discussed before, the thermally-treated Inconel-600,

18 which has added resistance against these forms of

19 corrosion.

20 So that for these reasons I would summarize

21 that there is no degradation of the primary pressure

22 boundary due to the presence of a sleeve. In fact, I

23 think that the presence of the sleeve substantially

/) 24 enhances the pressure boundary by it being there.
J

25 JUDGE KLINE: I want to plug a little gap now

O
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1 based on that. The idea of the steam developing in the

O
2 annulus between the tube and the sleeve, that is

3 something I guess I hadn't considered before.

( 4 I had thought that the mechanism of sludge

5 accumulation was a process of sedimentation, but now,

6 when you have steam developing there it would seem to me

7 that the mineral buroen of the water would be left

8 behind. Would sludge accumulate by that mechanism?

9 That is to say, I em sure shatever water accumulates

10 there will be driven out as it turns to steam, but in

11 that process the minerals are not carried off, or are

12 they?

13 WITNESS FLETCHER: Judge Kline, for the smell

| 14 amount of water that I'm really referring to, or even a

15 larger amount, consider first that the volume of water

16 to fill half the annulus would be perhaps less than a

~ 17 cc -- a cubic centimeter of water. So we're talking

18 about a very small amount of water.

19 And in my model I am describing, let's say,

20 first the presence of a stress corrosion crack in the

21 outer tube within the tube sheet region, and the only

22 thing that I could consider to penetrate through that

23 stress c'orrosion crack would be water and really

) 24 carrying the solids with it -- no undissolved solids.

I nj
! 25 It is true that tha water could have dissolved

'
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1 solids in it and certainly you are correct. If you

O
2 evaporate some of that water to form steam, tners would

3 be e corresponding concentration of the~ soluble

h 4 materials in that water within the residual sater that

5 is left in there.

6 That concentration, for this model that I have

7 drawn, would be quite small in terms of concent.ation

8 factors just to form enough steam to fill the annular

9 region above the point of leakage.

10 JUDGE KLINE: Ckay.

11 JUDGE BLCCH: If the leakage occurred while

12 the generator was cold, mightn't there be a substantial
~

13 amount of water before you brought power?

g 14 WITNESS FLETCHER: Well, there could be.

15 Again, you could fill up, I believe, the region below

16 the elevation of the leak point. That could be filled

17 with water. I think that any additional filling beyond

18 that, then you are compressing the air or water vapor

19 above that, so you would not fill the entire cavity and
|
'

20 upon return to power that water that is in there would

21 heat up to a temperature equivalent to -- I'm sorry, to

22 a pressure equivalent to the temperature to provide a

23 pressure within the annulus region that would preclude

/'T 24 any additional introduction of water at that point.
! )
'

25 So you have. then, an annulus region thet is
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1 partly filled with water and the remainder is filled

O
2 with steem.

3 JUDGE SLOCH: You don 't inink there 'd be any

( 4 difficulties caused by pressures that would be built up

5 inside the annulus as you go up to power? The pressure

6 would be released gradually through the crack through

7 Ahich the water entered?

8 WITNESS FLETCHER: That is correct, but the

9 pressure there would be of no concern to me.

10 JUDGE BLCCH3 That's also a new model to me.

11 SY MR. CHURCHILL: (Resuming)

12 0 Mr. Fletcher, yesterday Mr. Anderson was

13 talking to you about leak before break and some of the

| 14 experiences that there have been in the industry with

15 leaking tubes. '

16 I would first like to ask you what, generally,

17 is the experisnce with leaking tube as far as its

:

| 18 behavior characteristics. Do you generally see leak

19 cofore break, and what is the experience in this

20 regard?

21 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Well, the experience of

22 leaking tubes generally, and for the large majority of

23 tubes that have leaked, have shown that the leaks are

) 24 small. They are what I characterize as being

| 25 well-behaved. Tnat is, there is no sudden increase in
.

O
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1 the leakage rate once noticed. The leakage may in fact,

O
2 the leakage rate, may in fact increase over a period of

3 time in terms of weeks or months, if not years, that

() 4 characteristic being representative, I think, of the

5 lcrge majority of leakage events.

~6 And the tube samples that have been removed

7 from operating clants and examined for the leak before

8 break characteristic have shown that the cracked link is

9 within the bounds of the aspect ratio that I referred to

10 in my testimony, where the cracked link is, le t 's s ay, a

11 actor of five times or less than the thickness of the

12 tube wall, which is the definition of the aspect ratio.

13 So, that experience in the main is quite

| 14 consistent with the leak before break concept.

15 0 Are you finished?
l

16 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Yes.
.

17 Q Mr. Anderson gave you, I believe, four

18 specific exainoles at specific plants -- specific leaks
!

19 that occurred. Do these examples that he gave you in

20 any way constitute a violation of the leak before break

21 principle, if you will, or an exception to them, or do

22 they in any way increase -- do they in any way suggest

23 that perhaps we shouldn't give as much reliance to the

) 24 leak before break principle as we do?

25 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) No, I really don't believe

OO
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1 that the four examplas that M.. Anoerson cited yesterday <

2 detract or degrade from the leak before break concept

3 because of the especially unusual circumstances related

() 4 to those events that are unrelated to the erssent

5 corrosion that we ni;ht see at Point Eeach clents or in

6 circumstances Jith regard to sleeving.

7 Let me elaborate on that a bit. There were

8 two events that Mr. Andarson referred to, namely,

9 Northern States Power large leakage event and the Ginna

10 plant large laakage avent of eerlier this year in the

11 case of Ginna. Those two events were due to the

12 presence of loosa parts and the presence of those loose

13 parts caused wear on the tube to occur which brought the

i f 14 tube wall thickness down to a value that the normal

15 pressures -- differential pressure between primary and

16 secondary sides -- cause the sall to open and lead to

17 the leakage event.

18 That is completely out of character with
,

19 regard to the concept of the oramise of leak before

20 break -- leak before break referring to a corrosion

21 mechanism and the characteristics of strass corrosion

22 cracking as opposed to the presence of loose parts.

23 So in the case of Northern States Power and

24 the Ginna event I think it is reasonabla to accept that
/

25 those two events do not in any fashion relate to the

{

O
.
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1 leak before break concept.

O
2 Another event that Mr. Anderson referred to

3 was the leak &ge that occurred in a U-band tube at Surrey

\_ 4 Unit 2 back in 1976 and, again, the circumstances

5 surrounding the leak event are entirely different than

6 the subject of interest here with regard to sleeving, in

7 that that U-band, the leakage did occur at the apex of

8 the U-bend and it was the result of tha pressing inward

9 of the legs of the U-bend at the upoermost tube support

10 plate, giving rise to very high stresses at the acax of

11 the bend where the cracking occurred.

12 That is a circumstance that is unrelated to

13 sleeving, to Point Beach plants. It is a circumstance

| 14 that is unrelatsd also to the fundamental basis, to the

15 leak before break conceot with regard to caustic stress

16 corrosion cracking, so that I would set that one aside

17 as not being calated to and especially not detract from

18 the leak before break concept because of the unusual

19 circumstances surrounding that leakage event.

20 The fourth example that Mr. Anderson referred

! 21 to yesterday was the Point Beach leakage event that

22 occurradin 1975. That was in a tube that the leakaga

23 occurred just above the tube sheet in a region that was

) 24 discerned to nave undergone a significant amount of

25 thinning and in subsecuent operations that thinnad
;

O
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1 region was subjected to stress corrosion cracking by the

O |
2 presumed presance of caustic. '

3 Again, thtt is an exceptional or en unusual

4 event. The circumstances surrounding that are such that

5 sa had a thinned region on the tube with superimposed

6 stress corrosion cracking over that region, such that

7 the boundary conditions for the leak before break for

8 the Inconal tube or sleeve, as I have discussed in

9 previous testimony, that circumstance does not really

10 apoly. So I would discount that as having any

11 significant effect upon the fundamental concept of leak

12 befora break.

13 So, in summary, I think that these four

14 events, while they did occur, they detract little or

15 none at all from the leak before break concept.

16

17

18

19

20
.

21

|

t 22

23

24

25

'

O
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1 SY MR. CHURCHILL: (Resuming)
U<w

2 Q The thinning that occurred, I take it that was

3 a result of a phosphats treatment which no longer occurs?

O'\' 4 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Yes. I didn't go into

5 reference of that history. But the tubes at point

6 3each, some of the tubes at Point Beacn Unit No. 1 plant

7 had undergone thinning-type corrosion from the presence

8 of phosphate. Subsequent to late 19T4 the phosohate

9 chemistry was removed, and tSo plant presently operates

10 with all volatile chemical treatments, so thinning by

11 phosphate is no longer an issue.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: Meaning all the tubes that have

13 been thinned are no longer in the generator?

| 14 WITNESS FLETCHER: No. The tubes that are in

15 the generators as we made reference to earlier, there

16 are some in there have very minor amounts of thinning

17 that are being as indicated by eddy current testing.--

18 Those that have large amounts of thinning have been

19 plugged.

20 SY MR. CHURCHILL: (Resuming)

21 C Is thinnin; readily detectable with eddy

22 current testing?

23 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Thinning is readily

) 24 detected by oddy current testing.
J

25 JUCGE KLINE: I guess I'm with you on three

O
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1 out of the four cases, but I didn't see why the Point

2 3each didn't violate the leak-before-break. Why was it

3 different? I mean, that is, you had a stesss corrosion

('J%k- 4 crack. I don't see why it shouldn't have leaked before

5 it broke. Let's clarify that, if you will.

6 WITNESS FLETCHER: Well, the records, as I

7 understand them, did not show any indication of leakage

8 prior to the larger leakage that followed. I

9 rationalized that by again developing a model for a tube

10 that has a very thin wall due to phosphate thinning.

11 And, indeed, the leak-before-break principle could apoly

12 to that very thin wall. But that is se unrelated to the

13 wall thickness that we're talking about.

| 14 JUDGE SLOCH: Could you give us an idea of the

15 dimension of the type from thinning before the break

16 occurred?

17 WITNESS FLETCHER: Unfortunately, I cannot do

18 that, Judge Bloch. The tubs was not removed for

19 examination. And I am saying in my model if you thin

| 20 the tube down, then the crack length to sustain the

21 pressure, the normal differential pressure, was shorter

22 and shorter ts you thin the wall more and more.

23 JUDGE SLCCH: That seems clear theoretically,

I

b) 24 but how much thinning occurred seems relevant to whether

25 there was a violation of the principle.

|
|

O
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1 WITNESS FLETCHER: Yes. Adjacent tubes core

2 examined and shown to have thinning on them. That was

3 the best that could be done at that time.
,

4 JUDGE SLCCH: How much thinning was there on

5 acjacent tubes?

6 WITNESS FLETCHER: I really don't recall

7 offhand. It is a matter of record, but there was indeed

8 thinning of the tube wall. And it was on this basis

9 then that I'm saying with a thinner and thinner tube

10 wall, the shorter is the crack length that would be

i 11 sufficient to sustain the normal delta P differential

12 pressures.

13 So that conceptually says that we're dealing

| 14 with something that is entirely different in dealing

15 with thin-walled members that are thinner tFan what we

16 have in our leak-before-break concept for the tube wall

17 seat.

18 SY MR. CHURCHILL: (Resuming)

19 Q Mr. Fletcher, the point Seach incident, that

20 wasn't an instantaneous guillotine break or acuivalent

| 21 rupture, was it? Actually, many of the events that Mr.

22 Anderson brought up that I have addressed were

23 ocuivalent to the couble-ended leakage break. And the

) 24 point of the Point Beach tube, the leakage rate was on

25 tha order of 125 gallons per minute, but it achieved

O
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1 that only after a period of about 49 minutes, I believe,

2 as I recall, having reread the report on that.

3 There was a period of time after the leakage

[w 4 was first noticed that dur'ing a period of 43 minutes the

5 leakage rate increased and progressed, and the 125

6 gallons per minute that I Quoted represented that

7 leakage rate at the end of the particular event. The

8 125 gallons per minute does not represent the

9 double-ended tube rupture thet is analyzed in the FSAR.

10 Q Mr. Fletcher, is the tube material at Ginna --

11 the tube material, not the sleeve material --

12 mill-annealed Inconel 6007 I 'm sorry. I don't mean

13 Ginna. Let me rephrase that question.

| 14 Is the tube material at San Gnofre

15 , mill-annealed Inconel 600?

16 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) The tube matsrial at San

17 Cnofre is mill-annealed Inconel 600.

18 MR. CHURCHILL: Thank you. I have no more

19 questions.

20 JUDGE ELCCH: Mr. Fletcher, I take it that the

21 operating experience is helpful to establishing

22 leak-before-break for normal operation of steam
!

23 generators. Is also suggestive or is not suggestive of

24 shat would happen with a main steam line break, which

25 apoarently has not occurred at all anywhere?
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e- 1 WITNESS FLETCHER: Well, the data from the

2 field give us information on crack length versus crack

3 depth, and that's where we derive the aspect ratio of
O
k/ 4 five or less. The actual pressures that are used to

5 evaluate the chcracteristics of the tube material itself

6 are laboratory tests, burst tests of tubes at relevant

7 pressures as a function of crack length. So we know

8 what to expect in tarms of the response of the tube to

9 these large pressures.

10 So there are two aspects of it. One is to

11 determine from the field dcta what the aspect ratio is

12 of cracking in tubes. And the second is to do the

13 laboratory work necessary to establish that burst

# 14 pressure characteristics of a tube thr.*. has a

15 through-wall slot in it.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: To know how to make our

17 inferences we'd like to know something about the

18 universe from which we are deriving our inferences. Do

19 you know either the total number of leakers that have

20 been found for which there was no burst or the total

21 number of years of experience with tubes?

22 WITNESS FLETCHER: Sir, your first ouestion

23 was do I know how many leakers may have been experienced

) 24 without burst?/
gi

25 JUDGE SLOCH: A rough estimate would be good

O
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1 enough.

O
2 WITNESS FLETCHER: Approximately 200, if my

3 memory serves me.
r
k-} '

4 JUDGE BLOCH: That 's nationwide experience?

5 WITNESS FLETCHER: Yes, it is.

6 JUO35 SLCC.i: And how many years of operation

7 of tubes are we talking about?

8 WITNESS FLETCHER: That is an interesting

9 arithmetic challenge, is to take the tubes, the number

10 of tubes in service with the number of , years. We have

11 used Inconel 600 tubing material in steam generators

12 cating back to about 1968 or '69, and to date I believe

13 there are close to 70 operating plants that have come on

14 line since about that 1968 time frame, about 70

15 operating plants utilizing Inconal 600 material.

16 JUO3E BLOCH: So there are thousands of years

17 of operations of tubes.

18 WITNESS FLETCHER: Thousands of years.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Anderson.

20 RECROSS EXAMINATION

21 SY MR. ANDERSON:

22 C You used two words in a sentence that defeated

23 me by and.large, and one was "all."

) 24 Now, am I correct with the subject of the

25 annulus, in your answer to Mr. Churchill's question on

O
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1 redirect that you're not making a statement that no

2 tubes have defects of the tubes of Point Beach, are you,

3 sir?

\~' 4 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Well, a tube above a tube

5 I 'm scery. A tube that shows an indication rbove the--

6 tube sheet that is called out as being greater than 40

7 percent should be plugged. And there are tubes that

8 have shown indications above the tube sheet during the

9 period when phosphate chemistry was employed, and those

10 tubes were plugged.

11 I am not that close to being able to say shat

12 the maximum penetration of a tube wall for a location

13 just above the tube sheet would be, but I am aware there

# 14 are some indications above the tube sheet.

15 C Noc, in response to a question from Judge

16 Klina, you indicated that the steam in this annulus in

17 terms of the context you were talking mould concentrate

18 impurities, did you not -- nonvolatile impurities?

19 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) The steam in the annulus

20 is derived from the water in the annulus, and for the

21 small amount of water that goes into steam there sould

22 be a corresponding amount of concentration of impurities

23 there, yes.

24 C And Point Seach uses presently all volatile

25 treatments?

O
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1 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) That's right.;

O
2 Q And Westinghouse in 1972 and also I think in

3 1973 specifically advised against all-volatile treatment

4 because it will not perform the solid removal orocess

5 that phosphates would perform?

6 MR. CHURCHILL: Objection. H e 's back to voir

7 dire. He's attempting to discredit the Westinghouse

8 Corporation because at one time it was recommending

9 phosphate treatment which is still used today indeed in

10 many parts of the world, and it has now changed its

11 recommendation back in the early '70s to all-volatile

12 tractment, and it's well beyond, well beyond any

13 contention in this treatment.

( 14 JUDGE SLOCH: Are you going to use this to

15 attempt to develop a line that the all-volatile .

16 treatment will itself cause sedimentation in the annulus?

17 MR. ANDERSON: Yes, the intention is that.

18 JUDGE SLOCH: If that's the intention, clease

19 continue.

20 MR. ANDERSON: There is a question outstanding.

21 MR. CHURCHILL: It's my understanding, Your

22 Monor, that anything hrving to do with all-volatile

23 treatment that is going to cause concentrations within

I) 24 the annulus has been disposed of on summary
)

25 disposition. This Board found there was no genuine

O
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1 issue of fact to be litigated.75
(_)

'

2 JUDGE SLCCH: I think what we found was we had

3 no reason to believe there sould be a greater amount of

(N - 4 corrosion in the annulus than there vould be outside in

5 the tube sheet crevice. But Mr. Fletcher has just given

6 us a new model which attempts to explain chy there would

7 be no corrosion or much less corrosion in the annulus

8 than I think we would believe any previous testimony

9 might have existed. And I think Mr. Anderson ought to

10 have the opportunity to show that there's a mechanism

11 for corrosion to exist despite Mr. Fletcher's new model.

12 MR. CHURCHILL: It is my understanding vr.

13 Anderson's going to attempt to show that the

14 all-volatile treatment is going to produce this

15 corrosive environment.
~

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, let's just see what the

17 questions are going to be, and we 'll find out what the

18 thrust of this line is. It may be that the Questions

19 will not be allowable or that they will. If the purpose

20 is to show that t he r e 's going to be corrosion despite

21 this new model, we've got to allow ine line.

22 Mr. Anderson.

23 MR. ANDERSON: There's e question outstanding.

[) 24 MR. CHURCHILL: I objected to that ouestion.
V

25 MR. ANDER$0N: The objection was overruled.

O
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1 JUCGE BLOCH: I'm sorry. The specific

2 question -- I do not recollect the specific question. I

3 didn 't rule on it. The line I ruled on.

( 4 Please ask that question now, and I will rule

5 on it.

6 MR. ANDERSGN: Cartainly, sir.

7 The question is is it not true that in 1972

8 and 1973 Westinghouse specificelly recommended that

9 all-volatile treatment not be used becauss it did not

10 perform a solid removal orocess that was performed by

11 phosphates?

12 JUCGE BLOCH: We'll find out if th e r e 's

13 something wrong with the all-volatile treatment. Was it

14 once recommendsd against?

15 WITNESS FLETCHER: Judge Bloch, I do not

16 remember the exact wording of rny Westinghouse

17 recommendation at that time without documentation. I do

18 know that during the time frame of 1972 and '73 that

19 phosphate chemistry was the preferred treatment.

20 BY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

21 C Is it really your. testimony, .Mr. Fletener,

22 that you have no recollection that-AVT was not

23 recommended specifically because<it did not have solid

24 removal? Your statament before was you didn't remember

25 the exact words. Put aside the exact sS"ds. I'm

]
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l
1 talking about the recommendation and the subject of the

'

2 recommendation and the reason for the recommendation.
3 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Mr. Anderson, there's a

'

4 lot of information that Westinghouse has issued on the

5 subject of water chemistry control, ano you have oerhaps

6 the advantage of having read something. I have not

7 reviewed that information, so I'm not in a position to

8 state one way or the other the preciseness of the

9 wording that Westinghouse may have recommended.

10 JUDGE SLCCH: Mr. Anderson, why don't we try
.i

'

11 to limit the questions to the effect of all-volatile

12 treatment on the tube sheet -- excuse me -- on the

13 annulus?

14 MR. ANDERSON: Well, before I get to that, I

15 sould like to ask to be able to make an offer where I

16 can produce the document showing what Westinghouse

17 recommended and why they were recommending it, because I

18 think it would go to the validity and credibility of the

19 testimony that's being given right now.

20 MR. CHURCHILL: This goes to the area that I
s

' 21 objected to. I agreed reluctantly that he could ask the

22 questions on whether the all-volatile treatment is going
|

| 23 to do violence to Mr. Fletcher's model. I don't see the

24 relevance of trying to pin down the precise sords that

25 were used back at the time when there was a controversy

O
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1 going on in the industry about which method was best.

O !
2 JUDGE BLOCH: Please show Mr. Fletcher the

3 statement and ask whether he agrees or disagrees with it.

4 MR. ANDERSON: I'm trying to remember whether

5 I hrve it alth me.

6 Can I have a second?-

7 (Pausa.)

8

9

10

11

12

13 .

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

O
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1 JUDGE SLOCH: Let the record show the witness

O 2 is being asked to examine an excerpt. .* r . Anderson,

3 it's an excerpt from what? Would you describe what this

4 is?

5 MR. ANDERSON: It is two paragraphs quoted

6 from the Westinghouse Electric Corooration summary paper

7 on GESMO 1 steam generator tube leakage problem, dated

8 May 10, 1976, at pages 1 and 15.

9 JUOG5 SLOCH: We are not admitting this for

10 the purpose of the truth of the statement, nor for its

11 accuracy as an excerpt, merely for the purpose of asking

12 Mr. Fletcher whether hs agrees or disagress with the

13 content of this excerpt.
N

,/ 14 MR. CHURCHILL: Sut you're not admitting it?

15 JUCG3 SLCCH: No, we'rs just asking a question

16 of Mr. Fletchar, not admitting it at evidence.

17 MR. CHURCHILL: May I see the excerpt?

18 JUDGE 3LCCH: Off the record.

19 (Discussion off the record.)

20 JUGG5 SLOCH: Cn the racerd.

21 MR. CHURCHILL: This I take it is a document

22 ' hat was not identified to us 48 hours before the start
23 of the hearing?

24 MR. ANDERSON: Th a t 's correct, like redirect

25 was not identified 48 hours.

,
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1 MR. CHURCHILL: My redirect, no, it sas not.

O 2 I would object to it on that basis. I would

3 object strenuously to being handed an excerot from the

( 4 document and not being handed the document, and asked to

5 read something totclly out of context without being

6 given the opportunity to see the document.

7 MR. ANDERSON: If we have a continuance I'll

8 be glad to provide one.

9 MR. CHURCHILL: I'd object strenuously to a

10 continuance, Your Honor, at this point, when he full

11 well knows the schedule we're operating.

12 May I suggest, Your Honor, if Mr. Anderson

13 Jants to ask whether Mr. Fletcher knows of any reason

14 shy all-volatile treatment would do this, or if he wants

15 to ask Mr. Fletcher specifically whether it would do

16 specific things, fins. But I do object to having him

17 read into the record an excerot from e document that we

18 haven't seen.

19 MR. ANDERSON: Your suggestion is rejected.

20 JUCGE SLCCH: Mr. Anderson, please ask

21 questions based on this excerpt. The excerpt itself

22 cannot be used because it was not noticed under the

23 48-hour rule, because it is only a cortion of a much

O 24 larger document.

(v)
25 If you would like to try to ask questions

O
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1 about all-volatile treatment and its effect on tne

O 2 annulus and you want to use this to refresn your mind or

3 to inform yourself about what the previous beliefs were,

) 4 it is proper to use that to refresh your own,,e

5 recollection, but I prefer that you ask individual

6 questions derived from this passage.

7 MR. ANDERSON: May the record reflect, Mr.

8 Chairman, that we strongly object to the application of

9 a rule that results in testimony given today about five

10 minutes ago -- we think it is entirely inaooropriate. I

11 have no need to revisw that excerpt to refresh my

12 memory. I'm trying to refresh Mr. Fletcher's memory,

13 and I don 't think any post hoc explanations or

14 justifications -- I just want to test the credibility of

15 the testimony.

16 JUDGE SLOCH: We're not applying the 48-hour

17 rule. What we 're just saying is, you cannot use a

18 document in a proceeding where there's an excerpt and

19 you have not made the document available for the other

20 people so that they could have the entire document.

21 MR. ANDERSON: I would request a continuance

22 to get the document for the other people, and I would

23 justify that on the basis that I had no notice that I

['T 24 was going to need this document.

25 JUCGE BLOCH: The recuest for the continuance

O
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1 is denied. If overnight you can obtain the document and

2 you can persuade us in the morning that it's necessary

3 to call Mr. Fletcher, we will consider doing that. But

( 4 you will have to show us why from the document it is

5 necessary to complete your case by recalling .M r .

6 Fletcher.

7 I suggest you probably can get a lot of what

8 you want to get by doing exactly what the Board has

9 suggested. I don't see how it is going to prejudice

10 you. Certain information on chich you want Mr.

11 Fletcher's opinion, that information is contained in the

12 cassage. Just ask individual questions based on the

13 passage.

14 We could not admit the passage for its truthg

15 anyway, because you don't have an evidentiary basis for

16 it.

17 MR. ANDERSON: I would respectfully disagree,

18 Mr. Chairman.
t

i 19 JUDGE BLOCH: With what, sir?

| 20 MR. ANDERSON: With asking him a cuestion on

21 this, whether the substance of the material crovideo in

22 answer is of any use to this Board or of any use to the

23 public, because the post hoc justifications are

24 knee-jerk without thinking, based upon the past track
'

25 record of this vendor and this licensee. And I think

O
|
|
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1 that has to be demonstrated by comparison to creviJus

O
2 representations made with just as much assurance es Mr.

3 Fistcher has made here, which such events were not )

( 4 demonstrated on the paoJr that they were printed on,

5 sir.

6 JUDGE SLOCH: The Board's ruling stands.

7 Please continue, sir.

8 MR. ANDERSON: If I could just say for the

9 record, Mr. Chairman, that if the hearing goes tonight

10 there is no way I could bring that material in

11 tomorrow.

12 MR. CHURCHILL: I'd like to add for the

13 record, there is no way I would possibly agree now to

14 his wanting to bring this in, since he has confessed andg

15 admitted on the record that all he wanted to do was
16 attempt to discredit Westinghouse, precisely what I said

17 that he was going to do before and precisely what he

18 passed up his chance for a long tims ago on voir dire.

19 JUDG5 BLCCH: The Board would appreciate it if

20 the comments of both parties were limited to the

21 substance before us.

22 It was clear, Mr. Anderson, that we had

23 crohibited the use of the documents to discredit

24 destinghouse. We did it twice. Please stick to tne
~)

25 subject matter, and me hooe Mr. Churchill also can stick

O
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1 to the subject matter. me don't need by-play between

(
2 the parties of that sort.

3 SY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

( 4 G Now, turning to the subject of leak before

5 break thet was discussed on redirect, Mr. Fletcher --

8 JUDGE BLCCH: Mr. Anderson, before you do

7 that, Mr. Fletcher, do you know any way in which the

8 all-volatile chemistry which~ is now being used at Point

9 Seach could create special problems in the annulus

10 between the sleeve a r.d tube?

11 WITNESS FLETCHER: No, I do not, Judge Bloch.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: Please continue.

13 SY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

14 Q You discounted the incidents at Ginna and

15 Prairie Island by saying they were resulting from

18 mechanical loose parts; is that correct, sir?

17 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) That is correct, Me.

18 Anderson.

19 C Let me show you a letter which I believe is a

20 lettar in this proceeding, dated November 9, 1992, from

21 Mr. 3ruce d. Churchill to the Licensing Board.

22 MR. CHURCHILL: When was the later dated?

23 Your Honor, the hearing started 9:00 o' clock

I 24 in the morning on November 17. This subject was openedb)
25 up on redirect because of specifically his direct

O
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1

1 .xamination. He's ths one that raised the cuestion of

O 9 these four plants that recuired the redirect.

3 JUO3E SLOCH: Mr. Churchill, I think I

() 4 understand your point.

5 Mr. Anderson, what is the possible relevance

6 of that letter to the leak before break criteria?

7 MR. ANDERSON: The relevanct is, it attempts

8 to dispose of leak before break -- let me strike that.

9 The attempt to dispose of events which do not

10 follow leak before break by saying those lacks were

11 caused by mechanical parts rubbing does not serve to

12 dispose of the problem at Point Beach or any other

13 plant, especially a plant which does not have any of

14 those parts monitored.*

15 JUDGE BLOCH: But we have an amendment here

16 that deals with sleeving. It is not a question of

17 whether it is possible that there could be loose parts,

18 in the steam generator. The question is whether the

I

19 sleeving project creates risks to the public.

20 MR. ANDERSON: The question to tne public, Mr.

21 Chairman, is whether the NRC has ever considered this

22 problem, and to our knowledge it has not. I think as

23 far as the Staff testimony indicates, it's still under

24 consideration. It has not done it anywhere in here.

25 This relates to what happens, and to foreclose

O
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1 it based upon a legal ruling is not going to serve the

O 2 substance of justice, sir.

3 JUDGE BLOCH: I suopose that if /ou have c

( 4 loose parts problem you should petition for a rulemeking

5 on loose carts. It's not subject to the hearing before

8 us.

7 MR. ANDERSON: That is a legal argument, thet

8 it's not a subject of our hearing.

9 JUDGE BLCCH: Nevertheless, it is subject to

10 our ruling.

11 SY MR. ANDERSCN: (Resuming)

12 Q Now, the track record that we have with the

13 leaks at pressurized water reactors, especially the

14 instances we discussed from the Licensee, from the

15 evaluation of steam generator tube rupture event recorts

18 and the 200 instances you referred to in an answer to

17 Mr. Bloch, referred to leakages during normal operation

18 with normal pressure differentials, is that not true?
.

19 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) I am sorry, Mr. Anderson.

20 I thought you included the four events in your overall

21 statement, and I guess I 'm a little bit confused as to

22 shat your question is.

23 Q Let me restate it if I may. If we look at the

) 24 four events se discussed yesterdcy -- the Prairio

25 Island, Surry, Point Beach and Ginna -- and we look at

O
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1 the 203 leaks that you resocnded to in e question by Mr.
O

2 31och earlier, those were all leaks that occurred during

3 normal operation with normal pressure differantials; is

4 that correct?

5 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) That is corrset.

6 JUO35 3 LOCH: There were two parts to that
^

7 question. You said the 200 leaks were all normal

8 pressure differential; is that correct?

9 WITNESS FLETCHER: Yes, to the best of my

10 knowledge they were all during normal operating

11 conditions.

12 JUCGE SLCCH: The question was two parts. He

13 also mentioned the four. Those were not -- those also

14 were normal?

15 WITNESS FLETCHER: That is correct, sir. That

18 is why I answered to the affirmative.

17 SY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

18 C And the response of the tubes to the pressure

19 differentials in the main line steam break or a LOCA may

20 not ce the same, is that not true, sir?

21 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) The pressures resulting

22 from a steam line braak, for example, would be somewhat

23 increased, the differential pressurs across the tube

24 wall.

25 C and the strasses sould be different in a LOCA,

O
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I

1 although the pressure differential itself might not be I

2 greater?

|

3 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) The pressure differential
e-

4 is lower and it is in the reverse direction. ;

!
5 0 Sut the stresses are of a different nature,

6 are they not?

7 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Yes, they ar a. The

8 stresses in the case of a LOCA are a pressure to the

9 oc side of the tube. In the case of the steam line

10 break the outside of the tube would be in tension.

11 Q And beside that, there is also a difference in

12 time, is thera not? The pressure changes sould be

13 different in terms of time, in terms of LOCA and normsl

g 14 operation? Wouldn't you basically have an instantaneous

15 pressure reversal?

16 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Well, I guess I'm a little

17 bit confused over what you're calling time. There is a

18 time for the transient that is assumed for either

19 event. How closely related those are to each other, I
|

| 20 don't know offhand.
I

21 Q Eut the fact that there is different times in

22 the transients in the LDCA case or in the steam line

23 break case makes the stresses different than under

24 normal operating ccnditions, is that not true?

25 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) I didn't agree that the

;

O
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1 times were different. The stress would be the stress
O

2 for any applied differential crossure. The time would

3 not be a factor in determining the strass on the tube

4 wall.

5 Q 'n e l l , a weakened tube might respond

6 differently differently to a sudoen pressure change than

7 to a slow pressure change, might it not?

8 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) There could possibly be

9 some influencs, but I have difficulty in exactly what

10 the difference would be.

11 Q I 'm going to try to get to that. There may be

12 some difference, though.

13 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) There could be, with

14 respect to the time of application of the differential

15 pressure. However, in the ultimate sense of analysis of

16 that situation, the tube strength is dictated by its

17 properties and its response to the pressure would be its

18 response to a maximum pressure.

! 19 So if you consider that in the limit sense,

20 maximum delta P considering the condition of the tube at

21 the time --

22

23

I) 24

(_/
25

1

l

i
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1 JUDGE BLOCH: Maybe I can clarify that for

2 myself. The maximum change in pressure differential is

3 tha princicle limiting variable. Is that correct?

4 WITNESS FLETCHER: Yes, sir.

5 JUDGE SLCCH: But I thought you said there

6 could be some influence from the speed with which that

7 pressure differential is applied, or isn't there?

8 WITNESS FLETCHER: I'm no t too clear on that

9 myself, whether speed and the time frame that we're

10 telking about with regard to LOCA or steam line break

11 would have any influence.

12 JUDGE BLCCH: If the change is extremely

13 rapid, it would have an influence, but you think that

14 under those scenarios it could develop on a steam line

15 break or a LOCA, and that extrencly rapid change would

16 not occur?

17 WITN:SS FLETCH:R: Well, there is a finite

18 time to my recollection and understanding for a steam

19 li.7e break decressurization and a LOCA

20 depressurization. There is an assumed time for the
.

21 differential pressure to occur. I would think that the

22 longer that time span is then the system perhaps would

23 respond differently. I guess I just have to leave it.

24 At least, I am not orepared to address the answer of

25 time effects on tube response.

O
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1 I would leave it that the tuoe is in a

O 2 particular condition and we knew what the tube strength

3 is when a differential oressure is applied across that

4 in our burst test, for example. These pressures are

5 taken up in a matter of minutas, perhaps, and the tube

6 does not respond in a burst pressure test until the

7 critical pressure has been exceeded.

8 JUDGE 3 LOCH: Off the record.

9 (A discussion was held off the record.)

10 JUDGE SLOCH: Mr. Anderson?

11 MR. ANDERSON: Yesterday it was left open for

12 Decade to discovery #ith the requesting body.

13 JUDGE BLCCH: Well, l e t 's first finish with

14 the witness.

15 MR. ANDERSON: I thought that was clear. No

16 more questions on redirect.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Does the Staff have any

18 questions?

19 MR. 3ACHMANN: The Staff has no questions of

20 this witness.

21 JUDGE SLOCH: Is there further redirect?

22 MR. CHURCHILL: No, Your Honor.

23 MR. ANDERSON: 3efore he is excused, I would

24 like to take up another issue in case it impacts on

25 this.

O
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1 JUOGE SLCCH: We can always recall Mr.

O 2 Fletcher, if necessary, and I take it Mr. Fletcher is

3 not expected to larve the proceeding.

4 MR. CHURCHILL: I don't know. He may be ready

5 to. No, he will be hers.

6 JUCGE 3LCCH: Mr. Fletcher, thank you very

7 much for your cooperation.

8 MR. ANDERSON: Just to be clear, I would

9 object to his being dismissed before this issue is

10 clarifiec for the record.

11 MR. CHURCHILL: You made yourself clear.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: Gkay. Mr. .cletcher, you are

13 excused from the stand.

14 (The witness was excused.)

15 JUCGE BLCCH: Mr. Reporter, you may make the

16 break for today's transcript at this point.

17 (Whereupon, at 3: 44 o ' clock p.m. , the hearing

18 recessed, to reconvene at 3:45 o' clock p.m., in the

19 evening session.)

20

21
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ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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